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Chapter 1

Introduction

De mooiste dingen komen uit de wisselwerking tussen het rekenen
en het bewijzen. — Henk Barendregt (2011)

Intuitively, when many objects move within a shared environment, objects
may have to wait for others before moving, or objects may even get stuck and
never reach their destination. In this dissertation we report on our findings
concerning such phenomena within essentially two different discrete models.
The inspiration for these models come from Scheduling respectively Planning.
Scheduling (and sequencing) is a major field within Operations Research and
it is in general concerned with the allocation of scarce resources (machines,
processors, robots, etc.) to activities over time. Scheduling is deciding when
and by whom a job is performed while respecting constraints like precedences,
capacity, and incompatibilities. In Planning, similar to Scheduling, a sequence
of activities have to be specified. However the set of activities is given implicitly
and have to be generated too. An example of planning is the task of deciding
how to have a good time at the beach. Even when the goal is clear (what
constitutes a ‘good time’, and which beach), there are many choices to make
concerning for instance transport, routes, meals, costs etc.

Although the application areas are rather diverse, various models have a lot
in common: a given system in these models consists of a discrete environment,
i.e. a finite number of fixed locations, and objects that will move within this
environment. The objects have an initial location and a final destination. An
object can only move to an empty location. When no required next location is
available for an object, it stays and waits at its current location. A state of a
system is a snapshot describing a situation that might potentially occur while
the system is running.

Reachability problems are fundamental in the context of many models
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and abstractions which describe various computational processes. In general
reachability can be formulated as follows: decide whether a certain state of the
system is reachable from the given initial state. And if the state can be reached
determine the minimal number of moves to reach it. Besides reachability of
exact states of the system one is in general also interested in reachability of
states that are expressed in terms of some property. In the scheduling systems
we encounter states in which the system is stuck and comes to a halt since
no further processing is possible. Such a state of the system is a deadlock.
Resolving a deadlock is usually expensive and harmfully diminishes the system
performance. So operators of these systems consider these a problem in the
everyday sense.

A problem in everyday life is a matter or situation regarded as unwelcome or
harmful and needing to be dealt with and overcome, or a thing that is difficult to
achieve or accomplish. In Mathematics a problem is often simply a question or a
task. The problems in (the rest of) this work are of a more specific kind; they are
computational problems. Complexity theory provides the natural mathematical
framework in which to study computational problems.

After the following basic introduction to computational complexity
we present a short overview and summary of the contributions in
this thesis.

Here are a three examples of tasks one might wish to solve using computation:

• Given two integer numbers, compute their product.

• Given a list of cities and their pairwise distances, find a shortest possible
tour that visits each city exactly once.

• Given a circle, construct a square with the same area by using only a finite
number of steps with compass and straightedge.

Each instance of a computational problem is a mathematical object (a pair of
integers, respectively a list of cities and distances, respectively a circle), of which
we ask a question and expect an answer. An algorithm is a detailed step-by-step
method for solving a (computational) problem, but for concreteness one can
think of them simply as being computer programs written in some precise
computer language. We stress that an algorithm only solves a problem if it
always returns a correct answer.

Practical experience makes it clear that some computational problems are
easier to solve than others. For some scheduling problems, algorithms have
been known for decades that are capable of solving instances with thousands of
jobs, whereas for other problems, the best algorithms strain to cope with only a
handful of jobs.
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Computation, algorithms and running time

One of the important scientific advances in the first half of the twentieth century
was that the notion of computation received a much more precise definition.
From this definition it became clear that computation can happen in diverse
mathematical and physical systems; Turing machines, λ-calculus, bouncing
billiard balls, Conway’s Game of life, and so on. Interestingly and surprisingly,
all these forms of computation are essentially equivalent in the sense that
each model is capable of simulating the computations of the other ones. This
realization led to the invention of the universal electronic computer, a piece of
hardware that can be programmed to execute all possible programs (something
we now take for granted and most of us use daily).

After the success of defining computation in a more precise way, it turned
out that some tasks are inherently uncomputable: no computer can solve them
without going into infinite loops (i.e. never halting) on certain inputs. For the
problems we discuss in this thesis this is not an issue since they are all easily
seen to be computable: there is only a finite number of solution candidates.
Simply list these and go through them. Our issue is with computational efficiency.

To get an intuitive understanding of how we measure computational effi-
ciency, we start with the first example task of multiplying two integers. Consider
two simple methods (algorithms) to solve this task; (i) repeated addition: to
compute a · b, just add b to itself a− 1 times, (ii) the standard method learned
(hopefully) in primary school. Though the first algorithm might seem simpler,

3 4 5

4 6 2

6 9 0

2 0 7 0

1 3 8 0

1 5 9 3 9 0

Figure 1.1: Primary school algorithm for multiplication. Illustrated for 345 · 462.

the latter is better for it is more efficient. For example, multiplying 345 by 462

using repeated addition takes 344 additions, whereas the standard method takes
3 multiplications of a number by a digit and 2 additions of numbers. This is
however only one instance, how does this help us compare the two algorithms?
We quantify the efficiency of an algorithm by the number of basic operations it
takes when expressed in the size of the input. For this discussion, let the basic
operations be addition and multiplication of single digits. The size of the input
is the number of digits in the numbers. The number of basic operations used to
multiply two n-digit numbers is at least n10n−1 for the repeated addition al-
gorithm and at most 2n2 for the standard algorithm. The difference between the
two algorithms should now be apparent: for multiplying two 15-digit numbers
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using pen and paper you can beat your computer easily if you use the standard
algorithm while the computer is using the repeated addition algorithm.

When we use the computer to solve a problem we put some appropriate
encoding of the problem instance in the computer. We describe the problem
instance as a string, i.e. a finite sequence of symbols taken from some fixed
finite alphabet Σ (for instance the ASCII set of symbols, or {0, 1}). We denote the
set of all strings by Σ∗. Let us assume that one canonical encoding has been
chosen in advance and each problem has associated with it a fixed encoding
scheme, which maps problem instances into the strings describing them. The
size of an instance can then be defined as the length of the string describing the
instance. Furthermore, by also fixing the computational model (e.g. a Turing
machine), basic operations are well-defined, and so the computational efficiency
of an algorithm can be expressed by the time complexity function which is the
function that for each possible input length returns the maximum number of
basic operations the algorithm performs to solve a problem instance of that size.

Although there are several ways of choosing an alphabet and encoding
objects by strings, any way chosen is quite arbitrary. There are also many
variations possible in the precise computational model one chooses (simply
think of walking in a computer shop; many choices of models). However the
particular choices made will have little effect on the kind of distinctions we
are going to make in this thesis. We want to ignore most low-level details and
focus on the big picture. Consider that the addition algorithm will take about
three times more operations if it uses addition of a single binary number as
a basic operation, as opposed to decimal numbers. To overcome this overly
dependence on the low-level details of our definition of a basic operation,
the following standard notation is useful: let f,g be two functions from N

to N, where we denote by N the set of all nonnegative integers. We write
f(n) = O(g(n)) (pronounced “f(n) is big oh of g(n)” or “f is of the order of g”)
if there exists a constant c and a positive integer n0 such that for all n ≥ n0
we have f(n) ≤ c · g(n). We write f(n) = Ω(g(n)) if the opposite happens,
that is, if g(n) = O(f(n)). Finally, f(n) = Θ(g(n)) means that f(n) = O(g(n))

and f(n) = Ω(g(n)). For example, when p(n) is a polynomial of degree d,
it is not hard to see that p(n) = Θ(nd). Another useful fact: if c > 1 is an
integer and p(n) any polynomial, then p(n) = O(cn), but it is not the case that
p(n) = Ω(cn). In other words, any polynomial grows strictly slower than any
exponential.

In our example with the two different algorithms for multiplication, we say
that the repeated addition algorithm runs in O(n10n−1) time, and the primary
school algorithm in O(n2) time. A polynomial time algorithm is defined to be
one whose time complexity function is O(p(n)) for some polynomial function p,
where n is used to denote the input length. In its broadest sense, the notion of
efficiency involves all the various computational resources needed for executing
an algorithm. Besides time, measured in the number of basic operations, the
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amount of memory (or space) needed during the run of the algorithm is also
important. In this work we only consider the resource time.

Classes of problems: P and NP

There are at least two different kind of problems; decision problems where we
expect a Yes or No answer, and search problems that ask you to find an object with
certain prescribed properties. Here we restrict ourselves for our convenience
to the decision versions. Abstractly, a decision problem is of the form: given
a certain object (or sequence of objects), does it have a certain property? In
our second example task the problem of finding a shortest tour visiting all the
cities once can be studied by a related decision version: given a list of cities and
their pairwise distances, is there a tour visiting each city exactly once of length
at most d? From a complexity point of view restricting to decision problems
is not that much of a restriction. If we have a polynomial time algorithm to
solve the decision version of the problem just given, then we can also find the
length of a shortest tour in polynomial time, for instance by using binary search.
This example also illustrates an important point: one can compose polynomial
time algorithms in natural ways and remain in the class of polynomial time
algorithms. The reason is of course that the set of polynomials is closed under
addition, multiplication and functional composition.

As we encode objects by strings, a decision problem is nothing but: given a
string, does it have a certain property? Thus the problem is fully described by
describing the set of all strings that have that property. So a decision problem is
completely described by a subset Π of Σ∗. The question then looks like: given a
string s, does s belong to Π? In this context s is called the instance or the input.

Let P denote the set of all decision problems that are solvable by a polynomial
time algorithm. It is important to know that the equivalent computational
models we mentioned before (Turing machines, λ-calculus, bouncing billiard
balls etc.) can not only simulate each other, but can do this in an efficient
manner so that polynomial time is the same on all these variants, as is the set of
computable problems. So the computational model may not matter1. The class
P seems to capture the notion of decision problems that are efficiently solvable.
In practice, most problems that are found to be in P also come with an algorithm
that runs in O(n3) or O(n5) time, and not in some impractical O(n1000).

Just as the class P seems to capture efficiently solvable problems, there is a
class, which we denote by NP, that seems to capture those problems for which a
positive answer has a short certificate from which one can verify the correctness

1Besides the standard Turing machine model used for binary computers (the usual kind every-
body is using) there exists many other sensible computational models, like analog computers,
quantum computers and non-deterministic computers. Not all are known (or expected) to have
physical implementations. Furthermore quantum computers do not appear to be efficiently simulat-
able on Turing machines.
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of the positive answer efficiently. We will now make this more precise. The class
NP consist of those decision problems Π ⊆ Σ∗ for which there exist a problem
Π ′ that is in P, and a polynomial p(n) such that for any string s ∈ Σ∗: s ∈ Π if
and only if there exists a string c such that (s, c) ∈ Π ′ and such that the size of c
is at most p(size(s)). So the string c acts as a certificate showing that s belongs
to Π. With the polynomial time algorithm solving Π ′, the certificate proves in
polynomial time that s belongs to Π. Clearly each problem in P is also contained
in NP, since we can just take the empty string as a certificate. The second
example task of finding a shortest tour is actually a very famous problem: the
travelling salesman problem. The problem is one of the most intensively studied
problems in optimization. We still do not know whether it has a polynomial
time algorithm. However the decision problem is clearly contained in the class
NP: for a Yes-instance there is a tour with length at most d, and it could be
taken as a certificate; for one can easily verify in polynomial time that the given
tour contains each city once and has a length of at most d.

The class NP seems intuitively much larger than the class P; consider by
analogy that finding a proof for a statement seems so much harder than verifying
its correctness. Still nobody has been able to show that the two classes are really
different. This is the intriguing mathematical question P versus NP, for which
an answer might have enormous significance, both practical and philosophical.
There seems to be a difference between problems in P and those in NP (but
we do not know for sure): the lack of symmetry between Yes and No. If the
problem ‘Given I, is X true for I?’ is in P, then so is the problem ‘Given I, is X
false for I?’. However this automatic implication for problems in P seems not to
hold for problems in the class NP. Consider, for example, the complemented
travelling salesman problem: given a list of cities and their pairwise distances
and a bound d, is it true that no tour visiting each city once has length d or less?
If we want to see that this problem is also in NP, then we need to answer: what
is a short certificate of a Yes-instance to this problem?

Reductions and NP-completeness

When we have found a way to answer a mathematical question, we often try
to use it to solve other questions. Another common strategy to solve a new
question, is to try to translate it into an already solved question. Similarly, we
have the notion of a polynomial time reduction. Let Π and Π ′ be two problems
and let A be an algorithm. We say that A is a polynomial time reduction of Π ′ to Π
if A is a polynomial time algorithm taking a string s to a string A(s) such that:
s ∈ Π ′ if and only if A(s) ∈ Π. When there is a polynomial time reduction of
Π ′ to Π we denote this by Π ′ ∝ Π. This notion is especially useful because it
is transitive: if Π1 ∝ Π2 and Π2 ∝ Π3, then Π1 ∝ Π3. It is not difficult to see
that if Π belongs to P and there exists a polynomial time reduction of Π ′ to Π,
then also Π ′ belongs to P. Analogous, one could try to find polynomial time
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reductions between two problems in NP. When Π ′ ∝ Π and Π ∝ Π ′, then we
say the problems Π and Π ′ are polynomially equivalent.

What is rather remarkable, is that there exist a problem Π in NP for which
holds: if problem Π ′ is in NP, then Π ′ ∝ Π. Such a problem is called NP-complete.
It implies that a polynomial time algorithm which solves one NP-complete
problem, also can be used to solve all problems in NP in polynomial time!
Once one has one NP-complete problem, there is an easier way of proving a
problem to be NP-complete: If Π1 and Π2 belong to NP, Π1 is NP-complete, and
Π1 ∝ Π2, then Π2 is NP-complete. This follows easily from the transitivity of ∝.

Many scientists believe that no polynomial time algorithm for the travelling
salesman problem exists! Why? Because the (decision version of the) problem
is NP-complete, and many scientists believe that P 6=NP. Discovering that a
problem is NP-complete should not cause immediate despair. Rather it should
indicate that the search for an efficient, exact algorithm should be accorded
low priority, and other less ambitious approaches should be tried. Perhaps an
efficient algorithm exists for instances with more structure, or it is possible to
approximate.

Although the third example of computational tasks given earlier does not
seem to fit the computational model2 we are using, it is a well-known impossible
problem, that took some two thousand years to resolve. Let us hope that
resolving the question P versus NP does not take so long.

For a more extensive and thorough introduction to computational complexity
we refer to the classics; Garey and Johnson [1979] and Papadimitriou [1994].

Overview of the thesis

The remaining part of this thesis consists of two parts, each consisting of two
chapters. In the last section of each chapter we shortly discuss our results and
point to related open problems.

In Chapter 2 and 3 we consider real-time multi-stage scheduling systems. In
such a system it can happen that the system gets stuck and comes to a halt since
no further processing is possible; such a state is called deadlock. There are in
the literature three common strategies addressing deadlock issues in different
contexts: prevention, detection, and avoidance. Prevention methods restrict the
movement of jobs in the system such that a deadlock can not occur. Typically this
is done off-line and at the design stage. Detection (and sometimes recovery) use
a monitoring mechanism for detecting deadlocks (and a resolution procedure
for pre-empting some resources). Finally, deadlock avoidance schemes try to
prevent deadlocks from occurring through real time monitoring and control. In

2The compass and straightedge of the ancient Greeks is nowadays a less commonly used
computer but it has been the standard for much longer. There have been several interesting
apparatus invented to solve this problem.
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all cases it is of vital importance to know the basic behavior of such a system in
terms of computational complexity.

In Chapter 2 we analyze a specific case: real-time multi-stage open shop
scheduling systems. We formulate four related reachability problems that cap-
ture the basic behavior of these systems and provide an almost full picture
of the complexity status of each problem. We use several nice arguments via
matchings, edge-colored multigraphs, and relate different state recognition
problems to each other. It appeared in the Proceedings of the 28th International
Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science (Stacs’11), see Egger-
mont, Schrijver, and Woeginger [2011]. A full version of the paper has been
submitted for publication.

In Chapter 3 we study the same questions in a much broader class of
scheduling systems, namely one where jobs have partially ordered processing
plans. We are not interested in such a system in its full generality, but use it as
a common framework in which we can express, compare and study different
scheduling systems. The different scheduling systems arise by restricting the
partial orders of the processing plans that can occur in such a system. Such a
partial order can be viewed in a natural way as an acyclic directed graph. Our
main inspiration comes from the wish to be able to compare for instance the
complexity results on the basic behavior in open shop systems of the previous
chapter with that for other scheduling systems. We study and settle most of
the same reachability problems as in the previous chapter. Our investigations
show that the computational complexity of deciding safety of a state does
not only depend on the kind of processing plans that occur in the scheduling
system, but also whether there is a machine with capacity 1 in the scheduling
system. Our main contribution is that even for scheduling systems where all jobs
have isomorphic small and primitive sequence restrictions, most reachability
problems turn out to be NP-complete. The proofs tend to be considerably more
technical (and longer) than in the previous chapter. But it is very satisfying
that we settle the complexity of the problems completely except for Reachable

Deadlock, where there are only a small number of open cases remaining. It
appeared in the Proceedings of the 5th Workshop on Reachability Problems
(RP’11), see Eggermont and Woeginger [2011]. A journal version of the paper is
under preparation.

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we consider motion planning on a graph, which
is a problem that that has its roots in the paper of Wilson [1974]. Reachability
turns out to be easy to decide (Goraly and Hassin [2010]). We study the
optimization version: determine a shortest sequence of moves. In Chapter 4

we start with some history on the problem and possible applications. We then
present a complete complexity landscape for this problem with respect to two
parameters: the number of colors and the maximum number of tokens in a
color-class. We also exhibit the first graph classes (paths, cycles, stars and
complete graphs) for which this problem can be solved in polynomial time.
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In Chapter 5 we consider the motion planning problem on complete bipartite
graphs for which tokens have pairwise different colors. Because of the structure
of these graphs problem instances can be presented in a clean graphical way.
This is extremely useful in analyzing concrete instances and also leads in a
natural way to decomposing problem instances. We completely characterize
shortest move sequences if there are at least two unoccupied vertices in each
side. We prove a tight upper bound on the number of moves when there are at
least four unoccupied vertices. Finally, we apply this result in a simple manner
to prove a 2-approximation for a graph family related to complete bipartite
graphs (which includes cographs and threshold graphs).

We conclude by giving in a final chapter some directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Open shop scheduling
systems

2.1 Introduction

We consider a multi-stage open shop scheduling system with n jobs J1, . . . , Jn
and m machines M1, . . . ,Mm. Every job Jj (j = 1, . . . ,n) requests processing
on a certain subsetM(Jj) of the machines; the ordering in which job Jj passes
through the machines in M(Jj) is irrelevant and can be chosen arbitrarily by
the scheduler. Every machine Mi (i = 1, . . . ,m) has a corresponding capacity
cap(Mi), which means that at every moment in time it can simultaneously hold
and process up to cap(Mi) jobs. For more information on multi-stage scheduling
systems, the reader is referred to the survey Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan, and
Shmoys [1993].

We are mainly interested in the performance of real-time multi-stage systems,
where the processing time pj,i of job Jj on machine Mi is a priori unknown and
hard to predict. The various jobs move through the system in an unsynchronized
fashion. Here is the standard behavior of a job in such a system:

1. In the beginning the job is asleep and is waiting outside the system. For
technical reasons, we assume that the job occupies an artificial machine
M0 of unbounded capacity.

2. After a finite amount of time the job wakes up, and starts looking for an
available machine M on which it still needs processing. If the job detects
such a machine M and if that machine has some free capacity, then the
job moves there and releases its current machine, and receives processing
on the new machine M. If no such machine is available, the job stays at
machine M and falls asleep again (and returns to the beginning of Step 2).
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3. While the job is being processed and while the job is asleep, it continuously
occupies machine M (and blocks one of the cap(M) available places on
M). When the processing of the job on machine M is completed and in
case the job still needs processing on another machine, it returns to Step 2.

4. As soon as the processing of the job on all relevant machines is completed,
the job leaves the system; we assume that the job then moves to an artificial
final machine Mm+1 (with unbounded capacity), and disappears.

The described system behavior typically occurs in robotic cells and flexible
manufacturing systems. The high level goal is to arrive at the situation where all
the jobs have been completed and left the system. Other goals are of course to
reach a high system throughput, and to avoid unnecessary waiting times of the
jobs. However special care has to be taken to prevent the system from reaching
situations of the following type:

Example 2.1.1. Consider an open shop system with three machines M1,M2,M3 of
capacity 1. There are three jobs that each require processing on all three machines.
Suppose the following situation happens: The first job moves to machine M1. The
second job moves to machine M2. The third job moves to machine M3.
Once the three jobs have completed their processing on theses machines, they keep
blocking their machines and simultaneously keep waiting for the other machines to
become idle. The processing never terminates.

Example 2.1.1 illustrates a so-called deadlock, that is, a situation in which the
system gets stuck and comes to a halt since no further processing is possible:
Every job in the system is waiting for resources that are blocked by other jobs that
are also waiting in the system. Resolving a deadlock is usually expensive (with
respect to time, energy, and resources), and harmfully diminishes the system
performance. In robotic cells resolving a deadlock typically requires human
interaction. The scientific literature on deadlocks is vast, and touches many
different areas like flexible manufacturing, automated production, operating
systems, Petri nets, network routing, etc. For scheduling and production (as
in this and the next chapter), we in particular mention the work of Lawley
[1999], Lawley and Reveliotis [2001], Reveliotis, Lawley, and Ferreira [1997], and
Sulistyono and Lawley [2001].

The literature distinguishes two basic types of system states (see for instance
Coffman, Elphick, and Shoshani [1971], Gold [1978], or Banaszak and Krogh
[1990]). A state is called safe, if there is at least one possible way of completing
all jobs. A state is called unsafe, if every possible continuation eventually will get
stuck in a deadlock. An example for a safe state is the initial situation where all
jobs are outside the system (note that the jobs could move sequentially through
the system and complete). Another example for a safe state is the final situation
where all jobs have been completed. An example for an unsafe state are the
deadlock states.
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Summary of considered problems and derived results

In this chapter we study the behavior of safe and unsafe states in open shop
scheduling systems. In particular, we investigate the computational complexity
of the four algorithmic questions described in the following paragraphs. First, if
one wants to have a smoothly running system, then it is essential to distinguish
the safe from the unsafe system states:

Problem: Safe State Recognition

Instance: An open shop scheduling system. A system state s.

Question: Is state s safe?

Section 2.3 provides a simple characterization of unsafe states, which leads to a
(straightforward) polynomial time algorithm for telling safe states from unsafe
states. Similar characterizations have already been given a decade ago in the
work of Sulistyono and Lawley [2001] and Xing, Lin, and Hu [2001]. Our new
argument is extremely short and simple.

One of the most basic problems in analysing a system consists in character-
izing those system states that can be reached while the shop is running.

Problem: Reachable State Recognition

Instance: An open shop scheduling system. A system state s.

Question: Can the system reach state s when starting from the
initial situation where all machines are still empty?

In Section 2.4 we derive a polynomial time algorithm for recognizing reachable
system states. The main idea is to reverse the time axis, and to make the system
run backward. Then reachable states in the original system translate into safe
states in the reversed system, and the results from Section 2.3 can be applied.

Hence recognizing states that are reachable from the initial situation is easy.
What about recognizing states that are reachable from some other given state?

Problem: State-to-State Reachability

Instance: An open shop scheduling system. Two system states s
and t.

Question: Can the system reach state t when starting from state s?

Surprisingly, there is a strong and sudden jump in the computational complexity
of the reachability problem: Section 2.5 provides an NP-hardness proof for
problem State-to-State Reachability.

Another fundamental question is whether an open shop system can ever fall
into a deadlock. In case it cannot, then there are no reachable unsafe states; in
other words the system is super-safe and will run smoothly without supervision.

Problem: Reachable Deadlock
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Instance: An open shop scheduling system.

Question: Can the system ever reach a deadlock state when starting
from the initial situation?

Section 2.6 proves problem Reachable Deadlock to be NP-hard, even for the
highly restricted special case where the capacity of each machine is at most three
and where each job requires processing on at most four machines. In Sections
2.7 and 2.8 we exhibit two special cases for which this problem is solvable in
polynomial time: The special case where every job needs processing on at most
two machines is settled by a linear programming formulation and techniques
from matching theory. The special case where every machine has capacity one
is solved by analyzing cycles in certain edge-colored graphs.

2.2 Basic definitions

A state of an open shop scheduling system is a snapshot describing a situation
that might potentially occur while the system is running. A state s specifies for
every job Jj

• the machine Ms(Jj) on which this job is currently waiting or currently
being processed,

• and the setMs(Jj) ⊆M(Jj) − {Ms(Jj)} of machines on which the job still
needs future processing.

The machines Ms(Jj) implicitly determine

• the set J s(Mi) ⊆ {J1, . . . , Jn} of jobs currently handled by machine Mi.

The initial state 0 is the state where all jobs are still waiting for their first
processing; in other words in the initial state all jobs Jj satisfy M0(Jj) = M0
and M0(Jj) = M(Jj). The final state f is the state where all jobs have been
completed; in other words in the final state all jobs Jj satisfy Mf(Jj) =Mm+1

andMf(Jj) = ∅.
A state t is called a successor of a state s, if it results from s by moving a single

job Jj from its current machine Ms(Jj) to some new machine in setMs(Jj), or
by moving a job Jj withMs(Jj) = ∅ from its current machine to Mm+1. In this
case we will also say that the system moves from s to t. This successor relation is
denoted s→ t. A state t is said to be reachable from state s, if there exists a finite
sequence s = s0, s1, . . . , sk = t of states (with k ≥ 0) such that si−1 → si holds
for i = 1, . . . , k. A state s is called reachable, if it is reachable from the initial state
0.

Proposition 2.2.1. Any reachable state s can be reached from the initial state through
a sequence of at most n+

∑n
i=1 |M(Jj)| moves.
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A state is called safe, if the final state f is reachable from it; otherwise the
state is called unsafe. A state is a deadlock, if it has no successor states and if it is
not the final state f.

2.3 Analysis of unsafe states

Unsafe states in open shop systems are fairly well-understood, and the literature
contains several characterizations for them; see for instance Sulistyono and
Lawley [2001], Xing, Lin, and Hu [2001], and Lawley [1999]. In this section we
provide yet another analysis of unsafe states, which is shorter and (as we think)
simpler than the previously published arguments.

A machine M is called full in state s, if it is handling exactly cap(M) jobs. A
non-empty subset B of the machines is called blocking for state s,

• if every machine in B is full, and

• if every job Jj that occupies some machine in B satisfies ∅ 6=Ms(Jj) ⊆ B.

Here is a simple procedure that determines whether a given machine Mi is
part of a blocking set in state s: Let B0 = {Mi}. For k ≥ 1 let Jk be the union
of all job sets J s(M) with M ∈ Bk−1, and let Bk be the union of Bk−1 and
all machine sets Ms(J) with J ∈ Jk. Clearly B0 ⊆ B1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Bm−1 = Bm.
Furthermore machine Mi belongs to a blocking set, if and only if Bm is a
blocking set, if and only if all machines in Bm are full and every job Jj on a
machine in Bm requires further processing on a machine other than Ms(J). In
case Bm is a blocking set, we denote it by Bsmin(Mi) and call it the canonical
blocking set for machine Mi in state s. The canonical blocking set is the smallest
blocking set containing Mi:

Lemma 2.3.1. If machine Mi belongs to a blocking set B in state s, then Bsmin(Mi) ⊆
B.

The machines in a blocking set B all operate at full capacity on jobs that
in the future only want to move to other machines in B. Since these jobs
are permanently blocked from moving, the state s must eventually lead to a
deadlock and hence is unsafe. The following theorem shows that actually every
deadlock is caused by such blocking sets.

Theorem 2.3.2. A state s is unsafe if and only if it has a blocking set of machines.

Proof: The if-statement is obvious. For the only-if-statement, we classify the
unsafe states with respect to their distances to deadlock states. The set U0
contains the deadlock states. For d ≥ 1, set Ud contains all states whose
successor states are all contained in Ud−1. Note that Ud−1 ⊆ Ud, and note that
every unsafe state occurs in some Ud. We prove by induction on d that every
state in Ud has a blocking set of machines. For d = 0 this is trivial.
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In the inductive step, assume for the sake of contradiction that some state
s ∈ Ud is unsafe but does not contain a blocking set. Since every move from
s leads to a state in Ud−1, all successor states of s must contain blocking sets.
Whenever in state s some job J moves to some (non-full) machine M, this
machine M must become full and must then be part of every blocking set.
Among all possible moves, consider a move that yields a state t with a newly
full machine M for which the canonical blocking set Btmin(M) is of the smallest
possible cardinality.

Note that in state t there exist a machine M ′ ∈ Btmin(M) and a job J ′ ∈
J t(M ′) with M ∈ Mt(J ′); otherwise Btmin(M) − {M} would be a blocking set
for state s. Now consider the successor state u of s that results by moving job J ′

from machine M ′ to M. SinceMu(J ′) ⊆ Btmin(M), a simple inductive argument
shows that Bumin(M) ⊆ Btmin(M). Since job J ′ has just jumped away from M ′,
this machine cannot be full in state u, and hence M ′ ∈ Btmin(M) − Bumin(M).
Consequently the canonical blocking set Bumin(M) has smaller cardinality than
Btmin(M). This contradiction completes the proof. �

Lemma 2.3.3. For a given state s, it can be decided in polynomial time whether s has
a blocking set of machines. Consequently, problem Safe State Recognition can be
decided in polynomial time.

Proof: Since a job that does not require further processing on a machine other
that its current location can not occur in a deadlock, we assume that in state s
every job J requires further processing on a machine other than Ms(J). Create
an auxiliary directed graph that corresponds to state s: the vertices are the
machines M1, . . . ,Mm. Whenever some job Jj occupies a machine Mi, the
directed graph contains an arc from Mi to every machine inMs(Jj). Obviously
state s has a blocking set of machines if and only if the auxiliary directed graph
contains a strongly connected component with the following two properties:
(i) All vertices in the component are full. (ii) There are no arcs leaving the
component. Since the strongly connected components of a directed graph can
easily be determined and analysed in linear time (see for instance Cormen,
Leiserson, Rivest, and Stein [2001]), the desired statement follows. �

2.4 Analysis of reachable states

In this section we discuss the behavior of reachable system states. We start with
an example which indicates that the algorithmic problem Reachable State

Recognition (as formulated in the introduction) is not completely straightfor-
ward. We say that a state t is subset-reachable from state s, if every job Jj satisfies
one of the following three conditions:

• Mt(Jj) =M
s(Jj) andMt(Jj) =Ms(Jj), or

• Mt(Jj) ∈ Ms(Jj) andMt(Jj) ⊆Ms(Jj) − {Mt(Jj)}, or
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• Mt(Jj) =Mm+1 andMt(Jj) = ∅.

Clearly whenever a state t is reachable from some state s, then t is also subset-
reachable from s. The following example demonstrates that the reverse implica-
tion is not necessarily true.

Example 2.4.1. Consider an open shop system with two machines M1,M2 of capa-
city 1 and two jobs J1, J2 with M(J1) = M(J2) = {M1,M2}. Consider the state
s where J1 is being processed on M1 and J2 is being processed on M2, and where
Ms(J1) = Ms(J2) = ∅. It can be seen that s is subset-reachable from the initial
state 0, whereas s is not reachable from 0.

Our next goal is to derive a polynomial time algorithm for recognizing
reachable system states. Consider an open shop scheduling system and a fixed
system state s. Without loss of generality we assume that s is subset-reachable
from the initial state. We define a new (artificial) state t where Mt(Jj) :=Ms(Jj)
and Mt(Jj) := M(Jj) −Ms(Jj) − {Ms(Jj)} for all jobs Jj. Note that in both
states s and t every job is sitting on the very same machine, but the work that
has already been performed in state s is exactly the work that still needs to be
done in state t.

Lemma 2.4.2. State s is reachable if and only if state t is safe.

Proof: First assume that s is reachable, and let 0 = s0 → s1 → · · · → sk = s

denote a corresponding witness sequence of moves. Define a new sequence
t = tk → tk−1 → · · · → t0 = f of moves: Whenever the move s` → s`+1
(0 ≤ ` ≤ k− 1) results from moving job Jj from machine Ma to machine Mb,
then the move t`+1 → t` results from moving job Jj from machine Mb to
machine Ma. (Note that the artificial machines M0 and Mm+1 switch their
roles.) Hence t is safe. A symmetric argument shows that if t is safe then s is
reachable. �

Hence deciding reachability is algorithmically equivalent to deciding safe-
ness. Together with Lemma 2.3.3 this yields the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4.3. Reachable State Recognition can be decided in polynomial time.
�

The following lemma states a simple sufficient condition that makes a state
reachable.

Lemma 2.4.4. Let s be a state, and let K be a subset of machines such that every job
that still needs further processing in s satisfies Ms(Jj) ∈ K and

Ms(Jj)∪ {Ms(Jj)} = K ∩M(Jj).

Then s is a reachable system state.
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Proof: By renaming the jobs we assume that the jobs Jj with 1 ≤ j ≤ k have
Ms(Jj) = Mm+1 and the jobs Jj with k+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n have Ms(Jj) ∈ K. We
handle the jobs one by one in their natural order: every job moves through all
machines inM(Jj) −Ms(Jj), and ends up on machine Ms(Jj). Then the next
job is handled. �

2.5 Analysis of state-to-state reachability

We establish NP-hardness of State-to-State Reachability by means of a
reduction from the following satisfiability problem; see Garey and Johnson
[1979].

Problem: Three-Satisfiability

Input: A set X = {x1, . . . , xn} of n logical variables; a set C =

{c1, . . . , cm} of m clauses over X that each contain three literals.

Question: Is there a truth assignment for X that satisfies all clauses
in C?

We start from an instance of Three-Satisfiability, and construct a corres-
ponding instance of State-to-State Reachability for it. Throughout we will
use `i to denote the unnegated literal xi or the negated literal xi for some fixed
variable xi ∈ X, and we will use ` to denote a generic literal over X. Altogether
there are 5n+m machines:

• For every literal `i, there are three corresponding machines S(`i), T(`i),
and U(`i). Machine U(`i) has capacity 2, whereas machines S(`i) and
T(`i) have capacity 1. For every variable xi ∈ X the two machines U(xi)
and U(xi) coincide, and the corresponding machine will sometimes simply
be called U(i).

• For every clause cj ∈ C, there is a corresponding machine V(cj) with
capacity 3.

Furthermore the scheduling instance contains 4n jobs that correspond to literals
and 6m jobs that correspond to clauses. For every literal `i there are two
corresponding jobs:

• Job J(`i) is sitting on machine S(`i) in state s. In state t it has moved to
machine U(`i) without visiting other machines in between.

• Job J ′(`i) is still waiting outside the system in state s, and has already left
the system in state t. In between the job visits machines S(`i), T(`i), U(`i)
in arbitrary order.

Consider a clause cj that consists of three literals `a, `b, `c. Then the following
six jobs correspond to clause cj:
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• For ` ∈ {`a, `b, `c} there is a job K(cj, `) that in state s sits on machine
V(cj), then moves through machines S(`) and T(`) in arbitrary order, and
finally has left the system in state t. Note that in state s these three jobs
block machine V(cj) to full capacity.

• For ` ∈ {`a, `b, `c} there is another job K ′(cj, `) that waits outside the
system in state s, then moves through machines U(`) and V(cj) in arbitrary
order, and finally has left the system in state t.

In Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 we will show that in the constructed scheduling
instance state t is reachable from state s if and only if the Three-Satisfiability

instance has a satisfying truth assignment. This then implies the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.5.1. State-to-State Reachability is NP-complete.

2.5.1 Proof of the if-statement

We assume that the Three-Satisfiability instance has a satisfying truth assign-
ment. We describe a sequence of moves that brings the scheduling system from
the starting state s into the goal state t.

In a first phase, for every true variable xi the job J(xi) moves from machine
S(xi) to machine U(i). Then job J ′(xi) enters the system by moving to U(i),
then moves to T(xi), then to S(xi), and finally leaves the system. Next job J ′(xi)
enters the system, moves to U(i), and finally sits and waits on T(xi). Symmetric
moves (with the roles of xi and xi interchanged) are performed for every false
variable xi. At the end of this phase, for every true literal `i the two machines
S(`i) and T(`i) are empty, and there is an empty spot on machine U(`i).

In the second phase, we consider clauses cj that consist of three literals
`a, `b, `c. We pick one true literal `i from cj, and we let the corresponding
job K(cj, `i) jump away from machine V(cj) to machine S(`i), then to T(`i),
and finally make it leave the system. This yields a free spot on machine V(cj).
For every ` ∈ {`a, `b, `c} we let job K ′(cj, `) enter the system, move through
machines U(`) and V(cj), and then leave the system. At the end of this phase,
four out of the six jobs corresponding to every clause have reached their final
destination in state t.

In the third phase, for every true variable xi the job J(xi) moves from
machine S(xi) to machine U(i). Job J ′(xi) moves from T(xi) to S(xi), and then
leaves the system. Symmetric moves (with the roles of xi and xi interchanged)
are performed for every false variable xi. At the end of this phase, all jobs J(`i)
and J ′(`i) have reached their final destination in state t. All machines S(`i) and
T(`i) are empty.

In the fourth phase, we again consider clauses cj that consist of three literals
`a, `b, `c. For the two literals ` in cj that did not get picked in the second phase,
we move the corresponding job K(cj, `) from machine V(cj) to machine S(`),
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then to machine T(`), and finally make it leave the system. At the end of this
phase all jobs have reached their final destination, and the system has reached
the desired goal state t.

2.5.2 Proof of the only-if-statement

We assume that there is a sequence of moves that brings the scheduling system
from state s into state t. We will deduce from this a satisfying truth assignment
for the Three-Satisfiability instance.

We say that variable xi is activated as soon as one of the corresponding
jobs J(xi) and J(xi) moves to machine U(i). We say that xi is deactivated at the
moment µi in time where also the other job J(xi) or J(xi) moves to machine
U(i). If job J(xi) moves first and activates xi, we set variable xi to true; if J(xi)
moves first and activates xi, we set variable xi to false. We will show that the
resulting truth setting satisfies all clauses.

Lemma 2.5.2. If `i is a false literal, then job K(cj, `i) can visit machine T(`i) only
after the deactivation time µi of variable xi.

Proof: Till the crucial moment µi where variable xi is deactivated, job J(`i) is
permanently blocking machine S(`i). From time µi onwards, jobs J(xi) and
J(xi) together are permanently blocking the machine U(i) with capacity 2.

Suppose for the sake of contradiction that some job K(cj, `i) moves to ma-
chine T(`i) before moment µi. Then at time µi, it is waiting for its final
processing on machine S(`i) and blocking machine T(`i). We claim that un-
der these circumstances job J ′(`i) is causing trouble: In case J ′(`i) has not
yet entered the system at time µi, it can never be processed on machine U(i)
which is permanently blocked from time µi onwards. In case J ′(`i) has already
entered the system at time µi, then at time µi it must be sitting on machine
U(i) and thereby prevents job J(`i) from moving there. In either case we reach
a contradiction. �

Now let us consider some arbitrary clause cj that consists of three literals
`a, `b, `c, let xa, xb, xc be the three underlying variables in X, and assume
without loss of generality that the corresponding moments of deactivation
satisfy µa < µb < µc.

Lemma 2.5.3. At time µa job K ′(cj, `a) must either be sitting on machine V(cj), or
must have left the system.

Proof: If at time µa job K ′(cj, `a) is still waiting outside the system, then it
will never be processed on machine U(a), which is permanently blocked by
jobs J(xa) and J(xa). Hence there is no way of reaching state t, which is a
contradiction. If at time µa job K ′(cj, `a) is sitting on machine U(a), it thereby
prevents variable xa from being deactivated. That’s another contradiction. �
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Hence at time µa job K ′(cj, `a) must already have visited machine V(cj).
Since in the starting state s the three jobs K(cj, `a), K(cj, `b), K(cj, `c) are block-
ing V(cj), one of them must have made space and must have moved away before
time µa; let this job be K(cj, `i) where i ∈ {a,b, c}. We distinguish two cases.
First, assume that K(cj, `i) has moved to machine S(`i). Since variable xi is still
active, literal `i must be true in this case. Secondly, assume that K(cj, `i) has
moved to machine T(`i). Since variable xi is still active, Lemma 2.5.2 yields that
literal `i is true. In either case, clause cj contains the true literal `i.

We conclude that every clause contains some true literal, and that the defined
truth setting satisfies all clauses. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.1.

2.6 Analysis of reachable deadlocks

In this section we show that Reachable Deadlock is an NP-hard problem. Our
reduction is from the following variant of the Three-Dimensional Matching

problem; see [Garey and Johnson, 1979, p.221].

Problem: Three-Dimensional Matching

Instance: An integer n. Three pairwise disjoint setsA = {a1, . . . ,an},
B = {b1, . . . ,bn}, and C = {c1, . . . , cn}. A set T ⊆ A × B × C of
triples, such that every element occurs in at most three triples in T .

Question: Does there exist a subset T ′ ⊆ T of n triples, such that
every element in A∪ B∪C occurs in exactly one triple in T ′?

We start from an arbitrary instance of Three-Dimensional Matching, and
construct the following corresponding instance of Reachable Deadlock for it.
There are two types of machines. Note that every machine has capacity at most
three.

• There are n + 2 so-called structure machines S0, . . . ,Sn+1, each of capa-
city 1.

• For every triple t ∈ T , there is a corresponding triple machine Tt with
capacity 3.

Furthermore there are 4n+ 2 jobs.

• For every element ai ∈ A there are two corresponding A-element jobs
J+(ai) and J−(ai). Job J+(ai) requires processing on structure machine
Si, and on every triple machine Tt with ai ∈ t. Job J−(ai) requires
processing on structure machine Si−1, and on every triple machine Tt
with ai ∈ t.

• For every element bi ∈ B there is a corresponding B-element job J(bi)
that requires processing on structure machine Sn+1, and on every triple
machine Tt with bi ∈ t.
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• For every element ci ∈ C there is a corresponding C-element job J(ci)
that requires processing on structure machine Sn+1, and on every triple
machine Tt with ci ∈ t.

• Finally there is a dummy job D0 that needs processing on S0 and Sn+1,
and another dummy job Dn+1 that needs processing on Sn and Sn+1.

Since every element of A ∪ B ∪C occurs in at most three triples, we note that
each job requires processing on at most four machines. For the ease of later
reference, we also list for every machine the jobs that need processing on that
machine.

• A triple machine Tt with t = (ai,bj, ck) handles the four jobs J+(ai),
J−(ai), J(bj), and J(ck).

• Structure machine Si with 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 handles the jobs J+(ai) and
J−(ai+1).
Structure machine S0 handles the two jobs J−(a1) and D0.
Structure machine Sn handles the two jobs J+(an) and Dn+1.
Structure machine Sn+1 handles 2n+ 2 jobs: D0, Dn+1, all B-element
jobs, and all C-element jobs.

The following theorem contains the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.6.1. Reachable Deadlock is NP-complete, even if the capacity of each
machine is at most three, and if each job requires processing on at most four machines.

Indeed, Proposition 2.2.1 yields an NP-certificate for problem Reachable

Deadlock. The hardness argument proves that the constructed scheduling
instance has a reachable deadlock if and only if the Three-Dimensional

Matching instance has answer Yes. The only-if-statement will be proved
in Section 2.6.1, and the if-statement will be proved in Section 2.6.2.

2.6.1 Proof of the only-if-statement

We assume that the scheduling instance has a reachable deadlock state s, and
we will show that then the Three-Dimensional Matching instance has answer
Yes.

Let B∗ be a blocking set of minimum cardinality in s, and let J ∗ denote
the jobs that are currently being processed on machines in B∗. For every
triple machine Tt in B∗, the job set J ∗ contains all four element jobs that need
processing on Tt. (First: machine Tt must be full and hence must process three
jobs. Second: if no other job in J ∗ needs processing on Tt, then B∗ − {Tt} would
yield a smaller blocking set.) Similarly, for every structure machine Si ∈ B∗
with 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the job set J ∗ contains both jobs that need processing on Si.

Lemma 2.6.2. The blocking set B∗ contains at least one of the structure machines Si
with 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Proof: Suppose otherwise. Then B∗ consists solely of triple machines and
perhaps of machine Sn+1.

We first claim that every triple machine in B∗ processes exactly one A-
element job, one B-element job, and one C-element job. Indeed, there is an
A-element job J ∈ J ∗ that corresponds to some element ai ∈ A and that is
processed on some triple machine Tt ∈ B∗. The machine setMs(J) of this job
contains another triple machine Tu ∈ B∗. Then ai ∈ t and ai ∈ u, and both
machines Tt and Tu must be processing one A-element job (that corresponds
to element ai), one B-element job, and one C-element job. This establishes the
claim.

Next fix a B-element job J(bi) ∈ J ∗ that is processed on some machine
Tt in B∗. The machine set Ms(J(bi)) contains yet another machine from B∗.
This cannot be a triple machine Tv ∈ B∗. (Every such machine Tv is processing
another B-element jobs J(bj) with j 6= i, which implies bi /∈ u). Hence J(bi)
needs future processing on the structure machine Sn+1, and Sn+1 ∈ B∗. Then
Sn+1 must be blocked by some job that needs future processing on some other
machine in B∗. But neither D0, nor Dn+1, nor a B-element or C-element job
can do that. �

Lemma 2.6.3. (i) Let Si ∈ B∗ with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and let job J+(ai) be running on Si.
Then there exists exactly one triple machine Tt ∈ B∗ with ai ∈ t, and this machine is
processing job J−(ai). Furthermore Si−1 ∈ B∗.

(ii) Let Si−1 ∈ B∗ with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and let job J−(ai) be running on Si−1.
Then there exists exactly one triple machine Tt ∈ B∗ with ai ∈ t, and this machine is
processing job J+(ai). Furthermore Si ∈ B∗.

Proof: As the statements (i) and (ii) are symmetric, we only discuss (i). Consider
job J+(ai) on machine Si. Since ∅ 6= Ms(J+(ai)) ⊆ B∗, we conclude that
J+(ai) still needs to be processed on a triple machine Tt ∈ B∗, say with t =
(ai,bj, ck). Since Tt is full, it must be processing the three jobs J−(ai), J(bj),
and J(ck). Then none of the remaining triple machines Tu with ai ∈ u can be
full, and hence none of them can be in B∗.

The job J−(ai) ∈ J ∗ is running on Tt ∈ B∗ and still needs future processing
on another machine in B∗. The only remaining candidate for this machine is
Si−1. �

Lemma 2.6.4. The blocking set B∗ either contains machine S0 which is busy with
D0 ∈ J ∗, or machine Sn which is busy withDn+1 ∈ J ∗. In either case, the blocking
set B∗ contains the structure machine Sn+1.

Proof: Lemma 2.6.2 yields that Sr ∈ B∗ for some r with 0 ≤ r ≤ n. First assume
1 ≤ r ≤ n and that Sr is busy with J+(ar). Then an inductive argument based
on Lemma 2.6.3.(i) yields Si ∈ B∗ for 0 ≤ i ≤ r. Moreover for 1 ≤ i ≤ r machine
Si is busy with J+(ai), and finally S0 ∈ B∗ must be busy with D0. Next assume
0 ≤ r ≤ n− 1 and that Sr is busy with J−(ar+1). Then a symmetric argument
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based on Lemma 2.6.3.(ii) yields that machine Sn ∈ B∗ is busy with Dn+1. This
establishes the first part of the lemma.

If S0 ∈ B∗ is busy with D0, then D0 ∈ J ∗ requires future processing on
another machine in B∗, which must be Sn+1. If Sn ∈ B∗ is busy with Dn+1,
then Dn+1 ∈ J ∗ requires future processing on another machine in B∗, which
must be Sn+1. In either case this yields the second part of the lemma. �

From now on we will assume that machine S0 ∈ B∗ is busy with D0. (The
case where Sn ∈ B∗ is busy with Dn+1 can be settled in a symmetric way.) We
distinguish two cases on the job running on Sn+1.

(Case 1) Assume that Sn+1 is busy with Dn+1 ∈ J ∗. Then Dn+1 is waiting
for another machine in B∗, which must be machine Sn that is busy with J+(an).
We claim for 1 ≤ i ≤ n that J+(ai) is processed on machine Si ∈ B∗, and that
job J−(ai) is processed on a triple machine Tt ∈ B∗ with ai ∈ t. The claim is
proved by a simple inductive argument based on Lemma 2.6.3.(i) starting with
i = n and going down to i = 1. Then every triple machine in B∗ processes one
of the jobs J−(a1), . . . , J−(an), one B-element job, and one C-element job. These
n triple machines induce a solution for the Three-Dimensional Matching

instance.
(Case 2) Assume that Sn+1 is busy with a B-element job or a C-element

job; without loss of generality we assume that it is busy with a B-element job
J(br). Then J(br) is waiting for another machine in B∗, which must be a full
triple machine Mt with t = (aj,br, ck). Machine Mt is busy with the three jobs
J−(aj), J+(aj), and J(ck).

(i) Job J−(aj) is waiting for a full machine in B∗. If j ≥ 2, then this must
be the structure machine Sj−1 which is processing job J+(aj−1) (and if
j = 1, then it is the structure machine S0 which is processing job D0). An
inductive argument based on Lemma 2.6.3.(i) yields that for 1 ≤ i ≤ j− 1
job J+(ai) is processed on machine Si ∈ B∗, and job J−(ai) is processed
on a triple machine Tt ∈ B∗ with ai ∈ t.

(ii) Also job J+(aj) is waiting for a full machine in B∗. If j ≤ n− 1, then
this must be the structure machine Sj which is processing job J−(aj+1)
(and if j = n, then it is the structure machine Sn which is processing job
Dn+1). An inductive argument based on Lemma 2.6.3.(ii) yields that for
j+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n job J−(ai) is processed on machine Si−1 ∈ B∗, and job
J+(ai) is processed on a triple machine Tt ∈ B∗ with ai ∈ t.

Now the j− 1 triple machines in (i), the n− j triple machines in (ii), and the
triple machine Mt with t = (aj,br, ck) together induce a solution for the Three-
Dimensional Matching instance. This completes the analysis of Case 2, and it
also completes the proof of the only-if-statement.
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2.6.2 Proof of the if-statement

We assume that the Three-Dimensional Matching instance has a solution T ′ ⊆
T , and from this we will derive a reachable deadlock state for the scheduling
instance.

Consider the subset K = {Tt : t ∈ T ′}∪ {Si : 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1} of machines. We
construct a state t where every job J has already entered the system, has already
been processed on all machines inM(J) −K, and is currently being processed
on its first machine fromM(J)∩K. Hence the assignment of jobs to machines
determines the entire state t. We assign job D0 to machine S0, and job Dn+1
to structure machine Sn+1. For every triple t = (ai,bj, ck) ∈ T ′, we assign the
three jobs J−(ai), J(bj), J(ck) to triple machine Tt, and we assign job J+(ai) to
triple machine Si.

The resulting state t has K as blocking set and is in deadlock. Furthermore
Lemma 2.4.4 shows that t is a reachable state. All in all, this yields a reachable
deadlock state t.

2.7 Reachable deadlocks if jobs require two machines

Throughout this section we only consider open shop systems where |M(J)| = 2

holds for all jobs J. We show that for these systems Reachable Deadlock can be
solved in polynomial time. We introduce for every job J and for every machine
M ∈ M(J) a corresponding real variable x(J,M), and for every machine M a
corresponding real variable y(M). Our analysis is centered around the following
linear1 program (LP):

min
∑
M max{y(M), cap(M)}

s.t.
∑
J:M∈M(J) x(J,M) = y(M) for all machines M∑
M∈M(J) x(J,M) = 1 for all jobs J

x(J,M) ≥ 0 for all J and M ∈ M(J)

Although this linear program is totally unimodular, as is shown in Proposi-
tion 2.7.6, we will mainly deal with its fractional solutions.

Lemma 2.7.1. One can compute in polynomial time an optimal solution for the linear
program (LP) that additionally satisfies the following property (*) for every job J with
M(J) = {Ma,Mb}: If y(Ma) ≥ cap(Ma) and x(J,Ma) > 0, then y(Mb) ≥
cap(Mb).

1Technically this model is not strictly linear due to its objective function. However it is easily
converted into one, and we think this is better from an exposition point of view. For an explicit
conversion see proposition 2.7.6.
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Proof: We determine in polynomial time an optimal solution of (LP). Then we
perform a polynomial number of post-processing steps on this optimal solution,
as long as there exists a job violating property (*). In this case y(Ma) ≥ cap(Ma),
x(J,Ma) > 0, and y(Mb) < cap(Mb).

The post-processing step decreases the values x(J,Ma) and y(Ma) by some
ε > 0, and simultaneously increases x(J,Mb) and y(Mb) by the same ε. By
picking ε smaller than the minimum of cap(Mb)−y(Mb) and x(J,Ma) this will
yield another feasible solution for (LP). What happens to the objective value? If
y(Ma) > cap(Ma) at the beginning of the step, then the step would decrease
the objective value, which contradicts optimality. If y(Ma) = cap(Ma) at the
beginning of the step, then the step leaves the objective value unchanged, and
yields another optimal solution with y(Ma) < cap(Ma) and y(Mb) < cap(Mb).

To summarize, every post-processing step decreases the number of machines
M with y(M) = cap(M). Hence the entire procedure terminates after at most
m steps. �

Let x∗(J,M) and y∗(M) denote an optimal solution of (LP) that satisfies
the property (*) in Lemma 2.7.1. Let M∗ be the set of machines M with
y∗(M) ≥ cap(M).

Lemma 2.7.2. The open shop system has a reachable deadlock, if and only ifM∗ 6= ∅.

Proof: (Only if). Consider a reachable deadlock state, let B ′ be the corresponding
blocking set of machines, and let J ′ be the set of jobs waiting on these machines.
Every job J ∈ J ′ is sitting on some machine in B ′, and is waiting for some other
machine in B ′. Since |M(J)| = 2, this impliesM(J) ⊆ B ′ for every job J ∈ J ′.
Then ∑

M∈B ′
y∗(M) ≥

∑
J∈J ′

∑
M∈M(J)

x∗(J,M) = |J ′|.

Since furthermore |J ′| =
∑
M∈B ′ cap(M), we conclude y∗(M) ≥ cap(M) for at

least one machine M ∈ B ′.
(If). Let J ∗ be the set of jobs with x∗(J,M) > 0 for some M ∈ M∗. Property

(*) in Lemma 2.7.1 now yields the following for every job J: If J ∈ J ∗, then
M(J) ⊆ M∗. Construct a bipartite graph G between the jobs in J ∗ and the
machines inM∗, with an edge between J and M if and only if M ∈ M(J). For a
subsetM ′ ⊆M∗, the number of job neighbors in this bipartite graph is at least∑
M∈M ′ y∗(M) ≥

∑
M∈M ′ cap(M). A variant of Hall’s theorem from matching

theory (Lovász and Plummer [1986]) now yields that there exists an assignment
of some jobs from J ∗ to machines in M∗ such that every M ∈ M∗ receives
cap(M) pairwise distinct jobs.

To reach a deadlock, we first send all non-assigned jobs one by one through
the system. They are completed and disappear. Then the assigned jobs enter the
system, each moving straightly to the machine to which it has been assigned.
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Then the system falls into a deadlock with blocking set M∗: all machines in
M∗ are full, and all jobs are only waiting for machines inM∗. �

Since jobs J with |M(J)| = 1 are harmless and may be disregarded with
respect to deadlocks, we arrive at the following theorem.

Theorem 2.7.3. For open shop systems where each job requires processing on at most
two machines, Reachable Deadlock can be solved in polynomial time. �

The following example illustrates that the above LP-based approach cannot
be carried over to the case where every job requires processing on three machines
(since the only-if part of Lemma 2.7.2 breaks down).

Example 2.7.4. Consider a system with two jobs and four machines of unit capacity.
Job J1 needs processing onM1,M2,M3, and job J2 needs processing onM2,M3,M4.
A (reachable) deadlock results if J1 enters the system on M1 and then moves to M2,
whereas J2 simultaneously enters the system on M4 and then moves to M3.

We consider a feasible solution with x(J,M) ≡ 1/3 for every J and every M ∈
M(J), and y(M1) = y(M2) = 2/3 and y(M3) = y(M4) = 1/3. The objec-
tive value is 4, and hence this is an optimal solution. The post-processing leaves the
solution untouched, and the resulting setM∗ is empty.

Simple preprocessing would resolve the problem in the previous example: a
machine M for which there are less than cap(M) + 1 jobs J in the system with
M ∈ M(J) can be removed from the system. For in a minimal blocking set
(every deadlock contains one) each machine is full and each machine is required
for further processing by at least one job. The following example shows that
more than such preprocessing is needed in general.

Example 2.7.5. Consider a system with four jobs and six machines of unit capacity.
Job J1 needs processing onM1,M2,M3, and job J2 needs processing onM2,M3,M4.
Job J3 needs processing onM4,M5,M6, and job J4 needs processing onM5,M6,M1.
A (reachable) deadlock results if J1 enters the system on M1 and then moves to M2,
whereas J2 simultaneously enters the system on M4 and then moves to M3.

The preprocessing will remove no machine since every machine is required by two
jobs. We consider a feasible solution with x(J,M) ≡ 1/3 for every J and every M ∈
M(J), and so y(M) = 2/3 for all M . The objective value is 6, and hence this is an
optimal solution. The postprocessing leaves the solution untouched, and the resulting
setM∗ is empty.

A matrix M is called totally unimodular if each square submatrix of M has
determinant equal to 0, +1, or −1. In particular, each entry of a totally unimodu-
lar matrix is 0, +1, or −1. For more information on totally unimodular matrices
see [Schrijver, 1986, Chapters 19–21].

Proposition 2.7.6. The constraint matrix of (LP) is totally unimodular.
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Proof: To fully describe the constraint matrix we introduce variables z(M) to
represent max{y(M), cap(M)}, i.e. z(M) ≥ y(M) and z(M) ≥ cap(M). Note
that since we are minimizing z(M) will indeed equal max{y(M), cap(M)} in
every optimal solution to (LP). The entire program can now be written as:

min
∑
M z(M)

s.t. 

−I I

−I

B

−B

−I A

I −A

 v ≤ b,

where empty blocks are zero’s, I is an m×m identity matrix, and

• v a vector of length 2m+ 2n; for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} let vi = z(Mi), and let
vm+i = y(Mi), and for j ∈ {1, 2} let v2m+2(i−1)+j = x(Ji,Mi,j) where
M(Ji) = {Mi,1,Mi,2},

• b a vector of length 4m+ 2n; for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} let bm+j = −cap(Mj),
b2m+j = 1, b3m+j = −1, and let all its other entries equal 0,

• A is an m× 2n matrix; with Ak,2(i−1)+j = 1 if Mk =Mi,j as used in the
definition of v, and 0 otherwise,

• B is an n× 2n matrix; with Bi,j = 1 if j ∈ {2i− 1, 2i}, and 0 otherwise.

Note that all entries in the (4m+ 2n)× (2m+ 2n) constraint matrix are 0 or ±1.
To determine whether it is totally unimodular we can without loss of generality
(i) remove rows (respectively columns) which contain at most one non-zero
entry, and (ii) if two rows (respectively columns) are the same or one is the
negative of the other, then we can remove one of them. Given a number c, call
the rows (respectively columns) 1+ cm through (c+ 1)m row-block c respectively
column-block c. Now note that we can remove row-block 4 (respectively 5) since
we can apply (ii) to (the rows of) row-block 5 and 6 (respectively 3 and 4). Next
note that we can apply (i) and hence remove row-block 2, column-block 1, and
then row-block 1. Finally by (i) column-block 1 (formerly 2) can be removed.
This way our constraint matrix is reduced to the matrix[

B

−A

]
.

Label each column of this matrix by the corresponding variable in v, i.e. column
2(i − 1) + j has label x(Ji,Mi,j). The rows of this matrix correspond to in-
equalities in (LP) that are indexed by M corresponding to B respectively J
corresponding to −A. When we label the rows with their corresponding index-
ing object we see that in column x(Ji,Mi,j) there is a 1 at row Mi,j and a −1
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in row Ji, and 0 otherwise. Since the reduced matrix contains in each column
exactly one 1 and exactly one −1, it is an V × E-incidence matrix of a directed
graph D = (V ,E), i.e. it is a {0,±1}-matrix C with rows and columns indexed by
the vertices and arcs of D, respectively, where Cv,a = 1 (= −1) if and only if a
enters (leaves) v. It is well known that such matrices are totally unimodular. An
easy inductive proof: every square submatrix N of M either contains a column
with at most one nonzero entry (in which case expansion of the determinant
by this column has determinant 0 or ±1, by induction), or each column of N
contains both a +1 and a −1 (in which case the determinant is 0). �

In the linear program we assume that |M(J)| = 2 holds for every job J. In the
proof above we use this assumption, but it can be adapted for the case where
this assumption is removed.

2.8 Reachable deadlocks if machines have unit capa-
city

Throughout this section we only consider open shop systems with cap(Mi) ≡
1. We show that for these systems Reachable Deadlock can be solved in
polynomial time. For each such system we define a corresponding undirected
edge-colored multi-graph G = (V ,E): the vertices are the machinesM1, . . . ,Mm.
Every job Jj induces a clique of edges on the vertex set M(Jj), and all these
edges receive color cj. Intuitively, if two machines are connected by an edge e
of color cj, then job Jj may move between these machines along edge e.

Lemma 2.8.1. For an open shop system with unit machine capacities and its corres-
ponding edge-colored multi-graph the following two statements are equivalent.

(i) The multi-graph contains a simple cycle whose edges have pairwise distinct col-
ors.

(ii) The system can reach a deadlock.

Proof: Assume that (i) holds, and consider a simple cycle C whose edges have
pairwise distinct colors. By renaming jobs and machines we may assume
that the vertices in C are the machines M1, . . . ,Mk, and that the edges in C
are [Mj,Mj+1] with color cj for 1 ≤ j ≤ k− 1, and [Mk,M1] with colors ck.
Consider the following processing order of the jobs:

• In the first phase, the jobs Jj with k+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n are processed one by one:
job Jj+1 only enters the system after job Jj has completed all its processing
and has already left the system. At the end of this phase we are left with
the jobs J1, . . . , Jk.

• In the second phase, the jobs J1, . . . , Jk are handled one by one. When job
Jj is handled, first all operations of Jj on machines Mi with i ≥ k+ 1 are
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processed. Then job Jj moves to machine Mj, and stays there till the end
of the second phase. Then the next job is handled.

At the end of the second phase, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k job Ji is blocking machine Mi,
and waiting for future processing on some other machine in cycle C. The system
has fallen into a deadlock, and hence (i) implies (ii).

Next assume that (ii) holds, and consider a deadlock state. For every waiting
job Jj in the deadlock, let M ′j be the machine on which Jj is currently waiting
and let M ′′j denote one of the machines for which the job is waiting. Consider
the subgraph of G that for every waiting job Jj contains the vertex M ′j together
with an edge [M ′j,M

′′
j ] of color cj. This subgraph has as many vertices as edges,

and hence must contain a simple cycle; hence (ii) implies (i). �

Lemma 2.8.2. For the edge-colored multi-graph G = (V ,E) corresponding to some
open shop system with unit machine capacities, the following three statements are equi-
valent.

(i) The multi-graph contains a simple cycle whose edges have pairwise distinct col-
ors.

(ii) The multi-graph contains a 2-vertex-connected component that spans edges of at
least two different colors.

(iii) The multi-graph contains a simple cycle whose edges have at least two different
colors.

Proof: We show that (i) implies (ii) implies (iii) implies (i). The implication from
(i) to (ii) is straightforward.

Assume that (ii) holds, and consider a vertex v in such a 2-vertex-connected
component that is incident to two edges with two distinct colors. These two
edges can be connected to a simple cycle, and we get (iii).

Assume (iii), and consider the shortest cycle C whose edges have at least two
different colors. If two edges [u,u ′] and [v, v ′] on C have the same color cj, then
the vertices u,u ′, v, v ′ are all in the machine set M(Jj) of job Jj. Hence they
span a clique in color cj, and some edges in this clique can be used to construct
a shorter cycle with edges of at least two different colors. This contradiction
shows that (iii) implies (i). �

Lemmas 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 together yield that an open shop system can fall
into a deadlock state if and only if the corresponding multi-graph contains a
2-vertex-connected component that spans edges of at least two different colors.
Since the 2-vertex-connected components of a graph can easily be determined
and analysed in linear time (see for instance Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, and
Stein [2001]), we arrive at the following theorem.

Theorem 2.8.3. For open shop systems with unit machine capacities, problem Reach-
able Deadlock can be solved in polynomial time. �
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2.9 Concluding remarks

We have analyzed the basic behaviour of multi-stage open shop systems. Our
results provide a good and almost complete picture of the complexity landscape
around open shop scheduling systems. The cases for which we have polynomial
time algorithms to solve problem Reachable Deadlock are rather special, but
our hardness results show that we can not do much better (assuming P 6=NP).
The need for post-processing in Section 2.7 can be avoided by reformulating the
algorithm as a flow problem. Obvious open questions concern the remaining
cases of problem Reachable Deadlock. The complexity of the special case
where every job needs processing on at most three machines and the complexity
of the special case where every machine has capacity at most two remain open.

One variation is easily seen to make blocking sets non-existent: the use of a
central buffer. If every job can be put aside for a moment at this central buffer
(capacity one) when the need arises, then no blocking sets exists. For suppose
one does not use the central buffer until a potential blocking set occurs. At that
moment one finds a directed cycle in the graph as specified in Lemma 2.3.3, and
simply move one job of that cycle to the central buffer. The remaining jobs in
the cycle can now each move to a required machine and the job waiting on the
central buffer can afterwards move to the now no longer full machine that it
next requires processing on.

In Chapter 3 we will compare the results of this chapter with those in a wide
range of scheduling systems. We do this by introducing a more general type
of scheduling system which includes the open shop systems studied in this
chapter as a special case.
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Chapter 3

Scheduling systems with
partially ordered processing
plans

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we extend our study into reachability and deadlock phenomena
of the previous chapter to a more general type of scheduling system, namely
one where processing plans are partially ordered. We are not interested in such
a system in its full generality, but use it as a common framework in which we
can express, compare and study a wide range of different scheduling systems.
Our main inspiration for these systems comes from the wish to be able to
compare the complexity results on the basic behavior in open shop systems
of Chapter 2 with that for other somewhat related scheduling systems. Open
shop systems arise as a special case by considering such scheduling systems for
which every processing plan has an empty partial order. So the following two
paragraphs describing the scheduling system and the basic behavior of jobs in
more detail should look familiar. After presenting an example which will make
its appearance several times in this chapter to illustrate basic term and notions,
we will elaborate on the way we model different scheduling systems within this
framework.

We consider real-time multi-stage scheduling systems with n jobs J1, . . . , Jn
and m machines M1, . . . ,Mm. Each machine Mi has a corresponding capacity
cap(Mi), which is the maximum number of jobs that the machine can simultan-
eously hold and process. Each job Jj has a processing plan: it requests processing
on a certain subsetM(Jj) of the machines, and the way in which the job passes
through these machines is constrained by a strict partial order ≺j. Whenever
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Ma ≺j Mb holds for two machines Ma,Mb ∈ M(Jj), job Jj must complete its
processing on machine Ma before it can visit machine Mb.

The various jobs move through the system in an unsynchronized fashion.
In the beginning a job is asleep and waiting outside the system. For technical
reasons, we assume that the job occupies an artificial machine M0 of unbounded
capacity. After some time the job wakes up and starts looking for an available
machine on which it can be processed next in agreement with its processing
plan. If no such machine is available, then the job falls asleep again. If the job
finds such a machine and if this machine has free capacity, then the job moves
there, receives its processing, and falls asleep for some time; then it wakes up
again, and the game repeats. As soon as the processing of the job on all relevant
machines is completed, the job leaves the system; we assume that the job then
moves to an artificial final machine Mm+1 (with unbounded capacity), and
disappears.

Example 3.1.1. Consider a scheduling system with three machines M1,M2,M3 of
capacity 1. There are two jobs J1, J2 that require processing on all three machines, with
M2 ≺1 M3 and M2 ≺2 M1 and no further constraints imposed by their processing
plans.

Suppose that the following happens: The first job moves to machine M1. The first
job moves to machine M2. The second job moves to machine M3. Once the two jobs
have completed their processing on these machines, they keep blocking their machines
and simultaneously keep waiting for the other machine to become idle. The processing
never terminates, and the system is in deadlock.

How do we model within this framework other shop systems known from
classical scheduling theory? Consider besides open shop systems for instance
job shop, where each job requires processing on a subset of the machines together
with some specific order in which the job needs to visit them that depends
on the job. Each is the result of restricting which kind of partial orders of
processing plans are allowed to occur in the scheduling system: empty orders
or unconstrained processing plans (open shop), respectively total orders (job
shop). Each partially ordered processing plan can be viewed as an acyclic
directed graph. So to express that we only consider a problem for a scheduling
system in which we allow certain processing plans and no others, we specify a
family of acyclic directed graphs. The processing plans in the scheduling system,
when viewed as acyclic directed graphs, then are required to be isomorphic to
one in that family. The scheduling systems restricted to the family of graphs
with empty arc-set are precisely the open shop scheduling systems seen in the
previous chapter. Scheduling systems that are restricted to the family of all
directed paths (with 5 vertices) are reminiscent of job shop systems (where each
job requires processing on 5 machines).

The main focus of this chapter is on how such a restriction on the processing
plans in a scheduling system affects the computational complexity of several
reachability and deadlocking questions.
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Summary of considered problems and derived results

After the discussion of several central definitions and results in Section 3.2,
we investigate and settle the computational complexity of three algorithmic
questions described in the following paragraphs. We are interested in the
borderline between easy and hard special cases. A particularly special case
arises, if all jobs have isomorphic processing plans. One example for such
a system is described in Example 3.1.1. Most of our complexity results are
formulated for such systems and Section 3.2 classifies some typical processing
plans.

The most fundamental question is to distinguish safe system states (for
which deadlock can be avoided) and unsafe system states (for which eventual
deadlock is unavoidable):

Problem: Safe State Recognition

Instance: A scheduling system. A system state s.

Question: Is state s safe?

Our investigations in Section 3.3 show that it is not just the kind of processing
plans that make this problem hard or easy, but also whether there is a machine
with capacity 1 in the scheduling system. Lawley and Reveliotis [2001] estab-
lished NP-hardness of Safe State Recognition, even for the special job shop
case where every processing plan is totally ordered. In their construction they
crucially build on jobs with very long processing plans and only use machines of
unit capacity. We prove a substantially stronger result: Safe State Recognition

is NP-hard, even if every processing plan is a total order on only three machines,
and only one machine in the system has capacity 1.

More generally, in Section 3.4 we establish NP-hardness for all scheduling
systems with isomorphic processing plans and a machine of capacity 1, with two
exceptions. The first exception concerns processing plans where the partial order
is empty. The second exception concerns processing plans where the partial
order is an out-star. This means that the partial order points out a machine
to which the job must go first (and no further constraints); see Figure 3.1
for an illustration. In Section 3.3 we show that for these exceptional cases
Safe State Recognition is in fact polynomially solvable. So for Safe State

Recognition we can precisely separate the scheduling systems with good
behavior (polynomially solvable) from the systems with bad behavior (NP-
hard).

The second fundamental question is to characterize those system states that
can be reached while the system is running:

Problem: Reachable State Recognition

Instance: A scheduling system. A system state s.
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Question: Can the system reach state s when starting from the
initial situation where all machines are still empty?

In Section 3.5 we show that deciding reachability of a state in a scheduling
system is essentially equivalent to deciding whether another state in another
system is safe. Since the other system and other state can be constructed in
polynomial time from the original system and state, we see that also here we can
separate systems with good and bad behavior. The idea is to reverse the time
axis, similar to what we did in Section 2.4. Since the partial orders are affected
by the reversal of time, the new scheduling system is not necessarily restricted
to the same directed graphs as the original system. So deciding safety and
reachability do not in general have the same complexity for a class of scheduling
systems.

Finally, a very natural question is whether a scheduling system can ever
fall into a deadlock state. In case it cannot, then there are no reachable unsafe
states; in other words the system is super-safe and will run smoothly without
supervision.

Problem: Reachable Deadlock

Instance: A scheduling system.

Question: Can the system ever reach a deadlock state when starting
from the initial situation?

In Section 3.6 we will prove this problem to be NP-hard in several highly
restricted situations. Our main result states that the problem is NP-hard for
all systems with isomorphic processing plans with ten exceptions (which seem
somehow related to the two exceptions we got for Safe State Recognition).
The first three exceptions, where jobs require processing on one, respectively
two machines, are solvable in polynomial time. In Figure 3.16 (page 69) the
remaining seven exceptional cases are illustrated. The computational complexity
of these seven exceptional cases remains unclear.

3.2 Basic definitions

A directed graph specifies a relation on its set of vertices. In case of an acyclic
directed graph without loops this relation ≺ is a strict order; there is a directed
path from v to w if and only if v ≺ w. Formally a strict order is a relation ≺ on a
set S that is irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive. Among the directed graphs
that specify the same strict order we pick the unique acyclic directed graph that
equals it transitive reduction as corresponding to the strict order. We often use
the strict order and its directed graph interchangeably.

If s1 ≺ s2 holds for two elements s1, s2,∈ S, then s1 is called a predecessor
of s2, and s2 is called a successor of s1. If furthermore there is no t ∈ S such
that s1 ≺ t ≺ s2, then s1 is called a direct predecessor of s2, and s2 is called
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a direct successor of s1. When for different elements s1, s2, both s1 6≺ s2 and
s2 6≺ s1 holds, we call s1 and s2 incomparable, which we denote by s1||s2. The
set of successors respectively predecessors of s with respect to ≺ is denoted by
succ(s) respectively pred(s). Elements without predecessors are called sources,
and elements without successors are called sinks. Every strictly ordered set
contains at least one source and at least one sink. A subset C of S is called a
chain if for all s1, s2 ∈ C one has s1 ≺ s2 or s2 ≺ s1. A subset A of S is called
an antichain if for all s1, s2 ∈ A one has s1||s2.

3.2.1 A taxonomy of job processing plans

Let Jj be a job that requests processing on a subsetM(Jj) of the machines. The
way in which job Jj passes through the machines in M(Jj) is governed by a
strict order ≺j on the setM(Jj). Whenever Ma ≺j Mb holds for two machines
Ma,Mb ∈ M(Jj) in this strict order, job Jj must complete its processing on
machine Ma before it can visit machine Mb. The machine setM(Jj) together
with the strict order ≺j is called the processing plan of job Jj. Jobs have isomorphic
processing plans when their corresponding directed graphs are isomorphic.

(a) unconstrained (b) linear

source

(c) out-star

sink

(d) in-star

Figure 3.1: Some specially structured job processing plans.

There is a number of specially structured job processing plans that play a
crucial role in our investigations.

• If the strict order ≺j is empty, then the ordering in which job Jj passes
through the machines inM(Jj) is immaterial and can be chosen arbitrarily.
We call such a processing plan unconstrained. Note that in classical multi-
stage scheduling unconstrained processing plans occur in so-called open
shops. We encountered these in Chapter 2.

• If the strict order ≺j is a total order onM(Jj), then we say that this pro-
cessing plan is linear. In classical multi-stage scheduling linear processing
plans occur in so-called job shops.

• Consider the case where there exists a machine Msource in M(Jj), such
that Msource ≺j M holds for all machines M ∈ M(Jj) − {Msource} and such
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that the strict order imposes no further constraints. Such a processing plan
is called out-star, and Msource is called the source of the processing plan.

• Analogous we define an in-star processing plan for which there exists a
machine Msink in M(Jj), such that M ≺j Msink holds for all machines
M ∈ M(Jj) − {Msink} and such that the strict order imposes no further
constraints. The machine Msink is called the sink of the processing plan.

Dα
Dβ

Dγ

Dα

Dβ

Dγ

Dα

Dβ

Dγ

Figure 3.2: An example of a processing plan of type T1, T2, respectively T3

together with its αβγδ-decomposition (Dδ = ∅).

Definition 3.2.1. A processing plan has an αβγδ-decomposition if there are two
different machines Dα, Dβ inM(Jj), and a partition ofM(Jj) − {Dα,Dβ} into two
disjoint sets Dγ and Dδ with the following properties:

(i) Dβ 6≺j Dα,
(ii) Dγ = succ

(
Dβ
)

forms a non-empty antichain
(iii) pred

(
Dδ
)
⊆ Dδ,

The following lemma will be very useful. It partitions the set of processing
plans that are neither unconstrained nor out-star into three types.

Lemma 3.2.2 (Decomposition lemma).
A processing plan that is neither unconstrained nor out-star has an αβγδ-decomposition
for which precisely one of the following holds:
(T1) Dα ≺ Dβ,
(T2) Dα||Dβ and Dγ = succ(Dα),
(T3) Dα||Dβ and succ(Dα) = ∅.

Proof: If M(Jj) and ≺j form a processing plan that is neither unconstrained
nor out-star, then there exists one or more elements that possess at least one
successor and at least one non-successor in the strict order. Among these
elements choose Dβ such that the set Dγ consisting of all the successors of
Dβ has minimal cardinality. Pick Dα as a sink on the ordered set induced by
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the non-successors of Dβ that are different from Dβ, and let Dδ contain all
remaining machines. By construction (i) and (iii) hold and Dγ is not empty.
If M,M ′ ∈ Dγ such that M ≺j M ′ then since Dβ ≺j M we can take M as
a new Dβ, resulting in a smaller non-empty Dγ in the above construction,
contradicting minimality, so also (ii) holds. The partitioning into the three types
T1, T2, and T3 follows easily from the choice of Dβ. �

One of the simplest applications of Lemma 3.2.2 concerns a job Jj with a
processing plan Ma ≺j Mb ≺j Mc. The corresponding αβγδ-decomposition is
unique and has Dα =Ma, Dβ =Mb, Dγ = {Mc}, and Dδ = ∅.
An αβγδ-decomposition need not be unique.

Example 3.2.3. Consider a job J requiring processing onM(J) = {M1,M2,M3,M4}
and M1 ≺M3, M1 ≺M4, M2 ≺M4. It has two αβγδ-decompositions:

• Dα =M3, Dβ =M2, Dγ = {M4} and Dδ = {M1},

• Dα =M2, Dβ =M1, Dγ = {M3,M4} and Dδ = ∅.

The decompositions are illustrated in Figure 3.3.

1

2

3

4

Dδ

Dβ

Dα

Dγ

1

2

3

4

Dβ

Dα

Dγ

Figure 3.3: Two αβγδ-decompositions of the partial order of example 3.2.3. Note
that in the second decomposition Dδ = ∅.

3.2.2 System states

A state of a scheduling system is a snapshot describing a situation that might
potentially occur while the system is running. A state s specifies for every job Jj

• the machine Ms(Jj) on which this job is currently waiting or currently
being processed,

• the set Ms(Jj) ⊆ M(Jj) − {Ms(Jj)} of machines on which the job still
needs future processing.

The machines Ms(Jj) implicitly determine
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• the set J s(Mi) ⊆ {J1, . . . , Jn} of jobs that are currently handled by ma-
chine Mi.

Each setMs(Jj) together with its induced order ≺j determines

• the set N s(Jj) of machines that are sources in Ms(Jj). In other words,
those machines job Jj could request next for processing when ignoring
machine capacities.

The initial state 0 is the state where all jobs are still waiting for their first
processing; in other words in the initial state all jobs Jj satisfy M0(Jj) = M0
and M0(Jj) = M(Jj). The final state f is the state where all jobs have been
completed; in other words in the final state all jobs Jj satisfy Mf(Jj) =Mm+1

andMf(Jj) = ∅.
A state t is called a successor of a state s, if it results from s by moving a

single job Jj from its current machine Ms(Jj) to some new machine M in set
Ms(Jj) that is a source, i.e. a machine M for which there is no N ∈ Ms(Jj) with
N ≺j M, or by moving a job Jj withMs(Jj) = ∅ from its current machine to
Mm+1. In this case we also say that the system moves from s to t. This successor
relation is denoted s→ t. A state t is said to be reachable from state s, if there
exists a finite sequence s = s0, s1, . . . , sk = t of states (with k ≥ 0) such that
si−1 → si holds for i = 1, . . . ,k. A state s is called reachable, if it is reachable
from the initial state 0. A state is called safe, if the final state f is reachable from
it; otherwise the state is called unsafe. A state is a deadlock, if it has no successor
states and if it is not the final state f. A state is called super-safe, if no deadlock
states are reachable from it.

Example 3.2.4 (continuation of Example 3.1.1). We show several states to illustrate
the terms mentioned. Unless noted otherwise in the description of a state each job still
needs to visit all machines other than its location:

• state u: Mu(J1) =M1 and Mu(J2) =M3,
• state s: Ms(J1) =M2 and Ms(J2) =M3,
• state d: Md(J1) =M2,Md(J1) = {M3} and Md(J2) =M3,
• state p: Mp(J1) = M2, Mp(J1) = {M3} and Mp(J2) = M1, Mp(J2) =

{M3}.

Of the above mentioned states only p is not reachable (explained in example 3.5.2), and
only states s and p are safe. State d is deadlock. Furthermore, state u is unsafe but not
deadlock. Finally, note that state s is super-safe, and the initial state 0 is not.

The following shows that the problems we consider as formulated in the
introduction are contained in NP.

Proposition 3.2.5. Any reachable state s can be reached from the initial state through
a sequence of at most n+

∑n
i=1 |M(Jj)| moves.
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3.2.3 Scheduling systems

A scheduling system that is restricted to a family of directed graphs F , is a
scheduling system for which every processing plan is represented by a directed
graph in F . When we consider a family that consists of a single directed graphD,
a scheduling system for which every processing plan is isomorphic to D is also
called a scheduling system restricted to D. Since we focus on the computational
complexity of algorithmic questions, we implicitly assume the description of a
class of restricted scheduling systems to be reasonable. In particular, suppose
we consider a class of scheduling systems restricted to a family of directed
graphs F . If F contains a graph that represents a processing plan that is neither
unconstrained nor out-star, then we tacitly assume that in polynomial time we
can actually find a processing plan that is neither unconstrained nor out-star
represented by a directed graph in F .

Example 3.1.1 is an example of a scheduling system for which every pro-
cessing plan is isomorphic to the processing plan illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Dα
Dβ

Dγ

Figure 3.4: The processing plan isomorphic to each processing plan in the
system of example 3.1.1.

3.3 Deciding safety: easy cases

We have seen that in open shop systems every unsafe state is caused by blocking
sets (section 2.3). In [Lawley and Reveliotis, 2001, p.398] (which also contains
further references) some other sufficient conditions are mentioned under which
unsafe states are caused by blocking sets. In this section we unify and extend
some of these results into a theorem which in its full generality appears to be
new.

A non-empty subset B of the machines is a blocking set for state s,

• if every machine in B is full, and

• if every job Jj that is on some machine in B satisfies ∅ 6= N s(Jj) ⊆ B.

The machines in a blocking set B all operate at full capacity on jobs that in the
immediate future only want to move to other machines in B. Since these jobs
are permanently blocked from moving, the state s must eventually lead to a
deadlock and hence is unsafe.
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The following simple procedure is useful: let B0 be a subset of the machines.
For k ≥ 1 let Jk be the union of all jobs sets J s(M) with M ∈ Bk−1, and
let Bk be the union of Bk−1 and all machine sets N s(J) with J ∈ Jk. Clearly
B0 ⊆ B1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Bm−1 = Bm (recall that there are m machines in the system).

The procedure can be used, by choosing B0 = {Mi}, to determine whether
a machine Mi is part of a blocking set in state s: machine Mi belongs to a
blocking set, if and only if Bm is a blocking set, if and only if all machines in
Bm are full and every job Jj on a machine in Bm requires further processing in
Bm on a machine other than Ms(J). In case Bm is a blocking set, we denote it
by Bsmin(Mi) and call it the canonical blocking set for machine Mi in state s. The
canonical blocking set is the smallest blocking set containing Mi: if machine
Mi belongs to a blocking set B in state s, then Bsmin(Mi) ⊆ B.

In the proof of the following theorem we depend crucially on the result from
the procedure above when applied to a set B0 that is given as the union of
all machine sets N s(J) where J is in some given set of jobs J . We denote the
resulting machine set Bm by Rs(J ).

Theorem 3.3.1. Consider a scheduling system where machines of unit capacity only
occur in unconstrained and out-star processing plans. Then a state s is unsafe if and
only if state s contains a blocking set of machines.

Proof: The if-statement is obvious. For the only-if-statement, we classify the
unsafe states with respect to their distances to deadlock states. The set U0
contains the deadlock states. For d ≥ 1, set Ud contains all states whose
successor states are all contained in Ud−1. Note that Ud−1 ⊆ Ud, and note that
every unsafe state occurs in some Ud. We prove by induction on d that every
state in Ud has a blocking set of machines. For d = 0 this is trivial.

In the inductive step, assume for the sake of contradiction that some state
s ∈ Ud is unsafe but does not contain any blocking set. Since every move
from s leads to a state in Ud−1, all successor states of s must contain blocking
sets. Whenever in state s some job J moves to some (non-full) machine M,
this machine M must become full and must then be part of every blocking set.
Among all possible moves, consider a move that yields a state t with a newly
full machine M for which the canonical blocking set Btmin(M) is of the smallest
possible cardinality.

Case cap(M) ≥ 2: Since M is full in state t, there are jobs on M in state
s that require further processing. So the set of machines B = Rs(J s(M)) is
non-empty. Furthermore B is contained in every canonical blocking set in every
successor of state s resulting from a move of some job to M. Note M ∈ B,
otherwise B is a blocking set in s. So there is a job J′ on a machine M′ ∈ B
such that M ∈ N s(J′). Now consider the successor state u of s that results from
moving J′ from machine M′ to M. The canonical blocking set Bumin(M) contains
M and hence also B. However M′ ∈ B is not full in u since J′ has just jumped
away from it, contradiction.
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Case cap(M) = 1: In state t there exists a machine M′ ∈ Btmin(M) and
a job J ′ ∈ J t(M′) with M ∈ Mt(J ′); otherwise Btmin(M) − {M} would be a
blocking set for state s. Since state t results from state s by moving J to M,
the job J′ is already on M′ in state s. Furthermore, J′ requires processing on
a machine of unit capacity, namely M, so by assumption its processing plan
is unconstrained or out-star, and thus N s(J′) = Ms(J′). Consider the set of
machines B = Rs({J′}). Note B ⊆ Btmin(M), since J′ is in state s on machine
M′ ∈ Btmin(M). Now consider the successor state u of s that results from
moving J′ from M′ to M. Since J′ is the only job on M in state u, B = Bumin(M).
So Bumin(M) ⊆ Btmin(M). However in state u machine M′ is not full (for J′ just
jumped away from it), soM ′ ∈ Btmin(M)−Bumin(M). Consequently the canonical
blocking set Bumin(M) has smaller cardinality than Btmin(M), contradiction. �

Lemma 3.3.2. For a given state s, it can be decided in polynomial time whether s has
a blocking set of machines.

Proof: Since a job that does not require further processing on a machine other
that its current location can not occur in a deadlock, we assume that in state s
every job J requires further processing on a machine other than Ms(J). Create
an auxiliary directed graph that corresponds to state s: the vertices are the
machines M1, . . . ,Mm. Whenever some job Jj occupies a machine Mi, the
directed graph contains an arc from Mi to every machine in N s(Jj). Obviously
state s has a blocking set of machines, if and only if it has a minimal blocking
set of machines, if and only if the auxiliary directed graph contains a strongly
connected component with the following two properties: (i) All vertices in the
component are full. (ii) There are no arcs leaving the component. Since the
strongly connected components of a directed graph can easily be determined
and analysed in linear time, the desired statement follows. �

Corollary 3.3.3. Safe State Recognition can be decided in polynomial time for
scheduling systems where machines of unit capacity only occur in unconstrained and
out-star processing plans. �

3.4 Deciding safety: hard cases

In this section we show that in a sense problem Safe State Recognition is
NP-hard in all cases not covered by Corollary 3.3.3. We start in Section 3.4.1
with the most primitive case: every job has a totally ordered processing plan
consisting of three machines. The reduction and the proof of this case will
function as the starting point for the other cases and for that reason some
formulations may seem pedantic at times. In Section 3.4.2 we show hardness for
the second case by re-implementing each type of component used in the first
case. Finally in Section 3.4.3 we first show, by modifying the scheduling system
and state used in the reduction of the previous cases in a simple way, that one
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may additionally assume that there is precisely one machine with capacity 1 in
the scheduling system. The final theorem in this section, supporting the claim
in the first sentence of this paragraph, then follows easily.

3.4.1 First special case

We start with the most primitive special case.

Theorem 3.4.1. Let D be the directed path on three vertices. Deciding Safe State

Recognition is NP-hard, even if each processing plan is isomorphic to D and each
machine has capacity 1.

We exhibit a reduction from the problem Three-Satisfiability (page 18).
We start with an arbitrary instance (X,C) of Three-Satisfiability, and construct
the following corresponding scheduling system with a state s for it. We prove
the theorem by showing: state s is safe if and only if there is a truth assignment
for X that satisfies all clauses in C.

Overview of the construction The scheduling system and state s is put to-
gether from components which carry out specific tasks in successors of state
s. Machines are either internal to a component, or exposed to one or more com-
ponents. Of a component, each exposed machine is either an input or an output
machine. Each component owns its internal machines and output machine(s).
Since each input machine will be an output machine of some component, each
machine will be owned by exactly one component. In the constructed state s all
exposed machines are occupied by jobs. Some internal machines will be empty,
acting later as buffers. Each job will pass only through machines owned by the
component and at most one input machine of its component.

Once the job initially on an output machine (i.e. in state s) leaves it in a
successor of state s, the (exposed) machine can be used by components that
have it as input machine. Most importantly, there will be no reason (i.e. no
need, nor benefit when trying to complete all jobs) to let a job go to an input
machine, unless the job can also leave the machine, as can be noticed in the
construction of the components below. The main reason for this useful property,
is that moving a job to an input machine will generally release only an internal
machine, so only jobs of the same component might benefit. The only exception
is when no other type of movement of jobs is possible, but then this means that
the state is unsafe and deadlock unavoidable. So components function relatively
independent of each other without interference. With this in mind, we call an
exposed machine in a successor of state s abandoned as soon as its initial job (i.e.
from state s) has left.

The entire construction uses three types of components: truth-setting-
components, And-components, and Or-components. Each type is characterised
by its main property. A main property states restrictions on (and promises of)
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M(C)

M(x1) M(x1) M(x2) M(x2) M(xn) M(xn)

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Or-components
corresponding
to clauses

And-component

Truth-setting-
components

Figure 3.5: A high level view of the scheduling system and state s constructed in
the reduction. Exposed machines are shown, while internal machines are hidden
inside the clouds. Arcs are used to represent future requests for processing.

behavior of the jobs owned by the component. The restrictions mainly arise
from the fact that within the component there is the possibility of a blocking
set. The main property encodes the logical consequences of some (or all) of the
components input machines being empty in terms of behavior of the internal
jobs, and ultimately whether the job on its output machine can move. So the
main property in a sense describes when information (i.e. input machines being
abandoned) can pass through the component (i.e. its output machines can be
abandoned).

See Figure 3.5 for an illustration that suggests the way the various com-
ponents are connected in the scheduling system and state s. A more precise
formulation will follow after the descriptions of the components and their main
properties. The final argument will mainly revolve around whether the exposed
machine M(C) can become abandoned.

Every job in the scheduling system will be located at its Dα in state s,
except for the one job in each And-component that is exceptional in that it is not
located on its Dα in state s. It will namely in the constructed state only require
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processing on one machine besides its location in state s. Since we can choose
not only the location but in a sense also the history of a job, this exceptional job
is in the constructed state simply located on the machine before its last required
machine.

M(C)

B

M(xi) M(xi) O Ms Mt

I1 I2

O

Mu Mv

B

I1 I2

Figure 3.6: A truth-setting-component, an And-component, and an Or-
component. An internal machine is depicted by , an input machine by
and an output machine by . Jobs are depicted at their initial location by
a and their required sequence of machines by a path pointing to the machine it
requires processing on last. Note that each input machine is an output machine
of another component and hence occupied in state s. Only the internal buffer
machines are empty in state s.

Truth-setting-components A truth-setting component corresponding to a vari-
able xi consists of two literal machines; M(xi) and M(xi), and an internal buffer
machine B. Each literal machine is occupied by a job, and that job needs further
processing on the buffer B and finally on the exposed machine M(C). The
following main property holds, since B has capacity 1:

Truth-setting-property Before M(C) is abandoned, at most one of the two
output machines is abandoned. Once M(C) is abandoned and there is no
blocking set, all jobs owned by the component can be completed without
creating a blocking set.

And-components An And-component with two input machines I1 and I2
owns two internal machines Mt and Ms, and has one output machine O, each
with a job. The output job initially on machine O requires processing on I1 and
finally on Ms. The job on Ms requires further processing on I1 and finally on
Mt. The job on Mt only requires further processing on I2. The main property
of an And-component is:

And-property Before every input machine of the component is aban-
doned, the output job can not move without creating or having created a
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blocking set. Once every input machine of the component is abandoned
and there is no blocking set, all jobs owned by the component can be
completed without creating a blocking set.

To prove the first part of the property holds: if I1 is not abandoned, so still
occupied, then clearly the job on O can not leave. When I1 is empty and I2 is
not, the job on Mt can not leave. Moving the job on O to I1 would create a
blocking set. We could move the job on Mt to I1, but notice that would not
help. Any way the output job on O is unable to move. This establishes the first
part of the property.

To prove the last part of the property holds, suppose both input machines
are empty. Simply do the following: first complete the job on Mt, then the job
on Ms and finally the job on O. This establishes the And-property.

We inductively define an And-component with r ≥ 3 input machines as the
result of using the output machine from an And-component with two input
machines as one of the input machines of an And-component with r− 1 input
machines. See Figure 3.7 for an illustration of an And-component with r = 4
input machines.

Figure 3.7: An And-component with four input machines. The jobs and ma-
chines are depicted as in Figure 3.6.

Or-components An Or-component corresponding to a clause cj has as input
the three literal machines corresponding to the literals occurring in the clause.

We will first describe an Or-component with only two input machines I1
and I2, and use this later to construct Or-components corresponding to clauses.
The Or-component has three internal machines, Mu, Mv and B, with two jobs
(B is empty). The job on Mu (respectively Mv) requires further processing
on the buffer machine B and then finally I1 (respectively I2). We construct
an internal And-component with as input Mu and Mv. The output machine
O of the Or-component is defined to be the output machine of this internal
And-component. The main property of an Or-component:

Or-property Before one of the input machines of the component is aban-
doned, the output job can not move without creating or having created
a blocking set. When one of the input machines of the component is
abandoned, the output machine can be made empty without creating
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or having created a blocking set. Once every input machine of the com-
ponent is abandoned and there is no blocking set, all jobs owned by the
component can be completed without creating a blocking set.

For the described component the Or-property holds: by the And-property
of the internal And-component both internal machines Mu and Mv have to be
abandoned before the job of O can safely leave. The empty machine B enables
at least one of the jobs on Mu and Mv to always leave. If also I1 or I2 is empty,
then both Mu and Mv can become empty, enabling the job on O to complete.
Note that all jobs of the component can then be completed, except possibly the
job on internal machine B waiting for the last of I1 or I2 to be released. This
establishes the Or-property.

We define an Or-component corresponding to a clause cj consisting of the three
literals `1, `2, and `3: an Or-component with M(`1) as first input machine
and as second input machine the output machine of an Or-component with
M(`2) and M(`3) as input machines. See Figure 3.8 for an illustration of an
Or-component.

M(`1) M(`2) M(`3)

Figure 3.8: An Or-component corresponding to a clause {`1, `2, `3}. An internal
machine is depicted by , an input machine by and an output machine by ,
as in Figure 3.6.

Construction Given the Three-Satisfiability-instance construct the schedul-
ing system and state s as follows:

1. For each variable xi construct two literal machines M(xi) and M(xi),
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2. For each clause cj construct a corresponding Or-component using the
literal machines just constructed, and

3. Construct one And-component, which will correspond to the formula,
that uses as input machines the output machines of the Or-components
corresponding to clauses, and call its output machine M(C).

4. Construct the truth-setting-components using the previously constructed
literal machines as output machines and the machine M(C) as input
machine.

The total number of machines respectively jobs so constructed is 15m+ 3n− 3

respectively 13m+ 2n− 3. Note this construction can be done in polynomial
time.

Proof of the if-statement Suppose there is a truth-assignment of the variables
that satisfies all clauses in the formula. We show how this enables us to complete
all jobs and thereby show state s to be safe. For each variable xi with value True

(respectively False) in the satisfiable truth assignment, move the corresponding
literal job on M(xi) (respectively M(xi)) to its components buffer machine.
Since each clause is satisfied by the assignment, at least one of its literals is set
to True, so for the component corresponding to the clause at least one of its
literal machines is now abandoned. The main property of Or-components then
ensures us that the output machine of every Or-component (corresponding to
a clause) can be made empty without creating or having created a blocking
set. Afterwards all input machines of the And-component corresponding to
the formula are abandoned, hence all jobs of the And-component can now be
completed according to its main property. In particular, its output machine
M(C) has become abandoned, and so one-by-one every literal-job on a buffer
can move to M(C) and then leave the system, i.e. be completed. Then the other
literal jobs can one-by-one move to its components buffer and then move to
M(C) and be completed. Afterwards every output machine of every truth-
setting component is abandoned, hence every input machine of every clause
component is abandoned. By the Or-property we know that all remaining jobs
within each Or-component can now be completed. Hence all jobs can complete
and the state is safe.

Proof of the only-if-statement Suppose the formula can not be satisfied by a
valid truth assignment of the variables. We claim that if M(C) is abandoned in
a successor t of state s, then state t contains a blocking set. Clearly this implies
state s is unsafe. So suppose we reached a successor t of state s in which M(C)

is just abandoned.
Note that for every variable xi at most one ofM(xi),M(xi) can be abandoned

before M(C) is abandoned, since the internal buffer has free capacity 1. So
every collective movement of literal jobs before M(C) is abandoned corresponds
to a valid (possibly partial) truth-assignment; set xi to True (False) if the job
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on M(xi) (M(xi)) has moved to its components buffer machine before M(C) is
abandoned. Since every (partial) truth assignment will not satisfy every clause,
every collective movement of literal jobs before M(C) is abandoned results in a
state where there is an Or-component corresponding to some clause for which
none of its input (literal) machines is abandoned. So this is also the case for
state t. By the And-property we know that the output machine M(C) of the
And-component can only be abandoned after every input machine of the And-
component is abandoned (or a blocking set exists). These input machines are
precisely the output machines of every Or-component corresponding to a clause.
By the Or-property such an output machine can only be abandoned after at least
one of the components input machines is abandoned (or a blocking set exists).
Since in state t the machine M(C) is abandoned before each Or-component
corresponding to a clause had at least one abandoned input machine, there
exists a blocking set in state t. This establishes the claim.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4.1.

3.4.2 Second special case

A rather elaborate rephrasing of Theorem 3.4.1 is: Safe State Recognition is
NP-hard, even if each processing plan is isomorphic to the directed graph D of
type T1 for which |Dγ| = 1 and Dδ = ∅ holds, and each machine has capacity 1.
The following theorem tells us that we do not need the restriction on |Dγ|.

Theorem 3.4.2. Let D be a directed graph of type T1 with |Dγ| ≥ 2 and Dδ =

∅. Deciding Safe State Recognition is NP-hard, even if each processing plan is
isomorphic to D and each machine has capacity 1.

The proof follows the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 closely, and differs only in
the implementation of the components. We show that for our newly imple-
mented components their intended main property as expressed in the previous
subsection indeed holds. This establishes the theorem.

To ease notation we write k to denote |Dγ| throughout this subsection. The
components are loosely modelled after the components in Theorem 3.4.1. We
have used a so-called absorption block of internal machines in each component
for use in the Dγ of the jobs in the component. The main property of each
component is not difficult but somewhat cumbersome to check. We give explicit
procedures showing that the jobs of a component can complete under certain
conditions. The procedures will not create a blocking set. The correctness of
each procedure is straight forward to check and left to the reader.

Truth-setting-components A truth-setting-component corresponding to a vari-
able xi has as input machine M(C) and owns an internal buffer machine B,
an absorption block of machines A1,. . . ,Ak−1 and has two literal machines as
output; M(xi) and M(xi). The machine B is empty in the constructed state and
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M(C)

B

M(xi) M(xi)

Ak−1

Ai

A2

A1

...

...

M(C)

B

M(xi) M(xi)

Ak−1

Ai

A2

A1

...

...

Figure 3.9: A truth-setting-component drawn twice using jobs with k ≥ 2.
An internal machine is depicted by , an input machine by and an output
machine by , as in Figure 3.6. For a job its required machines are depicted by
a path from its location in state s to its Dβ and pointing at (the parts of) its Dγ.

is for each job in this component its next required processing machine, i.e. itsDβ.
For each j the job J(Aj) on Aj in state s has {M(xi),M(xi),A1, . . . ,Ak−1}− {Aj}

as its Dγ. Each literal job has its Dγ consist of the other literal machine, the
exposed machine M(C), and A2,. . . ,Ak−1. These requirements are depicted in
Figure 3.9.

We recall the main property of a truth-setting component:

Truth-setting-property Before M(C) is abandoned, at most one of the two
output machines is abandoned. Once M(C) is abandoned and there is no
blocking set, all jobs owned by the component can be completed without
creating a blocking set.

We show that our new implementation has this property: the first job to move
of all the jobs owned by this component is a literal job, since moving the job
on an Aj as the first job (to B) immediately creates a blocking set (and no
output machine will ever be abandoned). However once one of the literal jobs
moves to B, no job of the component can move before M(C) is abandoned. This
establishes the first part of the property.

To prove that the last part of the property holds we suppose that M(C)

is abandoned and show that all jobs of the component can complete. In the
procedure we assume job J(x) moves to B before J(x). For the case of moving
J(x) first, simply exchange the roles of J(x) and J(x) in what follows. At the line
marked with (?) the last index is to be taken modulo k− 1 such that its value is
in {1, . . . ,k− 1}.

move literal job J(x) to B and then to M(C)

move J(x) to B and then to M(x)
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move J(A2) to B and then to M(x)

move J(x) to A2
move J(x) to M(C)

for j from 3 to k− 1 do
move J(Aj) to B
move J(x) to Aj
move J(Aj) to Aj−1

end for
move J(A1) to B and then to M(x)

move J(A2) to A1
let J(x) leave the system
for i from 0 to k− 4 do

for j from 2 to k− 1 do
move J(Aj) to Ak−3+j−i (?)

end for
end for
move J(A1) to A2
move J(A2) to M(x)

let J(A2) leave the system
for j > 2 do

move J(Aj) to M(x), then to M(x) and finally leave the system
end for
move J(x) through its required machines and leave the system
move J(A1) through its required machines and leave the system

This establishes that the main property holds.

O A1 Ai Ak P

I1 I2

· · · · · ·
O A1 Ai Ak P

I1 I2

· · · · · ·

Figure 3.10: An And-component drawn twice using jobs with k ≥ 2. The
requirements for the jobs are depicted similar to the truth-setting-component
in Figure 3.9. For the exceptional job on P a path is drawn pointing at its last
required machine.

And-components An And-component with two input machines I1, I2 owns
a machine P, an absorption block of machines A1, . . . ,Ak and finally has one
output machine O. The output job J on O first needs processing on I1 and has
{A1, . . . ,Ak} as Dγ. On machine P is an exceptional job J(P) that only requires
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further processing on I2. For i = 1, . . . ,k the job J(Ai) on machine Ai first needs
processing on I1 and has {A1, . . . ,Ak,P}− {Ai} as Dγ. These requirements are
depicted in Figure 3.10.

We recall the main property of an And-component:

And-property Before every input machine of the component is aban-
doned, the output job can not move without creating or having created a
blocking set. Once every input machine of the component is abandoned
and there is no blocking set, all jobs owned by the component can be
completed without creating a blocking set.

We show that our new implementation has this property: clearly J(P) can
only leave (and be completed) when I2 is abandoned. When I1 is occupied,
J obviously can not move. If I1 is abandoned, then letting J leave before all
J(Aj)’s immediately creates a blocking set. So the first move is to move a J(Aj)
to I1. This however only helps when it also immediately can move off again,
which means P also has to be abandoned. So indeed both I1 and I2 need to be
abandoned before J can leave. This establishes the first part of the property.

To prove that the last part of the property holds we suppose that all input
machines are abandoned and show that all internal jobs of the component can
complete. At the lines marked with (?) the last index is to be taken modulo k
such that its value is in {1, . . . ,k}.

move J(P) to I2 and then leave the system
move J(A1) to I1 and then P
for j from 2 to k do

move J(Aj) to I1
move J(Aj−1) to Aj
move J(Aj) to P

end for
for j from 2 to k− 1 do

move J(Aj) to Aj−1 (?)
move J(A1) to Aj+1

end for
let J(A1) leave the system
move J(Ak) to Ak−1.
for i from 0 to k− 4 do

for j from 2 to k do
move J(Aj) to Ak−2+j−i (?)

end for
end for
move J(Ak) to A1
let all J(Aj)’s leave the system
move J to I1 and through all Aj’s and finally leave the system

This establishes that the main property holds.
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We inductively define an And-component with r ≥ 3 input machines as the
result of using the output machine from an And-component with two input
machines as one of the input machines of an And-component with r− 1 input
machines.

O A1 A2 Ak

B

I1 I2

· · ·
O A1 A2 Ak

B

I1 I2

· · ·
O A1 A2 Ak

B

I1 I2

· · ·

Figure 3.11: An Or-component drawn thrice using jobs with k ≥ 2. The
requirements for the jobs are depicted similar to the truth-setting-component in
Figure 3.9. The requirements for the jobs on A2 till Ak−1 are analogous to the
job on A1.

Or-components An Or-component with input machine I1 and I2 owns an
(empty in state s) buffer machine B and absorption block A1,. . . ,Ak and finally
an output machine O. All internal jobs need further processing first on B, i.e.
each job has B as its Dβ. The job J on O has {A1, . . . ,Ak} as its Dγ. The job
J(Ak) on Ak has {I2,A1, . . . ,Ak−1} as its Dγ. For each i < k the job J(Ai)
on Ai has {I1,A1, . . . ,Ak}− {Ai} as its Dγ. An Or-component is depicted in
Figure 3.11.

We recall the main property of an Or-component:

Or-property Before one of the input machines of the component is aban-
doned, the output job can not move without creating or having created
a blocking set. When one of the input machines of the component is
abandoned, the output machine can be made empty without creating
or having created a blocking set. Once every input machine of the com-
ponent is abandoned and there is no blocking set, all jobs owned by the
component can be completed without creating a blocking set.

We show that our new implementation has this property: job J can not move
before all J(Ai)’s, since that would create a blocking set. Moving J(Ai) to B is
not helpful unless it can also leave, which means before I1 or I2 is abandoned.
This establishes the first part of the property.

To prove that the second part of the property holds we claim:
1. When I1 is abandoned, we can move all internal jobs such that

(i) J and J(Ai) are completed for every i < k,
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(ii) J(Ak) is on the internal machine A1 and only requires further pro-
cessing on I2.

2. When I2 is abandoned, we can move all internal jobs such that
(i) J(Ak) and J are completed,

(ii) J(Ak−1) is on internal machine Ak and requires further processing
on the machines {I1,A1, . . . ,Ak−2}, and

(iii) for each j < k− 1 the job J(Aj) is on internal machine Aj+1 and only
requires further processing on I1.

We note that once both input machines are abandoned, the above two claims
imply that it is easy to complete all internal jobs. This establishes that the main
property holds. To prove the first claim suppose I1 is abandoned and apply the
following procedure: at the line marked with (?) the last index is to be taken
modulo k such that its value is in {1, . . . ,k}.

move J(A1) to B, then to I1
move J to B, then to A1
for j from 2 to k− 1 do

move J(Aj) to B
move J to Aj
move J(Aj) to Aj−1

end for
move J(Ak) to B
move J to Ak and then leave the system
move J(A1) to Ak
for i from 1 to k− 2 do

move J(Ai+1) to I1
for j from 1 to k− 1 do

move J(Aj) to Ak−1+j−i (?)
end for

end for
let each J(Ai) with 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1 leave the system
move J(Ak) from B to Ak−1, Ak−2, . . . , and finally to A1

To prove the second claim suppose I2 is abandoned and apply the following
procedure: at the lines marked with (?) the last index is to be taken modulo k
such that its value is in {1, . . . ,k}.

move J(Ak) to B and then to I2
move J to B and then to Ak
for j from 1 to k− 2 do

move J(Aj) to B
move J to Aj
move J(Aj) to Aj−1 (?)

end for
move J(Ak−1) to B
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move J to Ak−1
let J leave the system
move J(Ak) to Ak−1 and then to Ak−2
for i from 1 to k− 3 do

for j from 1 to k− 2 do
move J(Aj) to Ak−1+j−i (?)

end for
move J(Ak) to Ak−2−i

end for
let J(Ak) leave the system
for j from 1 to k− 1 do

move J(Aj) to Aj+1
end for

This establishes the main property.

As in Section 3.4.1, we define an Or-component corresponding to a clause cj
consisting of the three literals `1, `2, and `3: an Or-component with M(`1) as
first input machine and as second input machine the output machine of an
Or-component with M(`2) and M(`3) as input machines.

3.4.3 All remaining cases

In this section we establish our main hardness result for problem Safe State

Recognition after proving the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4.3. Let D be a directed graph of type T1 with Dδ = ∅. Deciding Safe

State Recognition is NP-hard, even if each processing plan is isomorphic to D and
the scheduling system contains precisely one machine with capacity 1.

Proof: We modify the scheduling system and state constructed in the proof of
Theorem 3.4.1 (respectively 3.4.2) into another new scheduling system and new
state for which there is precisely one machine of unit capacity. Denote by X the
machine that is required next by the job on M(C) in the original scheduling
system and state. Machine X will be the only machine with capacity 1 after the
following modifications:

1. Each machine that in the original state is occupied by a job requiring
processing on X next (which includes M(C)) receives some higher capacity
than one, and each will be full with jobs sharing the exact same processing
plan in the new state s as the job on it in the original state.

2. Add |Dγ| new empty (in the new state) machines, designated dummy
machines, of some capacity larger than 1.

3. All other machines will be padded with dummy jobs: for each unit capacity
added to such a machine there is a new dummy job which in the newly
constructed state is located on that machine. Each dummy job requires
processing on M(C) next and then on the new dummy machines.
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The following facts for the new scheduling system and new state are easily
checked:

(i) No dummy job can move until a job leaves M(C). So until a job leaves
M(C), all components, other than the And-component corresponding to
the formula, behave as in the old scheduling system.

(ii) As long as there is an input machine of the And-component corresponding
to the formula which is full, no job initially on M(C) can leave without
creating or having created a blocking set.

Both facts together imply equivalent behavior of the new and the old system
until a job leaves M(C). This concludes the proof. �

After all the heavy lifting in the previous proofs, the main theorem of this
section follows more easily.

Theorem 3.4.4. Deciding Safe State Recognition is NP-hard for scheduling sys-
tems that contain processing plans that are neither unconstrained nor out-star and
contain a machine of capacity 1.

Proof: We claim that the statement of Theorem 3.4.3 still holds after we replace
T1 by T2 (respectively T3). For let D be a directed graph of type T1 with Dδ
empty and letD ′ be a directed graph of type T2 (respectively T3) with Dδ empty.
Assume that both graphs have the same cardinality |Dγ|. Then note that a job
with processing plan isomorphic to D ′, once it has entered the system on its
Dα, is indistinguishable in behavior from a job with processing plan isomorphic
to D that entered the system. Which establishes the claim.

Secondly note that by choosing the history of every job appropriately, namely
by letting its already visited machines in state s equal its Dδ, we see The-
orem 3.4.3 holds also for directed graphs D of type T1, T2 respectively T3, with
no condition on Dδ. In other words, Theorem 3.4.3 still holds when the directed
graph D is required to be neither unconstrained nor out-star.

Lastly we remark that a scheduling system for which every processing plan is
isomorphic to one fixed directed graph which is not unconstrained nor out-star,
is simply a special case of the broader class of scheduling systems that contain
processing plans that are neither unconstrained nor out-star. Since the special
case has been shown in the previous paragraph to be NP-hard, this concludes
the proof. �

3.5 Reachability

We show in this section that deciding reachability is essentially equivalent to
deciding safeness. The main idea is analogous to that in section 2.4.

Consider a scheduling system and a fixed system state s. We define a
new scheduling system and a new state ρ(s) where Mρ(s)(Jj) :=Ms(Jj), and
Mρ(s)(Jj) :=M(Jj) −Ms(Jj) − {Ms(Jj)}. Furthermore for each job Jj we let
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≺j in ρ(s) coincide with �j in s. Note that in both states s and ρ(s) every job is
sitting on the same machine, but the work that has been performed in state s is
exactly the work that still needs to be done in state ρ(s).

Lemma 3.5.1. State s is reachable in the old system, if and only if state ρ(s) is safe in
the new system.

Proof: First assume that s is reachable, and let 0 = s0 → s1 → · · · → sk = s

denote a corresponding witness sequence of moves. Define a new sequence
ρ(s) = tk → tk−1 → · · · → t0 = f of moves: whenever the move s` → s`+1
(0 ≤ ` ≤ k − 1) results from moving job Jj from machine Ma to machine
Mb, then the move t`+1 → t` results from moving job Jj from machine Mb
to machine Ma. Since �j in s is ≺j in ρ(s), the strict order is automatically
adhered to. (Note that the artificial machines M0 and Mm+1 switch their roles.)
Hence ρ(s) is safe. A symmetric argument shows that if ρ(s) is safe then s is
reachable. �

Example 3.5.2 (continuation of Example 3.2.4). State p is not reachable, since state
ρ(p) is a deadlock state: Mρ(p)(J1) = M2, Mρ(p)(J1) = {M1}, and Mρ(p)(J2) =
M1, Mρ(p)(J2) = {M2}. The fact that M3 ≺1 M2 and M1 ≺2 M2 holds in ρ(p)
plays no role.

As the construction of the new scheduling system and state ρ(s) can be
done in polynomial time, deciding reachability is algorithmically equivalent to
deciding safeness. So Corollary 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.4.4 immediately yield the
following:

Theorem 3.5.3. Problem Reachable State Recognition is decidable in polynomial
time if machines of unit capacity only occur in unconstrained and in-star processing
plans, and NP-hard otherwise. �

Example 3.5.4. Consider scheduling systems restricted to the family of in-stars and
out-stars. The complexity of safety and reachability depends on in which processing
plans machines of unit capacity are allowed to occur: if there are no machines of unit
capacity, then both problems are polynomial time solvable. If machines of unit capacity
can occur, then both problems are NP-complete. If machines of unit capacity can occur
but only in in-star (respectively out-star) processing plans, then reachability (respect-
ively safety) is polynomial time solvable while the other is NP-complete.

The following lemma, used in the proof of Theorem 3.6.6, states a simple
sufficient condition for reachability of a state.

Lemma 3.5.5. Let s be a state, and let K be a subset of machines such that every job
Jj that still needs further processing in s satisfies Ms(Jj) ∈ K, and, K 6≺j N holds for
each K ∈ K and N ∈ M(Jj) −K, and finally

Ms(Jj)∪ {Ms(Jj)} = K ∩M(Jj).

Then s is a reachable system state.
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Proof: By renaming the jobs we assume that the jobs Jj with 1 ≤ j ≤ k have
Ms(Jj) = Mm+1 and the jobs Jj with k+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n have Ms(Jj) ∈ K. We
handle the jobs one by one in their natural order: every job moves through all
machines inM(Jj) −Ms(Jj), and ends up on machine Ms(Jj). Then the next
job is handled. �

3.6 Reachable deadlock

In this section we identify several cases showing Reachable Deadlock to be
NP-hard. We start however with a simple easy case.

Lemma 3.6.1. Reachable Deadlock can be solved in polynomial time for schedul-
ing systems where every processing plan is isomorphic to the directed path on two
vertices.

Proof: Consider the directed multi-graph G with the machines of the scheduling
system as vertices, and for each job an arc from the job’s first required machine
to the job’s last required machine. Let A be the adjacency matrix (m×m) of G:
entry Ai,j is equal to the number of arcs in G from i to j. Let D be the diagonal
matrix with Di,i equal to the capacity of machine Mi. Iteratively apply the
following procedure starting with the matrix D−A: if there is a row k for which
the sum of its elements is strictly positive, then remove row k and column k
from the matrix. If no such row exists, then stop.

We remark that at each stage by removing the k-th column (and row) we
remove a machine that can never be full (given the remaining jobs and machines).
So when the matrix that remains after the above procedure has no rows, there
is no reachable deadlock. Otherwise the remaining matrix specifies precisely
which machines will form a reachable deadlock. The process mentioned clearly
runs in polynomial time. �

The first special case showing hardness was already proven in Theorem 2.6.1.
We restate it in the terminology of this chapter:

Theorem 3.6.2. Reachable Deadlock is NP-hard for scheduling systems restricted
to unconstrained processing plans, even if jobs require processing on at most 4 machines
and the capacity of each machine is at most 3.

From this theorem we infer in a straight forward manner the second special
case. The following simple observation will turn out to be crucial.

Lemma 3.6.3. If there exists a reachable deadlock, then there also exists a reachable
deadlock where the set of all occupied machines form a minimal blocking set.

Proof: Given a reachable deadlock state s, and a witness-sequence of job-
movements for state s, i.e. an ordered sequence of job-machine-pairs stating
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when starting with initial state 0 which job moves to which machine and in
what order such that the resulting state is state s. Fix a minimal blocking set B
in s. We create a reachable deadlock state such that its set of occupied machines
is precisely B: starting with the initial state 0 we go through the job-move
sequence in its natural order. We only execute a move when it entails a job that
is on a machine in B in state s. �

Theorem 3.6.4. Reachable Deadlock is NP-hard for scheduling systems restricted
to out-star processing plans, even if jobs require processing on at most 5 machines and
the capacity of each machine is at most 3.

Proof: For a scheduling system restricted to unconstrained processing plans, we
derive a scheduling system restricted by out-star processing plans by simply
copying the original system verbatim except for adding for each job J to its
processing plan a machine Msrc(J) of unit capacity which is the source of
its processing plan (cf. page 37). The resulting derived scheduling system
is clearly restricted to out-star processing plans. The theorem follows from
Theorem 3.6.2 building on the following claim: a reachable deadlock exists for
the scheduling system restricted to unconstrained processing plans if and only
if a reachable deadlock exists for the derived scheduling system restricted to
out-star processing plans.

Suppose there is a reachable deadlock for the derived scheduling system.
By Lemma 3.6.3 we may assume that the set of occupied machines form a
minimal blocking set. Consider a witness-sequence of job-movements for this
deadlock. Each Msrc(J) is only requested for processing by at most one job
at most once and so can never be part of a minimal blocking set. By removing
from the witness-sequence all occurrences (J,M) where M =Msrc(J), we get a
valid job-movement sequence for the original scheduling system, which when
executed will obviously lead to a reachable deadlock.

Conversely, given a reachable deadlock for the original scheduling system
(i.e. the scheduling system restricted to unconstrained processing plans) and
suppose we are given a witness-sequence of job-movements of a reachable
deadlock. In the derived scheduling system we first move each job J to Msrc(J).
Then move jobs according to the witness-sequence. The final result is a reachable
deadlock for the derived system. �

In the proof of the last theorem we only needed Lemma 3.6.3 to observe that
the source-machine of a job can be ignored when considering the existence
of reachable deadlocks, since each source-machine is contained in only one
processing plan and thus never part of a minimal blocking set. We can use
this observation to greater effect; we use it to prove the following (slightly less
obvious) consequence.

Theorem 3.6.5. Let D be an acyclic directed graph with a vertex with in-degree at
least four. Reachable Deadlock is NP-hard for scheduling systems restricted to D,
even if all machines have capacity at most 3.
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Proof: We are going to use the reduction in the proof of Theorem 3.6.2 by
applying Lemma 3.6.3 in a judicious manner. The scheduling system in that
reduction (whose precise construction is not important here) is used to build a
new scheduling system using jobs with processing plan isomorphic to D. We
establish the theorem by showing that the old scheduling system has a reachable
deadlock if and only if the new scheduling system has a reachable deadlock.

The machines in the new scheduling system are partitioned into two sets:
the active machines and the set of dummy machines. Each active machine
corresponds one-to-one with a machine in the old scheduling system. Each
dummy machine is characterised by the fact that it occurs in the processing
plan of precisely 1 job of the scheduling system. By Lemma 3.6.3 we only
need consider reachable deadlock states where the occupied machines form a
minimal blocking set. This is particularly useful since a machine in a minimal
blocking set occurs in at least two processing plans; namely to be occupied by
one job, and to be requested by another. So dummy machines can be safely
ignored in settling the existence question of a (reachable) deadlock. We define
the dummy machines in the new scheduling system implicitly when we define
the new jobs.

The jobs in the scheduling system each have a processing plan isomorphic
to D. Fix a vertex v of D with in-degree at least four. Let K be the set of
vertices that are direct predecessors of v in D. For each job J ′ in the old system
we define the corresponding job J with processing plan isomorphic to D in
the new scheduling as follows: choose |M(J ′)| vertices K(J) in K (since the
old scheduling system only uses jobs that require processing on at most four
machines and |K| ≥ 4 this is always possible). We define the isomorphism from
D to the processing plan of J by assigning the vertices of K(J) one-to-one to the
active machines corresponding toM(J ′) and by assigning all other vertices to
dummy machines.

By the definition of dummy machines and the construction of the jobs: when
a job J is part of a minimal blocking set, it is located on an active machine
and requests further processing on at least one other active machine. So job J
has already visited each dummy machine that is a non-successor of its active
machines (K(J)), otherwise it could continue processing there. Since the pro-
cessing plan is isomorphic to D there is a direct successor of K(J) (namely the
dummy machine corresponding to v) that can only be visited after all the active
machines in the processing plan of the job have been visited. So each dummy
machine is in a sense functionally equivalent to M0 (if it is a non-successor of
the machines in K(J) of this its job J) or equivalent to Mm+1 (otherwise). Hence
the correspondence between reachable deadlocks of the two scheduling systems
follows immediately. �

The following theorem contains the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.6.6. Let D be a processing plan with an αβγδ-decomposition of type T3
with |Dγ| ≥ 2, or of type T2, or of type T1. Reachable Deadlock is NP-hard for
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scheduling systems where every processing plan is isomorphic toD, even if all machines
have unit capacity.

Our reduction is from the following problem:

Problem: Rainbow Cycle

Instance: An arc-colored directed graph where each color-class
consists of at most two arcs, and where arcs of the same color have
no vertex in common.

Question: Is there a simple directed cycle with pairwise differently
colored arcs?

We start with an arbitrary instance of Rainbow Cycle, i.e. a arc-colored directed
graph G, and construct the following corresponding scheduling system for it.
We prove the theorem by showing: there is simple directed cycle with pairwise
differently colored arcs if and only if there is a reachable deadlock.

Overview of the construction The machines in the corresponding scheduling
system, each with capacity 1, are partitioned into two sets: the active machines
and the possibly empty set of dummy machines. Each dummy machine is
characterised by the fact that it occurs in the processing plan of precisely 1 job
of the scheduling system. By Lemma 3.6.3 we only need consider reachable
deadlock states where the occupied machines form a minimal blocking set. This
is particularly useful since a machine in a minimal blocking set occurs in at least
two processing plans; namely to be occupied by one job, and to be requested
by another. So dummy machines can be safely ignored in settling the existence
question of a (reachable) deadlock.

The jobs in the scheduling system each have a processing plan isomorphic to
D. Fix an αβγδ-decomposition of D as specified in Lemma 3.2.2 (thereby also
fixing D’s type as being T1, T2 or T3). In the scheduling system each job is one
of two types:

• A job such that its Dα,Dβ, and Dγ are part of the active set of machines,
and the machines in Dδ are dummy machines.

• A job such that its Dα and Dβ are part of the active set of machines, and
the machines in Dγ ∪Dδ belong to the dummy machines. We call such a
job a glue-job.

By only using the above two types of jobs each dummy machine is in a sense
functionally equivalent to M0 (if it is part of a job’s Dδ) or equivalent to Mm+1

(if it is part of a job’s Dγ). So in the following specifications each dummy
machine will be tacitly understood to be implicitly defined, and we specify only
the active machines.

The scheduling system is put together from components. Each component
consists of internal machines and exposed machines. Internal machines are not
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used by other components. Exposed machines are machines that can be used by
several components. For a component an exposed machine is either a head or
a tail. A component owns its internal machines and its jobs. Jobs owned by a
component only require processing on machines within the component. A state
of a component is simply that part of a state of the scheduling system that is
restricted to the machines and jobs used by the component.

Each color-class in the directed graph G corresponds to one component in the
scheduling system, and vice versa. The exposed machines of such a component
correspond one-to-one to the vertices that occur in the arcs of the color-class.
Each arc in a color-class in G represents one way its corresponding component
can be part of a minimal blocking set. Together the arcs of a color-class represent
all ways the corresponding component can be part of a minimal blocking set.
An arc (I,O), i.e. from I to O, in G corresponds to a state of the component
corresponding to the arc’s color-class, such that tail machine I is occupied by a
job from the component, and head machine O is the only exposed machine that
is required next for further processing by jobs from the component.

The components corresponding to color-classes The component that corres-
ponds to a color-class consisting of exactly one arc (I,O), consists of the exposed
tail machine I, exposed head machine O and a glue-job for which Dα = I and
Dβ = O holds. This component can only be part of a deadlock, i.e. one of
its machines is occupied by one of its jobs in a minimal blocking set, when I
is occupied by its only job: for a glue-job can only be part of deadlock when
located on its Dα and requiring further processing on Dβ, otherwise when on
Dβ the dummy machines in Dγ need to be full which is impossible.

The precise implementation for a component corresponding to a color-class
consisting of exactly two arcs with no common vertices, say (I,O) and (I′,O′),
depends on the cardinality |Dγ| and the type of D. The exposed machines used
by the component are the tail machines I, I′, and the head machines O, O′. The
important property of this component is that:

Property: If I (respectively I′) is occupied by a job of this component
and it is part of a minimal blocking set, then the complete state of the
component is determined, i.e. each location and history of every job of
the component is known, and O (respectively O′) also belongs to the
deadlock. Furthermore, I and I′ can not both be occupied by jobs of this
component in a minimal blocking set.

The implementations share the following partial specification: the compon-
ent is symmetrical in the sense that each element has its counterpart (de-
noted by the same name with an extra prime). The internal machines con-
sist of Ma,Mb,Mc1 , . . . ,Mck where k = |Dγ| and M′a,M′b,M′c1 , . . . ,M′ck .
The component owns two jobs besides its glue-jobs: job J with Dα = Ma,
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Dβ =Mb and Dγ = {Mc1 , . . . ,Mck }, and job J′ with Dα =M′a, Dβ =M′b and
Dγ = {M′c1 , . . . ,M′ck }. In each implementation one or two machines will be
identified.

I O I ′ O ′

Ma M ′c M ′a Mc

Mb =M ′b

I O I ′ O ′

Ma M ′c M ′a Mc

Mb =M ′b

Figure 3.12: The two states the component (assuming D is of type T1 and
|Dγ| = 1) can be in when it is part of a minimal blocking set. Exposed machines
are depicted by , internal machines by , and jobs by . An arc depicts the next
required machine for a job, where a dotted arc is used if the job is a glue-job.

The component when D is of type T1: Let Mb =M′b. Define the internal glue-jobs:

• J0 with Dα = I and Dβ =Ma

• J′0 with Dα = I′ and Dβ =M′a
• for i = 1, . . . ,k: Ji with Dα =M′ci and Dβ = O and

• for i = 1, . . . ,k: J′i with Dα =Mci and Dβ = O′.

We show that the property holds for this implementation: if I is occupied and
part of a minimal blocking set, then I is occupied by J0 and so J has to be on Ma.
J only requires processing on Mb =M′b. Hence J′ is on M′b requiring all M′ci ’s.
So each glue-job Ji is on M′ci requiring further processing on O. By symmetry
we also see that if I′ is part of a deadlock, then so is O′. In particular, we see
that the location Ma of J when I is occupied is different from the location M′a
of J when I′ is occupied. So I and I′ can not simultaneously be occupied by jobs
of this component and part of a minimal blocking set, for it would require job J
to be in two different locations at the same time. This establishes the property
for this implementation.

The component when D is of type T3: Let Ma =M′a. Define the internal glue-jobs:

• J0 with Dβ = O and Dα =M′b
• J′0 with Dβ = O′ and Dα =Mb

• for i = 1, . . . ,k: Ji with Dβ =Mci and Dα = I and
• for i = 1, . . . ,k: J′i with Dβ =M′ci and Dα = I′

We show that the property holds for this implementation: if I is part of a
minimal blocking set and occupied by a Ji, then J is on Mci . J can not require
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I O I ′ O ′

Mc M ′b M ′c Mb

Ma =M ′a

I O I ′ O ′

Mc M ′b M ′c Mb

Ma =M ′a

Figure 3.13: The two states the component (assuming D is of type T3 and
|Dγ| = 1) can be in when it is part of a minimal blocking set. Depictions as in
Figure 3.12.

processing on one of the other Mcj ’s since they can not be occupied by jobs
requiring further processing. So J already visited them and only requires further
processing on Ma = M′a, which is occupied by J′. Since J′ requires further
processing this must be M′b occupied by J0. So we see also O takes part. By
symmetry we also see that if I′ is part of a deadlock, then so is O′. In particular,
we see that the location Mci of J when I is occupied is not the same as the
location Ma of J when I′ is occupied. So I and I′ can not simultaneously be
occupied by jobs of this component and be part of a minimal blocking set, for
it would require job J to be in two different locations at the same time. This
establishes the property for this implementation.

I O I ′ O ′

Ma M ′b Mc1 M ′c1

Mb =M ′a Mc2 =M ′c2

I O I ′ O ′

Ma M ′b Mc1 M ′c1

Mb =M ′a Mc2 =M ′c2

Figure 3.14: The two states the component (assuming D is of type T2 and
|Dγ| = 2) can be in when it is part of a minimal blocking set. Depictions as in
Figure 3.12.

The component whenD is of type T2 and |Dγ| ≥ 2: Let Mb =M′a and Mc2 =M
′
c2

.
Define the internal glue-jobs:

• J0 with Dα = I and Dβ =Ma

• J′0 with Dα = I′ and Dβ =Mc1

• J1 with Dα =M′b and Dβ = O and
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• J′1 with Dα =M′c1 and Dβ = O′.

We show that the property holds for this implementation: if I is occupied by J0,
then J has to be on Ma. J did not already visited Mb, otherwise it could proceed
to Mc1 (which can not be occupied by a job that requires further processing). So
J requires further processing on Mb, and J′ is on Mb =M′a. J′ did not already
visit M′b, otherwise it could proceed to M′c2 (for it can not be occupied). So J′

requires further processing on M′b which is occupied by J1. So also O takes
part.

If I′ is occupied by J′0, then J has to be on Mc1 . J only requires further
processing on Mc2 =M′c2 since all other Mcj are not in the processing plans
of two jobs, and so can not participate in any minimal blocking set. So J′ is on
M′c2 , and for the same reasons, only requires processing on M′c1 . Hence J′1 is
on M′c1 . So also O′ takes part.

In particular, we see that the location Ma of J when I is occupied is different
from the location Mc1 of J when I′ is occupied. So I and I′ can not simultan-
eously be occupied by jobs of this component in a minimal blocking set, for
it would require job J to be in two different locations at the same time. This
establishes the property for this implementation.

The proof of Theorem 3.6.6 Suppose there is a simple directed cycle with
pairwise differently colored arcs. There is a reachable deadlock for the corres-
ponding scheduling system as follows: each arc in the cycle corresponds to a
state of its corresponding component. Since the colors of the arcs are pairwise
different, the states of the components do not interfere with each other and
together form a state s for the scheduling system. Clearly s is deadlock and by
Lemma 3.5.5 it is even reachable.

Conversely, suppose there exists a reachable deadlock s for the scheduling
system. By Lemma 3.6.3 we may assume that the machines that are occupied in
s form a minimal blocking set. In particular, each occupied machine can also
be requested next for further processing by some job in the system. Consider
the set of arcs C consisting of those arcs (I,O) for which I is occupied by a job
from a component with tail machine I and head machine O. For each arc (I,O)
in C from a color-class of cardinality 1, the construction of the corresponding
component implies that also O is part of the deadlock. For each arc (I,O)
in C that is contained in a color-class of cardinality two, the corresponding
component has the property that also O is part of the deadlock. Furthermore,
its other tail machine I′ is not occupied by a job of the component, so no two
arcs of the same color are contained in C. Since each occupied machine can also
be requested next for further processing, the set C contains a simple directed
cycle (possibly several).

The following hardness result completes the proof.

Theorem 3.6.7. Rainbow Cycle is NP-complete.
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Given an arbitrary instance (X,C) of Three-Satisfiability (page 18) we
construct a corresponding arc-colored directed graph D = (V ,A). To prove the
theorem we show: there is a simple directed cycle with pairwise differently
colored arcs in D if and only if there is a truth-setting of X which will satisfy all
clauses in C.

v(x1) v(x2)

v(x1, c2) v(x1, c13) v(x1, cm)

v(x1, c1) v(x1, c11)

γ(x1, c2)

γ(x1, c1)

γ(x1, c13) γ(x1, cm)

γ(x1, c11)

v(xn)

v(xn, c1)

v(xn, c2)

γ(xn, c1)

γ(xn, c2)

v(c1)v(c2)v(c3)v(cm)

v(c1, x1)

v(c1, x8)

v(c1, xn)

γ(x1, c1)

γ(x8, c1)

γ(xn, c1)

v(c2, x1)

v(c2, x2)

v(c2, xn)

γ(x1, c2)

γ(x2, c2)

γ(xn, c2)

v(cm, x1)

v(cm, x6)

v(cm, x3)

γ(x1, cm)

γ(x6, cm)

γ(x3, cm)

truth-setting

clause-checking

· · ·

· · ·

vcheck

vset

Figure 3.15: The graph corresponding to an instance of Three-Satisfiability. In
the drawing the truth-setting part of the graph is above and the clause-checking
part is below. Neutral arcs are denoted by . Every other arc has the label of
its color next to it.

For an illustration of the graph D see Figure 3.15. We call an arc that has an
unique color in the graph a neutral arc. There are two vertices vset and vcheck in
the graph. For each variable xi in X there is a vertex v(xi) in V . For each clause
cj in C there is a vertex v(cj) in V . There is an neutral arc from vset to v(x1), and
a neutral arc from vcheck to v(c1). Denote by `i the unnegated literal xi or the
negated literal xi for some fixed variable xi ∈ X in what follows. For each `i
that does not occur in a clause, there is a neutral arc from v(xi) to v(xi+1) when
i < n, respectively vcheck when i = n. Otherwise, when `i occurs in pi clauses,
say cj1 , . . . , cjpi of C, we have

• vertices v(`i, cjk) where k ∈ {1, . . . ,pi}.
• an arc with color γ(`i, cj1) from v(xi) to v(`i, cj1),
• an arc with color γ(`i, cjk) from v(`i, cjk−1) to v(`i, cjk) where k ∈ {2, . . . ,pi},
• an neutral arc from v(`i, cjpi ) to v(xi+1), respectively to vcheck when i = n.

Let ` denote a generic literal over X. For each clause cj containing ` we have:
• a vertex v(cj, `) and an arc with color γ(`, cj) from v(cj) to v(cj, `), and a

neutral arc from v(cj, `) to v(cj+1), respectively vset when j = m.
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Proof of only-if-statement: Suppose the graph contains a simple directed cycle
in which no two arcs have the same color. We define a truth-assignment by
setting those literals to True for which the corresponding arcs occur in the
cycle in the clause-checking part, and all others to False. We claim that this
truth-assignment is valid and it satisfies all clauses. The latter is immediate.
By construction of the directed graph we see that a directed cycle contains the
(neutral) arc from vset to v(x1). We follow the cycle in the direction of the arc.
At v(xi) the cycle can only continue via one of the two paths to v(xi+1) when
i < n, respectively vcheck when i = n. At vcheck the cycle contains the neutral arc
to v(c1). In the clause-checking part, the cycle contains one path from the three
from v(cj) to v(cj+1) when j < m, respectively vset when j = m. Since the cycle
contains no two arcs that have the same color, in the clause-checking part the
cycle only contains arcs not chosen in the truth-setting part.

Proof of if-statement: Suppose there is a truth-assignment that satisfies all
clauses. We build a set of arcs K that forms a simple directed cycle with pairwise
differently colored arcs: we start with K the set consisting of the neutral arc
from vset to v(x1). For each variable xi with value False (respectively True) in
the truth-assignment, add to K from the truth-setting part of the graph all arcs
from the directed path from v(xi) to v(xi+1) (respectively vcheck if i = n) that
contains the arcs with color γ(xi, cj) (respectively γ(xi, cj)), or if the variable
xi or its negation xi does not occur in a clause, then add the neutral arc from
v(xi) to v(xi+1) (respectively vcheck) to K. Add to K the neutral arc from vcheck
to v(c1). Since all clauses are satisfied by the truth-assignment, we can add to K
for each j from the clause-checking part the directed path from v(cj) to v(cj+1)
(respectively vset if j = m) which contains an arc with color γ(`, cj) for which `
has value True in the truth-assignment.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

For problem Safe State Recognition and Reachable State Recognition

we can precisely separate the scheduling systems with good behavior (polyno-
mially solvable) from the systems with bad behavior (NP-hard). For problem
Reachable Deadlock there is a small number of cases that remain unre-
solved. Figure 3.16 summarizes our current understanding of the computational
complexity of Reachable Deadlock when considering scheduling systems re-
stricted to a fixed acyclic directed graph. For the easy (that is in polynomial time
decidable) cases we refer to Section 2.7 and Lemma 3.6.1. The finite number of
cases for which we do not known the complexity can be determined by a straight
forward argument: using the technique used in the proof of Theorem 3.6.5 it
is not hard to see that Theorem 3.6.2 (Theorem 3.6.4) can be adapted such that
only jobs requiring processing on four (five) machines (or some larger constant)
are used. A processing plan that is neither unconstrained nor out-star has an
αβγδ-decomposition and by Theorem 3.6.5 and Theorem 3.6.6 we may assume
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easy ? NP-hard

. . .

Figure 3.16: Directed graphs partitioned with respect to the status of Reachable

Deadlock for scheduling systems restricted to 1 fixed acyclic directed graph.

that every αβγδ-decomposition is of type T2 with |Dγ| = 1. So the directed
graph has an unique sink c with in-degree at most three. Using the technique
in the proof of Theorem 3.6.5 and considering the direct predecessors of the
direct predecessors of c one can prove that the only remaining open cases are
the directed graphs as depicted in Figure 3.16.

Besides the open problems suggested by Figure 3.16, the smallest open
problem for Reachable Deadlock concerns the scheduling systems where
every job requires processing on precisely two machines (so each processing
plan is either two isolated vertices or an arc). The situation is reminiscent of that
of mixed shop systems.
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Chapter 4

Motion planning on graphs

Many of the results I will present were motivated by little more than the
entertainment value (and mathematical challenge) involved in showing
that common puzzles and games are difficult (or would be if suitably
generalized). The reader should be forewarned, however, that games also
have their serious side, both as models for practical problems and as tools
for gaining a better understanding of the nature of computation, and this
aspect of their character will not go totally unrepresented. —David Johnson
[1983]

4.1 Introduction

Let G be a graph with n vertices with t < n colored tokens located at distinct
vertices of the graph. Tokens of the same color are indistinguishable. A move
consists in transferring a token from its current position to an adjacent unoccu-
pied vertex. In this context there are two main questions: Can one reach some
state from another state by executing a sequence of moves? Secondly determine
a shortest sequence of moves.

For the case that no two tokens have the same color the reachability question
was answered by Wilson [1974] when t = n − 1 and the graph is 2-vertex-
connected. Kornhauser, Miller, and Spirakis [1984] extended the analysis to
all graphs and to t < n. They claim that at most O(n3) moves are needed in
general and show that Ω(n3) moves are also sometimes needed. Note that this
implies that the reachability problem is in NP (as is the problem of determining
whether a short move sequence exists). Finally in Goraly and Hassin [2010] a
linear time algorithm (based on Auletta, Monti, Parente, and Persiano [1999])
is given for deciding reachability in general. These approaches for deciding
reachability are however not directly suitable to determining shortest move
sequences.

There have been few results in the last three decades for determining shortest
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sequences and all are for the special case where precisely one vertex is unoccu-
pied and no two tokens have the same color. On the negative side it was shown
by Goldreich [1993] that the problem is NP-complete. Ratner and Warmuth
[1990] show that this even holds when the graph is a grid and, on the positive
side, also that it is possible to approximate a shortest move sequence when the
graph is a grid by a multiplicative constant, although the given proof would
lead to a rather high constant. Finally Auletta, Monti, Parente, and Persiano
[1999] show that for a tree there can be at most one move sequence (since only
one vertex is unoccupied) and so every solution is the shortest move sequence.

Inspirations and applications

The ‘15’ puzzle for the last few weeks has been prominently before the
American public, and may safely be said to have engaged the attention of
nine out of ten persons of both sexes and of all ages and conditions of the
community. — Sylvester (1880)

The motion planning problem on graphs that we consider is a direct generalisa-
tion of the 15-puzzle. The puzzle was incredibly popular around 1880 and started
a worldwide craze (Slocum and Sonneveld [2006]). The 15-puzzle consists of
fifteen small movable square tiles numbered 1,2,. . . ,15 and one empty square,
arranged in a 4× 4 tray. One is permitted to interchange the empty square with
a tile next to it. To solve the puzzle, you must first dump the fifteen pieces out,
then randomly place them back in the box and slide them around until one can
read the numbers in numerical order. An instance of a problem that arises is
shown in Figure 4.1. The puzzle looks easy, but it is not.

12 9 13

15 11 10 14

3 7 5 6

4 8 2 1

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15

Figure 4.1: 15-puzzle; Can you move from the left state to the right in 80 moves?

The invention of the 15-puzzle has long been (wrongly) attributed to Sam
Loyd, the famous American puzzle creator, but Slocum and Sonneveld [2006]
have recently uncovered the history of this late 19th-century puzzle, which was
well hidden, and discovered that the proper attribution is to Noyes P. Chapman.
The book covers the craze thoroughly (how it started and spread around the
globe) and provides many entertaining stories and interesting puzzles. Pro-
fessor Donald Knuth from Stanford University contributed new and improved
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solutions as well as several interesting problems using the 15-puzzle (e.g. at
page 57 of Slocum and Sonneveld [2006]).

One possible reason for the craze of the ’80s might be that one can not
reach every state, i.e. a configuration of the pieces in the tray, from every other
state. In fact, from every state one can reach precisely half of them. A natural
generalisation of the 15-puzzle is the (n2 − 1)-puzzle on an n× n grid. It is
easy to determine whether a state of the (n2 − 1)-puzzle can reach another one:
the two permutations of the tile numbers (in reading order) need to match in
parity, that is, whether the number of inversions (out-of-order pairs) is even or
odd (Johnson and Story [1879], Tait [1880], Archer [1999]). In Section 4.2 we
come back to this restriction. There is a patent by Ernest U. Kinsey, US 207,124,
published on August 20 1878 which shows a 6× 6 version of the puzzle with
the now standard groove arrangement that prevents the tile from being lifted
out. Although it prevents people from illicit solution methods, it also essentially
prevents impossible puzzles.

(a) Sam Loyd 15/14 cracked?! (b) Peter’s Black Hole

Figure 4.2: Two variations on the 15-puzzle. The first seems impossible to
solve by the parity restriction, while the second shows how a three-dimensional
version of the 15-puzzle is realizable.

The parity restriction of course enticed mathematicians and puzzle designers
to produce variations and puzzles with changed rules or that require the would-
be-solver to somehow bend the (unspoken) rules (Liebeck [1971], Hordern
[1986], Slocum and Gebhardt [2003, 2004], Grabarchuk [2005]). One of the latest
of the latter is shown in Figure 4.2(a). In that puzzle it seems that only the
14 and 15 have to be switched to solve it. However the parity-restriction tells
us this is impossible! To solve the puzzle you should turn the entire tray a
quarter-turn clockwise. The numbers will then be slanted to the right and so
still be readable, but more importantly this resolves the parity problem and the
tiles can now be brought in the proper order! In Liebeck [1971] this is called the
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row-to-column puzzle. The Scottish mathematical physicist Peter Guthrie Tait
mentions the possibility of a three-dimensional version of a sliding block puzzle
but says it is ‘conceivable, but scarcely realizable’ (Tait [1880]). So he would be
surprised to learn that Charles I. Rice patented a 2× 2× 2 cube version already
in 1889 (US 416,344). A more recent incarnation is shown in Figure 4.2(b). An
analogous game to the 15-puzzle which seem much harder to implement as a
physical puzzle is studied by Conway, Elkies, and Martin [2006] where the 4× 4
grid of the 15-puzzle is replaced by the projective plane of order 3 (it turns out
to be closely related to the Mathieu group M12).

M0M
0Z0
m0m

MNM
0Z0
Z0Z
nmn

Figure 4.3: One of the oldest European problems connected with the chessboard
is Guarini’s problem (1512) on a 3× 3 chessboard. The other chessboard problem
is a variation that appeared in the December 1979 issue of Scientific American.
In both problems the task is to exchange the white knights and the black knights
in a minimum number of moves. The problems become much easier for a
human solver, when modelled on a graph as shown beside each chessboard.

Some puzzles lend themselves well to be modelled as a motion planning
problem on a graph. Two examples are given in Figure 4.3. Modelling the game
on a graph can make the puzzle easier for a human to solve; Guarini’s problem
even becomes trivial.

A more practical application to management of memory in totally distributed
computing systems was put forward in Kornhauser, Miller, and Spirakis [1984]:
On an existing hardware network of devices, there is the problem of how to
coordinate the transfer of one or more indivisible packets of data from device
to device without ever exceeding the memory capacity of a device. Suppose
we consider a simplified version, where each device has unit capacity and each
packet occupies one unit of memory. It is also assumed that only one packet
may move at a time from its current device to any empty immediately adjacent
device. Clearly this version of the network problem immediately translates into
a motion planning problem on graphs.

Another related problem area is coordinating multiple robots in a shared
environment; think of order picking in automated warehouses and shipping
yards, and storage or mining facilities with automatic guided vehicles. When
multiple moving robots (or automated cranes and other vehicles) share a com-
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mon workspace and one has to plan collision-free motions for the robots among
obstacles, the motion planning task is known to be hard. By reducing the
workspace into a graph with vertices including the starts and goals of all robots,
the motion planning problem can turn into a sequencing problem where the
robots are planned to move sequentially (or concurrently) toward their destina-
tions, without colliding with each other. The graph structure stipulates them
to remain on predefined routes (i.e. graph edges), and so avoid static obstacles
existing in the workspace. As a recent example we mention Ryan [2007] were
computational experiments are reported that were held for the Patrick port
facility at Port Brisbane in Queensland (Australia). At that facility is a computer
system to plan the movements of automated straddle carriers; large vehicles
which transport shipping containers around their yards. The map of the facility
was translated in an undirected graph of 1808 vertices and 3029 edges. Efficient
planning of coordinated paths for these vehicles is important for the smooth
running of the facility.

Several approaches have been proposed in the last few years to solve the
planning problem of multiple robots on a graph in practice. All approaches use
decompositions into easier to handle subgraphs (as macros or in other ways)
and restrictions to certain graph classes. See: Ryan [2006, 2007, 2008], Surynek
[2009a,b]. Assessing the quality of the results returned by these methods
however needs better and more precise theoretical bounds.

Problem and summary of results

In this chapter we consider the computational complexity of the following
problem:

Problem : Shortest Move Sequence

Instance : A graph G = (V ,E), |V | = n and t < n colored tokens,
with ti tokens of color i ∈ {1, . . . ,k},
states a and b, and an integer M.

Question : Can state b be reached in at most M moves starting from a?

Our investigation begins in Section 4.2 where we define basic terms and review
some of the reachability results in the literature. For the relevant reachability
results we provide, where possible, short proofs. We then give a rather complete
overview of the computational complexity of Shortest Move Sequence with
respect to two parameters; the number of colors k and the cardinality of the
largest color-class maxi ti. See Table 4.1 for an overview.

In Section 4.3, besides the trivial cases, we see that Shortest Move Sequence

on complete graphs can be solved in linear time and we determine the longest
possible length of a shortest move sequence. Furthermore, when all tokens
have the same color, a shortest move sequence can be computed in O(n3) time
and its length can not exceed n2. In Section 4.4 we show that Shortest Move
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k 1 2 constant unbounded
maxi ti

1

constant

unbounded Th.4.3.7 Th.4.4.1
Th.4.4.3
Th.4.4.4

Le.4.3.1

Th.4.4.2
Th.4.4.3

Le.4.4.6

Le.4.4.6

Easy

Hard

Table 4.1: Complexity landscape for Shortest Move Sequence considering the
number of colors k and the maximum number of tokens in a color-class: maxi ti.
The region for which the problem is solvable in polynomial time (respectively
NP-complete) is marked by the word Easy (respectively Hard).

Sequence is NP-complete and settle the remaining places in Table 4.1. The
hardness results are based on two different reductions, of which the first seems
most adaptable to prove other variations; the graph may be assumed to be
bipartite planar such that every vertex has degree at most four, or there is
exactly one unoccupied vertex. The second approach shows that Shortest

Move Sequence is NP-complete even when all tokens but one have the same
color.

4.2 Basic terms

Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with |V | = n and k < n an integer. A state on G is a
surjective mapping f : V → {0, 1, 2, . . . ,k}. For i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} we imagine each of
the ti vertices in f−1(i) to be occupied by a token of color i, where ti denotes
|f−1(i)|. A vertex in f−1(0) is called unoccupied. The number of tokens t is equal
to n− t0. A move from a state f changes the location of a single token to an
adjacent vertex which is unoccupied in f, resulting in a new state. Formally,
a move w ← v from state f can be executed when w and v are adjacent in G,
v is occupied in f (f(v) 6= 0) and w is unoccupied in f (f(w) = 0). The result
is the state g for which holds: g(v) = 0, g(w) = f(v) and g(u) = f(u) for all
u 6= v,w. Two states f,g on G are adjacent if and only if g can be obtained from
f by a move. The relation of adjacency defined on the states is symmetric and
irreflexive and so it defines a new simple graph, S(G), whose vertex set consists
of all states on G, two states being joined by an edge in S(G) if and only if they
are adjacent. Sequences of moves correspond to walks in S(G). Given two states
f,g on G, we say that f is reachable from g (and g is reachable from f) if and only
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if there is a path in S(G) connecting f and g.

Throughout this chapter we will tacitly assume that the graph is
connected, and when we consider reachability between two states
on a graph, both states use the same number of colors, and for each
color both states have the same number of tokens with that color.

4.2.1 Reachability

It is instructive to look for a moment at the case of just one unoccupied vertex
and tokens with pairwise distinct colors. Since in a state no two tokens have
the same color and there is a unique unoccupied vertex, states are bijections so
one can speak about the inverse mapping. For two states a,b on G we have that
b−1 ◦ a is the permutation of V(G) which maps for each token its location in a
to its location in b. Wilson [1974] used group theoretic methods to derive the
first main reachability result:

Theorem 4.2.1 (Wilson [1974]). Let G be a (simple) 2-vertex-connected graph on n
vertices other than a cycle or the graph θ0 (Figure 4.4). Let the number of tokens t be
n− 1 and let no two tokens have the same color. From a state every other state can be
reached, unless G is bipartite. When G is a bipartite graph, a state a can reach another
state b with the two unoccupied vertices at an even (odd) distance in G if and only if
the permutation induced by the initial and final state is even (odd).

Wilson’s theorem is most easily remembered in case the unoccupied vertices
of both states are actually the same vertex: if the graph is bipartite, then only
even permutations of the tokens can be realized, and otherwise all permutations
of the tokens can be realized. Kornhauser, Miller, and Spirakis [1984] extended
the analysis to all graphs and t < n, and, more importantly, derived an upper
bound of O(n3) on the number of moves needed. Neither paper contains an
analysis of the complexity for constructing explicit move sequences.

From Theorem 4.2.1 we also easily infer that on a 2-vertex-
connected graph which is not a cycle and t < n− 1 every two
states are reachable: since the graph is not a cycle, there is a
vertex v with degree at least three. It is easy to see that we can
move the tokens such that v and an adjacent vertex are unoccupied (otherwise
cf. Lemma 4.3.8). Hence we can swap two tokens which are adjacent to v (in the
picture the black token can exchange places with the white token: black moves
up, white down and finally black to the left). Now pretend all unoccupied
vertices except one, are occupied by a virtual token. Wilson’s theorem assures us
that we can permute all tokens (virtual or not) using even permutations. Since
we have just seen that we can also swap two tokens, we can actually generate
all permutations. So indeed every two states are reachable.

Let us now turn to the case where there are two tokens with the same color:
since Wilson’s theorem assures us that we can always permute three tokens
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(a) The graph θ0

3 4

∞2

1 0

(b) Rick Wilson’s
Tricky Six Puzzle

Figure 4.4: The graph θ0 is the most special exception in Theorem 4.2.1; see the
paper by Fink and Guy [2009] where they relate the Tricky Six Puzzle to a number
of discrete structures, e.g. the projective plane of order 4, the Hoffman-Singleton
graph, Steiner system S(5, 6, 12), the ternary Golay code C12, and to shuffling a
deck of cards.

cyclically, we see that we can turn for instance into
on the graph (and no other changes to the state). Note however that this is
indistinguishable from a swap of the first two tokens! The reason being of
course that in the permutation precisely one token moved to a vertex that
used to contain a token with the same color, thereby essentially removing the
involvement of that vertex in the permutation. So this allows us to make all
permutations of tokens. Hence every two states are reachable.

Corollary 4.2.2. There is an algorithm with running time O(n+m) that decides for
every two states on a 2-vertex-connected graph with n vertices and m edges whether
one can reach one state from the other.

Proof: The case of θ0 can be tested in constant time (calculate once by exhaustive
search a table of all pairs of states, indicating which pairs are mutually reachable;
table lookup is constant time) and the case of a cycle is testable in linear time,
since the only reachable states are states where one can get from a by moving
each token counterclockwise or clockwise (cf. Section 4.3). In the remaining
cases; when t < n− 1 or two tokens have the same color, output Yes. When
t = n− 1 and no two tokens have the same color, test if the graph is bipartite.
If not, then answer Yes. Otherwise find the (uniquely defined) distance of the
unoccupied vertices in the initial and the final state and check for agreement
with the number of inversions in b−1 ◦ a. The running time is dominated by
the check to see whether G is bipartite. �

When we consider graphs that are not 2-vertex-connected we encounter the
notion of an isthmus in a graph: a path P = v0, . . . , vd such that (i) every edge
of P is a bridge, (ii) every vertex of P is a cut-vertex of the graph, and (iii) every
internal vertex vi (so with 0 < i < d) has degree 2. The graph of Figure 4.5
consists of an isthmus of length m (= 4) that connects subgraphs A and B.
Suppose we wish to move the token on v to w. Since A has no unoccupied
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v
w

A B

Figure 4.5: The isthmus

vertices, it is clear that the token can reach w if and only if B has m+ 2 or more
unoccupied vertices. Therefore, the number of unoccupied vertices has a direct
effect on the ability of tokens to cross isthmuses. Conversely, the lengths of
the isthmuses will determine whether or not certain tokens can cross from one
component into another.

We refer to Kornhauser, Miller, and Spirakis [1984] and Goraly and Hassin
[2010] for more details on reachability.

4.2.2 A general lower bound on the number of moves

Suppose we are given two states a,b on G and we can reach b from a. When
no two tokens have the same color, the initial location and the destination of a
token is uniquely determined by its color. Clearly for a token to move from its
initial location to its destination, it needs to move at least as many times as the
distance (the length of a shortest path) between initial location and destination.
So when no two tokens have the same color, the sum of these distances is a
lower bound on the number of moves required to move from a to b.

When there are tokens that have the same color, the destination of a token
might depend on the path from a to b in S(G) chosen. To encode the pos-
sible simultaneous combinations of destinations for tokens we define the
weighted bipartite graph M(a,b) on the vertex-set consisting of the disjoint
union of the occupied vertices in a and the occupied vertices in b. To avoid
confusion when a vertex is occupied in both states, we will be more expli-
cit: the vertex-set of M(a,b) is V(a) ∪ V(b), where V(s) = {vs := (v, s) | v ∈
V(G), v is occupied in state s}.

The edges ofM(a,b) are defined as follows: for each va and for each wb

there is an edge vawb in M(a,b) with weight equal to the distance between
v and w in G if and only if a(v) = b(w). We call the sum of the weights of the
edges in a matching the cost of that matching. Let L(a,b) denote the cost of a
minimum-weight perfect matching inM(a,b).

Lemma 4.2.3. Given two states a,b on graph G. L(a,b) is a lower bound on the
number of moves from a to b. There is an O(n3) algorithm that computes L(a,b).
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Proof: We show that if there is a move sequence from a to b (or equivalently a
path from a to b in S(G)) of length c, then there is a perfect matching inM(a,b)
with cost at most c. Let P be a path between a and b in S(G). When moving
from a state to an adjacent state it is easy to see exactly which token moved and
whereto, since two adjacent states only differ at two vertices. So P implicitly
defines for a token x the walk Px in G: the sequence of the successive locations
of x in the states on the path P from a to b. In particular, by matching for each
token its location in a with the last vertex of its walk we get a perfect matching
in M(a,b). Since the weight of an edge vw in M(a,b) is the distance of a
shortest path between token x’s initial location v in a and its final destination w
in b, the weight of vw is at most the length of Px. Since the length of P is equal
to the sum of the lengths of the Px’s, for every path P between state a and b
there is a perfect matching inM(a,b) whose cost is not more than the length
of P.

The above immediately implies that the distance between a and b in S(G)
is at least L(a,b), so we rightfully can say that L(a,b) is a lower bound on
the number of moves from a to b. We analyse the algorithmic complexity to
compute L(a,b): The distances between all pairs of vertices in a graph with n
vertices and m edges can be computed in O(n3) (e.g. using Floyd-Warshall).
When G is a graph on n vertices the bipartite graph M(a,b) has 2n vertices
and m ≤ τn edges where τ = maxi ti ≤ n2. The minimum-weight perfect
matching in a bipartite graph with n vertices and m edges can be calculated in
O
(
n(m+n logn)

)
(cf. [Schrijver, 2003, p.288, 290]). So L(a,b) can be computed

in O(n3) time. �

(a) detour required (b) hole fetching (c) sidestep required

Figure 4.6: A few states on graphs. Tokens are shown in black. The dotted arcs
show where the tokens are supposed to move to to reach the goal state.

In general this lower bound is rather weak since it ignores the fact that
movement of a token can be obstructed by other tokens. We point out several
phenomena that can occur which a better lower bound perhaps could capture.

• The example in Figure 4.6(a) shows that detours of tokens are sometimes
unavoidable; to exchange the two tokens on the cycle one token has to
travel around the entire cycle.
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• In Figure 4.6(b) we see that sometimes the unoccupied vertices are far
from the vertices where tokens have to move. In particular, sometimes
tokens that are already at their destination at the start, might have to move
anyway. When a token moves from v into an adjacent unoccupied vertex
w, one could say that the hole moves from w to v. Hence the caption ‘hole
fetching.’

• Notice in Figure 4.6(c) the four tokens in the lower left corner of the graph
that need to move in a cycle. Since each pair of consecutive vertices in this
cycle has distance 1, not every token in the cycle can move directly to its
destination. So at least one token needs move to an unoccupied vertex
that is not its destination. How many more moves that token needs to
make depends also on the structure of the graph (cf. Lemma 5.1.4).

• In Example 4.2.4 we see that tokens might need to move away from their
destination, revisit vertices several times, and even might need to move
past their destination to later return!

Example 4.2.4. We see here several states on a tree with six vertices and three tokens
with no two tokens having the same color. Most states (of the 23) in the move sequence
from the top left state to the top right state are drawn. We used numerals instead of
colors to easily keep track of the tokens. It is not hard to see that every token has to
revisit some vertex in every move sequence between the two states.
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4.3 Easy cases

We settle the complexity when the graph is of a particular class; paths, cycles,
trees (only for t = n− 1) and complete graphs. Furthermore, when all tokens
have the same color, we present an algorithm that in O(n3) time returns a
shortest move sequence. We also show that every shortest move sequence, when
each token has the same color, has a length of at most n2. We start with a simple
observation.

Lemma 4.3.1. If the number of tokens is bounded by a constant, then Shortest Move

Sequence can be solved in polynomial time by an O(n2kτ) algorithm, where k is the
number of colors and τ the maximum number of tokens in a color-class.

Proof: The number of possible states is at most k ·
(
n
kτ

)
, where τ = maxi ti. So

by using a shortest path algorithm from state a to b in S(G), which runs in
O(|V(S(G))|2), the result follows. �

It would be interesting to know whether the exponential bound in the number
of tokens given by the previous lemma can be improved upon.

When the graph is a simple path, reachability is easily solved in linear time
(go from one end-vertex towards the other, and push or pull the tokens in place),
and there is at most one solution (which is then also optimal).

A similar idea can be used when the graph is a cycle. For the case that the
graph is a cycle a naive algorithm would take O(n2) time to check reachability
(and could in that time also find the optimal solution) from f to g:

pick color c that occurs least often
pick vertex v with f(v) = c
for each vertex w with g(w) = c do

if colors match clockwise then
count moves

end if
if colors match counter-clockwise then

count moves
end if

end for
return shortest move sequence

In practice, it would be better to use an O(r+ s) algorithm like Knuth-Morris-
Pratt ([Gusfield, 1999, Ch.1]) that can detect the first occurrence of a string A
with length r in a string B of length s, to obtain a linear time algorithm for
deciding reachability from state a to b on a cycle: fix a vertex v. Make a string
A (respectively B) by listing the colors of the tokens (we can ignore unoccupied
vertices) when going from v in the clockwise direction around the cycle in state
a (respectively b). Run Knuth-Morris-Pratt to find out whether string A occurs
in string BB (the concatenation of B with B) and when A occurs, return its
location. So for cycles reachability can be decided in linear time.
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: :: :

· · · · · ·

· · · · · ·

Figure 4.7: Two states on a path (respectively a cycle) with n = 2t vertices and t
tokens. A shortest move sequence from one state to the other consists of O(n2)
moves.

So what is the complexity of computing a shortest move sequence when the
graph is a path or a cycle? The examples in Figure 4.7 show that returning a
shortest move sequence can in fact dominate the running time!

Lemma 4.3.2. A shortest move sequence between two states on a simple path (respect-
ively a cycle) with n vertices can be found in O(n2) time.

So how do we know a shortest move sequence will not exceed O(n2)?
Clearly when the graph is a path or a cycle no token will need to visit a vertex
twice in a shortest move sequence. When the graph is a path with n vertices
and t tokens, a token can move at most n− t times in one direction; so for a
path no shortest move sequence consists of more than t(n− t) moves. When
the graph is a cycle, note that the average number of moves tokens make in a
shortest move sequence can not exceed bn/2c, otherwise the move sequence
where we move each token in the opposite direction will be shorter. In both
cases no shortest move sequence will be longer than O(n2). So we see O(n2) is
the best we can do, unless a more compact description for move sequences is
used.
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(c) graph H

Figure 4.8: Two states f,g on K7, and the graphH as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.3
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Theorem 4.3.3. Between every two states on a complete graph with n vertices and
t tokens, there is a shortest move sequence from one state to the other of length at
most t+ bt/2c. Furthermore, there is an O(n) algorithm to find such a shortest move
sequence.

Proof: Let f,g be two states on the complete graph K. Let T be the set of those
vertices v in the complete graph K for which f(v) 6= g(v) holds. Consider the
arc-labelled directed graph H with vertex-set {f(v) | v ∈ T } (the colors of the
tokens on T in f, and possibly 0). And let the arc-set of H contain the arc from
f(v) to g(v) with label v whenever v ∈ T . In Figure 4.8 the graph H is illustrated
for an example. Since f(v) 6= g(v) holds for v in T , we have for every vertex in H
that its in-degree equals its out-degree.

When C is a component of H that does not contain the vertex 0, consider
the set of vertices W that occur as a label of an arc in C. Each vertex in W is
occupied by a token in state f (since a vertex v with f(v) 6= 0 is occupied by a
token in f) that has as destination another vertex in W (by definition of the arcs
in H). Since the distance is 1 between every pair of vertices in a complete graph,
not every token on a vertex in W in state f can directly move to its destination.
So the tokens on W require at least |W|+ 1 moves to arrive at their destination.
Hence every move sequence from f to g consists of at least M moves, where
M = |T |+ the number of components in H that do not contain 0.

We execute a sequence of M moves from f to g as follows:
1. We first compute an Eulerian tour for each component in H (Constructing

the tours takes O(n) time using Hierholzer’s algorithm: see Fleischner
[1991]). We handle the tours in an arbitrary but fixed order.

2. We denote the labels of the arcs in the tour in the order of the tour
(following the direction of the arcs) by v1, . . . , vd. Denote the move of a
token on a vertex v to an unoccupied vertex u by u← v.

3. If the tour is from a component which does not contain 0, then pick
an unoccupied vertex u in the clique and execute the move sequence
u ← vd ← vd−1 ← · · · ← v1 ← u. Then handle the next tour, if there is
one.

4. If the tour is from the component which includes 0, then find a vertex in
v1, . . . , vd which is unoccupied in state f, say the vertex is vd. Execute
vd ← vd−1 ← · · ·← v1. Then handle the next tour, if there is one.

By the construction of H, the resulting state is indeed g, and it is easy to check
that the number of executed moves equals the lower bound M.
M is at most t+ bt/2c: the cardinality of the set T is largest when T con-

tains every token. To maximize M we also need to maximize the number of
components of H which do not contain 0. Clearly each component of H which
does not contain 0, consists of at least two distinct vertices and at least two
arcs in H. So an example that maximizes M for an even number of tokens t is:
The complete graph on t+ 1 vertices v0, . . . , vt. No two tokens have the same
color. State f,g are specified as follows: f(v0) = g(v0) = 0, f(v2i−1) = g(v2i)
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and g(v2i−1) = f(v2i) for each i ≥ 1. Creating an example with an odd number
of tokens is left to the reader (hint: use one three-cycle). �

For trees Example 4.2.4 hints at some potential difficulties, and so trees can
already look somewhat daunting. There is also the following variation of
Shortest Move Sequence on a tree: find a shortest move sequence that brings
a single distinguished token to its designated destination, and consider each
other token as a movable obstacle (its moves also count) for which no specific
destination is given and that may end up on any vertex of the graph. Auletta
and Persiano [2001] provide an O(n5) algorithm solving this problem, which
improved on the O(n6) algorithm of Papadimitriou, Raghavan, Sudan, and
Tamaki [1994].

The following lemma shows that trees are easy when t = n− 1. The idea
for the proof is essentially due to Auletta, Monti, Parente, and Persiano [1999],
with the additional observation that the colors of the tokens are irrelevant once
reachability is given.

Lemma 4.3.4. Given two states a,b on a tree with n vertices and t = n− 1 tokens.
When b can be reached from a, there is a move sequence from a to b of at most nmoves,
which can be computed in O(n) time. Furthermore, this move sequence is unique and
hence is the shortest.

Proof: Removing the edge uv from the tree, since every edge in a tree is a bridge,
results in two components: the tree T(uv,u) containing u, and the tree T(uv, v)
containing v. Observe that a token on a vertex v in state a can move to its
destination vertex u in state b if and only if v is adjacent to u and T(uv,u)
contains the unoccupied vertex. Since the graph is a tree, there is a unique path
P from the vertex va which is unoccupied in state a to the vertex vb that is
unoccupied in state b. Instead of focussing on the movements of the tokens, one
can also adopt the dual view and consider the unoccupied vertices. For when
a token moves from vertex u to v, we can also say that a hole moves from v to
u. We claim that the unique move sequence from state a to b is given by the
movement of the hole from va to vb along P. For when the hole moves along
an edge uv twice, once from u to v and once from v to u, the observation above
shows that the same tokens are back at u and v. So only along edges that the
hole moves along once changes occur, which settles the claim. Furthermore, the
same reasoning shows that b can be reached from a if and only if the move
sequence given transforms state a into b. This completes the proof. �

For the remainder of this section we consider states where all tokens have the
same color. We start our analysis with a simple special case of two states on a
path Pd, i.e. the graph on vertices v1, . . . , vd and edge-set consisting of vivi+1
where i = 1, . . . ,d− 1.

Lemma 4.3.5. Let a be a state on Pd with t < d tokens that all have the same color
and where v1 is occupied and vd is unoccupied. Let b be the state using the same
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tokens that differs from a only at v1, vd such that v1 is unoccupied in b and vd is
occupied. The distance from a to b in S(Pd) is the distance from v1 to vd, i.e. d− 1.

Proof: The lower bound L(a,b) equals d− 1. We show that d− 1 moves also
suffice to go from a to b.

When there is only one token (t = 1), all the vertices besides v1 are unoccu-
pied in a so we move the token on v1 along the vertices in the path to vd. This
takes as many moves as the distance from v1 to vd, i.e. d− 1.

When the number of tokens is more than one, denote the indices of the
occupied vertices in a by (1 =) i1, i2, . . . , it such that ij < ij+1 for all j. We
first move the token on vit to vd along the vertices of the path. This takes as
many moves as the distance between vit and vd (i.e. d− it). Then for each j
from t− 1 downward to 1 we move the token on vij to vij+1 along the vertices
of the path, so using as many moves as the distance between vij and vij+1 . In
the resulting state the vertices vi2 , . . . , vit are again occupied, v1 = vi1 is now
unoccupied and vd is occupied, in other words the resulting state is b. The
executed number of moves is equal to the sum of the distances between vij
and vij+1 where j = 1, . . . , t− 1 plus the distance between vit and vd. The total
number of moves is thus equal to the distance between v1 and vd, i.e. d− 1.
This is also illustrated in Figure 4.9. �

v w

v w

Figure 4.9: It takes as many moves for one token to go via a path from v to w,
assuming w is unoccupied, as it takes to move all the tokens on the path where
each token moves to the location of the next token respectively w.

Given two states a,b on a graph G, we call the set of vertices that are
occupied in both a and b the overlap of a and b. The following lemma shows
that for determining the lower bound L(a,b), the vertices in the overlap can be
ignored.

Lemma 4.3.6. Given two states a,b on a graphG where all tokens have the same color.
For every perfect matching F in M(a,b) there is a perfect matching F ′ in M(a,b)
with the same cost as F or less such that for each vertex v in the overlap we have
vavb ∈ F ′.
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Proof: Given a perfect matching F in the bipartite graphM(a,b) consider the
set of edges {vawb ∈ F | v 6∈ overlap 3 w}. When this set is empty, we can take
F ′ = {vawb ∈ F | v,w 6∈ overlap}∪ {vavb | v ∈ overlap}.

So suppose va0v
b
1 ∈ F for which v0 is not contained in the overlap and

for which v1 is contained in the overlap. Consider the sequence of edges
va0v

b
1 , va1v

b
2 , . . . , vad−1v

b
d from F for which the vertices v1, . . . , vd−1 are each con-

tained in the overlap and vd is not. Let F1 be the matching that results from re-
placing in F the edges in the sequence by the edges {va0v

b
d, va1v

b
1 , . . . , vad−1v

b
d−1}.

In Figure 4.10 this operation is illustrated. Since the weights of the edges vai v
b
i

are all zero and the distance between v0 and vd is at most the sum of the weights
of the edges in the sequence, the cost of F1 is at most the cost of F. Furthermore;{
vawb ∈ F | v 6∈ overlap 3 w

}
−
{
va0v

b
1

}
=
{
vawb ∈ F1 | v 6∈ overlap 3 w

}
. So

by iterating at most bn/2c times the resulting perfect matching F ′ is what we
are looking for. �

locations in a locations in b

va0

va1

va2

va3

vb1

vb2

vb3

vb4

overlap


locations in a locations in b

va0

va1

va2

va3

vb1

vb2

vb3

vb4

overlap



Figure 4.10: An illustration of a sequence of edges in the matching F and its
replacement in F ′ as specified in the proof of Lemma 4.3.6 (with d = 4).

Theorem 4.3.7. Let a,b be two states on a graph G where all tokens have the same
color. A path from a to b in S(G) of length equal to L(a,b) can be computed in O(n3)
time.

Proof: Since all tokens have the same color and G is connected, M(a,b) is
a complete bipartite graph and hence has a perfect matching. In particular
there exists a perfect matching F in M(a,b) with cost L(a,b) and by using
Lemma 4.3.6 we may assume that vavb ∈ F for each vertex v in the overlap. Let
F ′ = F− {vavb : v in overlap}.

We process the edges in F ′ in some arbitrary but fixed order to construct a
path from a to b in S(G) of length L(a,b). We start at state a. For each edge
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vawb we construct a path in S(G) with length equal to the weight of vawb from
the current state to a new state. This new state differs only from the previous
current state in that v is now unoccupied and w is occupied. So given edge
vawb from F ′, we pick and fix a shortest path Pvw from v to w in G. Note that
w is not in the overlap and so is unoccupied in a, and therefore still unoccupied
in the current state. We now use Lemma 4.3.5 on the graph Pvw and the state
induced by the current state in G restricted to the path Pvw. Clearly each of the
moves suggested by the proof of Lemma 4.3.5 can be executed on Pvw in the
graph G. So with as many moves as the distance between v and w, which is the
same in G as in Pvw and equal to the weight of the edge vawb, we arrive at the
new state as mentioned.

Once all edges of F have thus been processed, the last state equals b and we
executed as many moves as the cost of the matching F, i.e. L(a,b). Furthermore,
the running time is dominated by constructing the perfect matching with cost
L(a,b) which we can do in O(n3) time by Lemma 4.2.3. �

We clearly can not improve on the length of the move sequence in Theorem 4.3.7,
but what about the running time? An obvious lower bound for the running
time is the length of shortest move sequences. We show that the worst case of
O(n3) moves for the general case can not occur when all tokens have the same
color.

Lemma 4.3.8. Given two states a,b on a graph G with n vertices where all tokens
have the same color. There is an O(n2) algorithm that yields a move sequence from
state a to b of length at most n2.

Proof: First find a minimum spanning tree T for G. We will only make moves
along edges of T . Perform the following procedure:

1. If T is empty, then terminate the procedure. Otherwise, select a vertex v
with degree 1 in T .

2. If v is currently unoccupied and v is unoccupied in b, or v is currently
occupied and v is occupied in b, then remove v from T , and go to step 1.

3. If v is currently unoccupied but occupied in b, then select a token on a
vertex u which is the minimum distance from v in T . The vertices on the
path from u to v, except u, are unoccupied: move the token along the path
to v, remove v from T and go to step 1.

4. So v is currently occupied but unoccupied in b; find a unoccupied vertex
u which is the minimum distance from v in T . The vertices on the path
from u to v, except u, are each occupied: move each token along the path
one move towards u, remove v from T and go to step 1.

We pass n+ 1 times through step 1 (once for each vertex and once when T is
empty). Between two step 1’s we make at most n moves for bringing one more
vertex (namely the current v) in accordance with b. So the total number of
moves executed is at most n2. �
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4.4 Hard cases

In this section we prove that Shortest Move Sequence is NP-complete in
general. We start with a few special cases that are closely related in the sense
that we present a common proof for the validity of each reduction. These
reductions have been inspired by the proof of Goldreich [1993]. The then
following case uses a very different idea. At the end of this section we show
how the results can be adapted in a simple way to prove hardness in the
remaining cases of Table 4.1. We start with the following special case.

Theorem 4.4.1. Shortest Move Sequence is NP-hard when the number of colors
is two, even when the graph is bipartite, planar and every vertex has degree at most
four.

Our reduction is from the following problem; see Dyer and Frieze [1986].

Problem: Planar Exact Cover by 3-Sets (planar-X3C)

Instance: A set X with |X| = 3q and a collection C of 3-element
subsets of X such that the associated bipartite graph (X ∪ C,E) is
planar, where xc ∈ E if and only if x ∈ c. Furthermore, each element
of X is in two or three sets.

Question: Does C contain an exact cover for X, i.e. a subcollection
C′ ⊆ C such that every element of X occurs in exactly one member
of C′?

We start with an arbitrary instance of planar-X3C, and construct the following
corresponding instance of Shortest Move Sequence for it. For every member
of X respectively C there are corresponding vertices and edges in the graph G.
For every xi ∈ X there are in G:

• five vertices xi,1, . . . , xi,5 and
• five edges xi,jxi,k where (j, k) ∈

{
(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 2)

}
.

For every cj ∈ C there are in G:
• two vertices cj,1, cj,2,
• the edge cj,1cj,2 and
• three edges; for each xi in cj the edge cj,1xi,1.

The graph G is easily seen to be bipartite and planar since
• attached to each xi,1 (respectively ci,1) is a small subgraph which is not

connected to an other xk,1 or ck,1, and
• the planar bipartite graph associated to the planar-X3C-instance is iso-

morphic to the subgraph of G induced by the subset of vertices given by{
xi,1, cj,1

∣∣ i ∈ {1, . . . , 3q}, j ∈ {1, . . . , |C|}
}

.
Since every cj ∈ C comprises three elements, every cj,1 has degree four. Since
every xi ∈ X occurs in at most three sets in C, every xi,1 has degree at most four.
All other vertices have a lower degree. The unoccupied vertices in state a and b
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are precisely the vertices cj,2 where j = 1, . . . , |C|. In Figure 4.11 we illustrate
both states using black and white as the two colors. In state a respectively b the
set of all vertices occupied by black tokens equals {cj,1, xi,3, xi,5 | cj ∈ C, xi ∈ X}
respectively {cj,1, xi,3, xi,4 | cj ∈ C, xi ∈ X}. Finally we define the upper bound
on the number of moves M to equal 26q.

xi,3

xi,4

xi,5

xi,2 xi,1
cj,1 cj,2

State a

xi,3

xi,4

xi,5

xi,2 xi,1
cj,1 cj,2

State b

Figure 4.11: A small part of the two states on the graph used in the reduction.
We used only black and white for the tokens and assumed that 3-element subset
cj contains xi.

Validity of the reduction Assume C ′ = {cσ(1), . . . , cσ(q)} ⊆ C is an exact
cover for X. We describe a solution to the Shortest Move Sequence-instance.
To this end we denote the move taking the token on vertex v to vertex w by
w ← v. Define a mapping ξ : X → {1, . . . , |C|} by setting ξ(xi) equal to the
smallest j for which xi ∈ cσ(j). Since C′ is an cover for X, ξ is well-defined. One
can easily verify that the following procedure describes a sequence of M moves
from state a to b:

for j from 1 to q do
cσ(j),2 ← cσ(j),1
for x ∈ X such that ξ(x) = j do
cσ(j),1 ← xi,1
xi,1 ← xi,2 ← xi,5 ← xi,4 ← xi,3 ← xi,2 ← xi,1 (?)

xi,1 ← cσ(j),1
end for
cσ(j),1 ← cσ(j),2

end for

Vice versa, assume Q is a sequence of moves from a to b of length at most M.
We claim that C′ = {cj ∈ C | a move in Q involves cj,1} is an exact cover for X.
The following observations are easily verified.

1. The token on vertex xi,1 moves at least twice; It has to move to an adjacent
vertex cj,1 for the tokens on the vertices xi,k (k = 2, . . . , 5) to be able to
move. Since the token’s color does not match the color of the token on cj,1
in state b, the token will move at least once more.

2. Under the assumption that xi,1 is unoccupied; For the colors of the tokens
on the vertices xi,k (k = 2, . . . , 5) to agree with state b at least six moves
are needed, and the move sequence (?) above shows six moves suffice.
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3. If a vertex cj,1 is used in Q, then by its color the token on cj,1 moves at
least twice; to an adjacent unoccupied vertex and back.

By the first observation C′ is a cover of X, i.e. for every xi ∈ X there exists a
3-element subset cj ∈ C′ such that xi ∈ cj. Furthermore the three observations
together imply that (2+ 6) · 3q+ 2|C′| is a lower bound on the number of moves
in Q. Recall that M = 26q is an upper bound on the number of moves in Q.
Thus |C′| ≤ q and so C′ is indeed an exact cover of X.

So we established that an exact cover exists if and only if a short move
sequence exists. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4.1.

What happens at the other extreme; what if no two tokens have the same color?
Ratner and Warmuth [1986] showed that Shortest Move Sequence is NP-hard
in this case, even when the graph is an n× n grid and there is precisely one
unoccupied vertex. Their proof seems to break down when there are more
unoccupied vertices in the grid. We show the following by a simpler and (as to
be expected) much shorter proof:

Theorem 4.4.2. Shortest Move Sequence is NP-hard when no two tokens have
the same color, even when the graph is bipartite, planar and every vertex has degree at
most four.

Proof: We use the same reduction as for Theorem 4.4.1, except that for our
Shortest Move Sequence-instance, instead of two colors, no two tokens have
the same color. We use the same graph and sets of (un)occupied vertices. The
states a and b are now defined by the scheme illustrated in Figure 4.12. In
other words the states are defined by the permutation they induce; the product
of three-cycles

(
xi,3, xi,4, xi,5

)
where xi ranges over X. The argument for the

validity of the reduction is literally the same as for Theorem 4.4.1. �

xi,3

xi,4

xi,5

xi,2 xi,1
cj,1 cj,2

Figure 4.12: A small part of state a on the graph used in the reduction when
no two tokens have the same color (although every token is drawn black here).
The dotted arcs depict one three-cycle of the permutation induced by the two
states. So e.g. the token on xi,5 in state a is on xi,3 in state b.

Hardness is also easy to establish when one wants to bound the number of
unoccupied vertices:

Theorem 4.4.3. Shortest Move Sequence is NP-hard when there is exactly one
unoccupied vertex, even when the graph is bipartite and either (i) the number of colors
is two or (ii) no two tokens have the same color.
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Proof: We use the same constructions as in Theorem 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, except that
we identify the vertices cj,2 (j = 1, . . . , |C|) in the corresponding graph G. The
resulting graph is obviously no longer necessarily planar and the maximum
degree of a vertex is |C|. There is however exactly one unoccupied vertex (c1,2)
in each state. The validity of the reduction argument is literally the same as for
Theorem 4.4.1. �

For the following theorem we use a different approach.

Theorem 4.4.4. Shortest Move Sequence is NP-hard even when in the states
under consideration all tokens except one have the same color.

Our reduction is from the following problem:

Problem : Symmetric 2-in-4–Sat

Instance : A set X = {x1, . . . , xn} of n logical variables and
a set C = {c1, . . . , cm} of m clauses over X, such that each
clause contains exactly four literals and each variable occurs
in C negated and unnegated an equal number of times.

Question : Is there a truth-setting such that each clause has
exactly two literals with the value True?

Given an arbitrary instance (X,C) of Symmetric 2-in-4–Sat, we construct a
corresponding instance of Shortest Move Sequence; two states a,b on a graph
G as suggested by Figure 4.13, and an integer M. We show that a shortest move
sequence of length at most M corresponds to a truth-setting where each clause
contains exactly two literals with value True, and vice versa.

The construction Suppose m is the number of clauses in C and n the number
of variables in X. Let L = 10m+n and define M = 3m+ (9m+n)L.

The graph is build from components that correspond to the variables re-
spectively clauses, and vice versa. Each component has two designated vertices;
an entry and an exit. The token with the different color, the leader, is in state a
on the entry va of the component corresponding to variable x1, and in state b
on the exit vb of the component corresponding to clause cm. The entire graph
is like a path of components in the sense that each component’s exit is the
entry of another component, except va and vb. For each literal ` and clause c
containing ` there are two connectors: vertices v(`, c) and v(c, `). The first is part
of the component corresponding to the variable of `. The second is part of the
component corresponding to the clause c.

The component corresponding to variable x is a cycle of length 2(k+ 1)L
where 2k is the number of times that x occurs as a literal in C; k times negated, k
times unnegated. Diametrically apart on this cycle are its entry and its exit. The
two resulting paths between the entry and the exit correspond to the true and
complemented settings for the variable. The k vertices on the true (respectively
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state a

va vb

state b

va vb

variables clauses

The location of the leader
An occupied vertex
An unoccupied vertex

an edge
A path of length L with all interior vertices occupied
A path of length L with all interior vertices unoccupied

Figure 4.13: The states a,b on graph G used in the NP-hardness reduction in
the proof of Theorem 4.4.4.

complemented) path at a distance equal to a positive multiple of L from the
entry are precisely the k connectors v(`, c) for which ` = x (respectively ` = x)
holds. All connectors are occupied in state a and b. All other vertices of the
cycle are unoccupied in both states, except for va in state a when x = x1.

The component corresponding to clause c = {`1, `2, `3, `4} is a path of length
L + 1 and the four connectors v(c, `1),. . . ,v(c, `4). Furthermore, the last two
vertices are each connected by edges to each of the four connectors. The first
(last) vertex of the path is the component’s entry (exit). In state a and b the
vertices 2, . . . ,L of the path are unoccupied. All connectors are occupied in
state a and b. The last two vertices of the path are occupied in state a and
unoccupied in b, except for vb in state b when c = cm.

Information will pass between the components through two types of paths.
The first type of path we call a {ci, `}-path: For every two connectors v(`, ci) and
v(ci, `) there is a path of length 2L that connects them. All vertices of this path
are occupied in state a and b except for the middle vertex which is occupied in
b and unoccupied in a. The second type of path we call a literal-path: For every
two vertices v(x, ci) and v(x, cj) which have the same distance from the entry of
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their component there is a path of length 2L that connects them. All vertices of
this path are occupied in state a and b except for the middle vertex which is
occupied in a and unoccupied in b.

The correspondence Suppose we have a truth-setting of the variables X such
that every clause in C contains exactly two literals with value True. When a
token moves from u to v, a hole moves from v to u. We will rely on this hole
movement view in our analysis and descriptions. We move from state a to state
b in four phases:

1. For each clause c and literal ` ∈ c with value True (False) move the hole
in the middle of the {c, `}-path to its endpoint v(c, `) (v(`, c)).

2. For each clause c move the two tokens on the last two vertices of its
component’s path to the two adjacent unoccupied vertices v(c, `), v(c, ` ′)
where `, ` ′ are the two literals in clause c with value True.

3. Since in the resulting state for each variable with value True (False) the
vertices in the complemented (true) path are unoccupied and the vertices
in the path of each clause component are unoccupied, we move the leader
from va to vb via this unobstructed path.

4. For each variable x and for each of its literal-paths move the hole on one
end of the literal path to its middle vertex.

We executed 4mL moves in the first phase and 2m in the second. In phase 3

the leader passes for each variable-component from entry through half of its
connectors to its exit, which accounts for 2mL+ nL moves. Then the leader
passes for each clause-component through its path of length L + 1, which
accounts for m(L+ 1) moves. In the final phase we executed 2mL moves. So the
total number of moves executed indeed equals M (= 3m+ (9m+n)L).

Vice versa, suppose we are given a move sequence from state a to b with
length at most M. Our analysis is centered around the path taken by the leader.

We first claim that during a move sequence of length at most M the leader
does not pass through a literal-path nor a {c, `}-path. Suppose otherwise. We
may assume that once the leader enters the path at one end it only leaves the
path at the other end. For the leader to pass an internal vertex that is occupied
in a, we have that either the token moves out of the path before the leader
enters the path, or the token leaves the path before the leader leaves the path.
In both cases each token moves to an end-vertex of the path and makes one
move away from the end-point. So each token on the path in state a will move
at least one time more than the minimum distance of its location in state a to
an end-vertex of the path. The sum of the number of moves mentioned for
a literal-path respectively a {c, `}-path is L(L+ 1) respectively (L+ 1)2 which
exceeds M. This established the claim.

We claim that the following moves occur in every move sequence of length
at most M from state a to b:

1. The leader moves from va to vb: at least (3m + n)L +m moves. This
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follows directly from the fact that the leader does not pass through a
literal-path nor a {c, `}-path.

2. In state b every vertex of each of the 4m {c, `}-paths is occupied, while in
state a the middle vertex is unoccupied. So the hole on the middle vertex
of each {c, `}-path in state a moves L times to one of the end-vertices of the
path: 4mL moves.

3. In state a every vertex of each of the 2m literal-paths is occupied, while
in state b the middle vertex is unoccupied. So for each literal-path a
hole moves L times from one of its end-vertices to its middle vertex: 2mL
moves.

4. Each of the m clause-components has no tokens on its path in state b
(except for the leader). So for each clause-component the two tokens on
the last two vertices of its path in state a move each at least once: 2m
moves.

Since no two claims specify a move of the same token, no move is specified
twice. So the total number of moves specified by the four claims is (3m+n)L+

m + 4mL + 2mL + 2m = M. Hence every move sequence from state a to b
of length at most M has length precisely M. More importantly, the moves in
such a sequence are precisely those mentioned in the four claims above in some
order.

Since the leader passes for each variable through either its true or its com-
plemented settings path, the path the leaders takes defines a valid truth-setting
of the variables in X. Furthermore, to be able to execute all moves of claim 3

precisely 2m holes of the {c, `}-paths move towards the variable-components
and 2m holes towards the clause-components. From claim 4 we see that each
clause-component receives exactly two holes. In other words the path the leader
takes defines a valid truth-setting of the variables in X such that each clause in
C contains exactly two literals with value True.

The following hardness result completes the proof of Theorem 4.4.4.

Theorem 4.4.5. Symmetric 2-in-4–Sat is NP-complete

Proof: The problem is clearly in NP. We reduce from 1-in-3–Sat: given a set
of variables and a set of clauses for which each clause contains exactly three
literals. Is there a truth-setting such that each clause has exactly one True literal
(and hence two False)? Given an arbitrary 1-in-3–Sat-instance we construct a
corresponding Symmetric 2-in-4–Sat-instance. We show that there is a truth-
assignment such that each clause has exactly two True literals if and only if the
1-in-3–Sat-instance has a truth-assignment such that each clause has exactly
one True literal.

Suppose the 1-in-3–Sat-instance has k clauses in v variables. We introduce k
new variables Y = {y1, . . . ,yk}. For each clause ci = {`1, `2, `3} of three literals
we use the new variable yi in the following clauses of four literals: {`1, `2, `3,yi}
and {`1, `2, `3,yi}. We call the set of these clauses C1. We force the truth-value
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of each new variable to be the same by adding the set C2 consisting of the
following clauses: for i = 1, . . . ,k− 1 the clauses {yi,yi+1,yi,yi+1} and finally
the clause {yk,y1,yk,y1}. Note that each variable of X∪ Y occurs as many times
negated as unnegated in the clauses C1 ∪ C2. So we see that this results in a
Symmetric 2-in-4–Sat-instance consisting of v+ k variables and 3k clauses.

Suppose there is a truth-setting that is a solution for the 1-in-3–Sat-instance.
Extend it to a truth-setting for the Symmetric 2-in-4–Sat-instance by setting
all new variables yi to True. It is then easy to check that there are exactly two
literals per clause satisfied, as required.

Finally given a truth-setting that is a solution for the Symmetric 2-in-4–
Sat-instance. Let the complementary truth-setting of given truth-setting be the
truth-setting that sets each variable to False (True) that has value True (False)
in the given truth-setting. Clearly the complementary truth-setting of the given
solution is also a solution for the Symmetric 2-in-4–Sat-instance. Pick the
truth-setting that sets y1 to True. Note that the clauses in C2 imply that all the
other yi are set to True as well. Thus for each clause in C1 that contains the
variable yi exactly one literal ` other than yi is set to True. So we see that this
truth-setting on the variables X is a solution for the 1-in-3–Sat-instance. �

Note that in the proof we had clauses in which the same literal occurred twice.
If this is to be avoided, then introduce k new variables zi and let C2 contain the
clauses {yi,yi+1, zi, zi} (k = 1, . . . ,k− 1) and the clause {yk,y1, zk, zk}. Note
that all zi occur as often negated as unnegated. In any truth-setting the values
of the zi will not matter.

Lichtenstein [1982] and Dyer and Frieze [1986] present various ideas for
planar versions of Sat-problems. A planar analogue of Symmetric 2-in-4–Sat,
with variables occurring negated and unnegated an equal number of times,
would be very interesting and seems difficult to prove (at least to me).

The following lemma completes Table 4.1.

Lemma 4.4.6. Shortest Move Sequence is NP-hard when the number of colors k
is a constant (≥ 2), even if

• the graph is bipartite, planar, and every vertex has degree at most four, or
• the graph is bipartite and there is precisely one unoccupied vertex, or
• there is for each color only one token with that color, except for one color.

Furthermore, Shortest Move Sequence is NP-hard when the maximum number of
tokens in a color-class τ is a constant (≥ 1), even if the graph is bipartite and

• the graph is planar and every vertex has degree at most four, or
• there is precisely one unoccupied vertex.

Proof: The idea is to modify the graph and states from a hardness reduction by
using an isthmus to connect another graph that we call the storage. When the
numbers of colors is to be a constant, we modify the graph and states from a
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reduction where it is assumed that the number of colors is two. In the case that
the maximum number of tokens in a color-class is to be a fixed constant, we
modify the graph and states from a reduction where it is assumed that no two
tokens have the same color.

The internal vertices of the isthmus and the vertices of the storage are
occupied in both new states. We make the isthmus too long to cross for tokens
on the storage (and so also for tokens on the original graph). To connect the
original graph with the storage, one end-vertex of the isthmus is part of the
storage. We choose the vertex c2,1 to become the isthmus’s other end-vertex in
reductions from Theorem 4.4.1–4.4.3. And in the reduction from Theorem 4.4.4
we choose the vertex va for this purpose. The new states when restricted to the
old graph will be the same as the old states (including the one end-vertex in
common with the isthmus), and the new states specify the same color on each
internal vertex of the isthmus and each vertex of the storage.

We first specify the colors of the tokens on the isthmus: if the number of
colors is to be a constant, then all tokens on the isthmus will have the same
color. Otherwise we make sure that no two tokens on vertices of the graph
consisting of the isthmus and old graph will have the same color. Finally, the
vertices of the storage are simply occupied by tokens such that the number of
colors equals the constant, respectively the maximum number of tokens in a
color-class equals the constant. �

Note that the trick used in Lemma 4.4.6 can be adapted when the graph must be
2-vertex-connected: connect the storage by two fully occupied simple paths that
are so long that the number of moves needed to cross it will exceed the given
M. We also remark that when each color class must consist of a fixed number
of tokens, say five, or must form some other specific distribution, hardness can
be proven in a similar manner.

4.5 Concluding remarks

We have shown a fairly complete overview of the computational complexity
of Shortest Move Sequence with respect to the number of colors and the
cardinality of the largest color-class. It shows that only the most simple cases
with respect to these two parameters can be solved in polynomial time. It would
be interesting to know whether the exponential bound in the number of tokens
given by Lemma 4.3.1 can be improved upon. A related question arises when
one realizes that the problem stays NP-hard in general even when we assume
that the occupied vertices in the graph are some constant fraction of the total
number of vertices: simply attach a long enough empty path to c1,2 in the graph
used in the reduction of Theorem 4.4.2. It would be interesting to know extra
assumptions one can impose on the graph such that the intuitive claim that
‘more space makes the problem easier’ turns into a true statement.
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All known methods for deciding reachability start by assuming the unoccu-
pied vertices to be the same in both states of the instance. One can easily show
that this poses no problems as long as one is not interested in the number of
moves within an additive factor of O(n2). Are there situations in which the
reduction is possible in such a way that one can still determine (the length of) a
shortest move sequence in general?

Kornhauser, Miller, and Spirakis [1984] claim that the number of moves is
O(n3) and can be efficiently generated. No analysis of the time complexity is
given. For several proofs and more detail they refer to a ‘final version’ that went
unpublished (Spirakis [2011]). More details can in part be found in Spirakis
and Yap [1983] and Kornhauser [1984]. For the (n2 − 1)-puzzle a more detailed
analysis of the number of moves required exists (Parberry [1995]), as well as
an approximation algorithm (Ratner and Warmuth [1990]). Auletta, Monti,
Parente, and Persiano [1999] give an upper bound for the case where the graph
is a tree and tokens have pairwise different colors. We re-pose the question
of Ratner and Warmuth [1990]: Is there an approximation algorithm (off by only
a multiplicative constant) for Shortest Move Sequence on general graphs?

From a practical point of view more precise bounds on the number of
moves in shortest sequences would be very interesting. For applications one
can often assume that the graph belongs to some more specific graph class.
Surynek [2009b] wants to know the computational complexity of Shortest

Move Sequence in the case of θ-like graphs. We pose the same question for
cographs and split graphs (for definitions of these graph classes see Section 5.8).
In the next chapter we analyze shortest sequences for complete bipartite graphs.



Chapter 5

Motion planning on complete
bipartite graphs

In the previous chapter we have seen that for a few simple graph classes the
problem of determining a shortest move sequence between two states could
be resolved in polynomial time. In this chapter, a continuation of the previous
chapter, we analyse move sequences between states on complete bipartite graphs
under the assumption that tokens have pairwise different colors. After defining
more terms tailored to complete bipartite graphs and developing a better lower
bound, a sketch and short motivation of the approach is given. We completely
settle the case of stars, and plans where each side contains at least two holes.
We give a tight upper bound on the length of shortest move sequences when
at least four vertices are unoccupied. Finally we apply the results in a simple
manner to give a 2-approximation for some specific graph-classes.

In this chapter we assume that no two tokens have the same color.

5.1 Plans, moves and a better lower bound

Consider states a,b on a graph G. The initial location of a token in a state a
and its destination in state b is uniquely determined so we can speak of the
plan from a to b, which specifies the initial location and destination of each
color/token and the location of each unoccupied vertex. Formally, a plan for
an ordered pair of states a,b on graph G is the vertex-labelled directed graph
P [a,b] on the vertex-set V(G) where each vertex is labelled (un)occupied if and
only if it is (un)occupied in a, and furthermore there is an arc from v to w if
and only if there is a color i ∈ {1, . . . , t} such that a−1(i) = {v} 6= {w} = b−1(i).
Since each vertex can hold at most one token and each token has exactly one
destination in b the plan P [a,b] is the disjoint union of directed paths, simple
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directed cycles and isolated vertices. A path in a plan P [a,b] is an ordered
sequence of vertices v0, . . . , vd with d ≥ 1 such that v1v0, v2v1, . . . , dnvd−1 are
arcs in P [a,b]. We will refer to the arcs of a path in terms of this ordering, e.g.
the path’s second arc is v2v1 and its last vdvd−1. We call vd the tail of the path.
When v0 is unoccupied we call it the hole of the path, and v1 its head. When v0
is occupied, the path is actually a subpath and we call v0 its head. Unless noted
otherwise, when we speak of a path in a plan we assume that the path is not a
subpath. We call an unoccupied vertex that is not part of a path a free hole.

By definition the vertices of a bipartite graph G can be partitioned into two
independent sets. Inspired by the way we will illustrate plans of states on
(complete) bipartite graphs, we will call each of these two independent sets a
side and fix arbitrarily one to be the top-side and let the other be the bottom-side.
Vertices in one side are opposite (vertices of) the other side. An arc in a plan
between vertices in the same side will be called horizontal. An arc in a plan
between vertices in the different sides will be called vertical. A path respectively
cycle in a plan for which its arcs are all vertical (horizontal) is called a vertical
(horizontal) path respectively vertical (horizontal) cycle.

To be able to easily try or verify some concrete examples (and experiment), a
succinct visual representation of a plan (and a move sequence that we are about
to execute) is extremely useful. The following examples show the way we use a
diagram to represent a plan on a complete bipartite graph.

Example 5.1.1. We show the two states on K2,4 with 5 tokens and the plan.

3 5

2 1 4

1 2

3 4 5

In the plan all arcs from left to right are drawn undirected, and the unoccupied vertex
as . It takes me 12 moves from one state to the other, and you?

Example 5.1.2. Consider a plan P [a,b] that consists of two free holes, one in each
side, and the path v0, . . . , v16. Let {v1, v3, v5, v7, v8, v11, v15} be the set of vertices of
the path in bottom-side. We draw the plan P [a,b] as follows:

Note that all arcs are drawn as undirected edges when the arc goes from left to right,
and vertices are not drawn unless unoccupied (as ). We will habitually reorder vertices
(within each side) so that most of the arcs go from left to right (cycles prevent all arc to
be drawn from left to right).

Looking at a diagram of a plan, with its paths and cycles, it is natural to think
of decomposing the plan into subplans. A plan H is a subplan of a plan G if
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• H is a subgraph of G,
• a vertex in H is (un)occupied if and only it is (un)occupied in G, and
• for each arc vw in G: v is a vertex in H if and only if w is a vertex in H.

We tacitly assume that a (sub-) plan has at least one unoccupied vertex. A (sub-)
plan that contains no arcs, is called trivial.

v1

v0 v0

v1

(i)

(iii)

v1 v0

v2 v2

v0v1

(ii)

(iv)

Figure 5.1: The four possible changes from a plan as a result of a move. Vertices
in one side are drawn at the top and vertices in the other side are drawn at the
bottom. A hole is represented by , an occupied vertex by a , and a vertex that
can be occupied or unoccupied by .

Moves For every state a′ on a path from a to b in S(G) there is a corresponding
plan P [a′,b]. We say that a path or cycle P in a plan P [a,b] is resolved by a
sequence of moves from a to state a′ if the tokens on the vertices of P have the
same location in a′ as in b. A move sequence from a to b resolves a plan P [a,b].
The move from state a to an adjacent state a′, is reflected in the difference
between P [a,b] and P [a′,b]. We classify moves into four types according to
what that change is (see Figure 5.1):

(i) a vertical arc v1v0 where v0 is a hole in P [a,b] changes to a hole v1 and
an isolated occupied vertex v0 in P [a′,b],

(ii) a horizontal arc v1v0 and at the opposite side a hole v2 in P [a,b] changes
to a vertical arc v2v0 and a hole v1 in P [a′,b],

(iii) a hole v1 and an isolated occupied vertex v0 in P [a,b] changes to a vertical
arc v1v0 where v0 is a hole in P [a′,b],

(iv) a vertical arc v2v0 and a hole v1 in P [a,b] changes to a horizontal arc v1v0
and at the opposite side a hole v2 in P [a′,b].

In a move of type (i) the vertical arc v1v0 is resolved by the move v0 ← v1.
A horizontal arc v1v0 can be resolved using a hole v2 in the opposite side by
executing first a move of type (ii) and then one of type (i): v2 ← v1, v0 ← v2,
which we will denote by v0

v2← v1.
We will encounter many results in which we claim that a certain kind of

path, subplan or plan can be resolved by a move sequence of a certain (often
minimal) length. At first the proofs of these results will mainly consist of short
procedures in which we describe the claimed move sequence. Later we will
encounter procedures that reduce a path or plan to previously encountered
paths or plans. So for ease of verifying and experimentation, we extend our
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succinct diagrams with a notation for move sequences (that we are about to
execute).

Example 5.1.3 (Continuation of 5.1.2). When we are about to execute a move se-
quence like v0 ← v1 ← v2 ← v8 ← v13, we draw the intended moves in the diagram
as follows:

4

3

2

1

The remaining plan after executing the move sequence is:

At the end of this section several plans for practice will be presented, (at least)
one of which can not be resolved at lower bound cost.

A better lower bound When the graph is bipartite, the successive locations of
a token always alternate between sides. In complete bipartite graphs this allows
us to say more about the number of moves required to resolve vertical cycles.

Lemma 5.1.4. A vertical cycle on d vertices requires at least d+2moves to be resolved.
If there is a free hole in each side, then d+ 2 moves suffice.

Proof: No token on a vertex in the vertical cycle can move directly to its des-
tination. So to resolve the cycle (at least) one token s moves to a unoccupied
vertex w which is not its destination. Note that the destination of s and its new
location w are in the same side. So after that move, s requires at least two more
moves to get to its destination: first to move to the other side and then to its
destination.

For the second statement, let u,w be the two mentioned free holes and
denote the vertical cycle by v0, . . . , vd−1, v0. Suppose u is opposite v0 (and w).
Then execute u← v0 ← v1 ← · · ·← vd−1, and finally vd−1

w← u. �

Example 5.1.5. The move sequence resolving a plan consisting of a vertical cycle on six
vertices, a hole u in bottom-side and a hole w in top-side as outlined in Lemma 5.1.4:

1

5

4

3

2

1 1

1
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The distance between the two vertices of a vertical (horizontal) arc in a
plan on a complete bipartite graph G is one (two). So we can reformulate the
lower bound L(a,b) for a plan P [a,b] (see subsection 4.2.2) as the number of
vertical arcs plus twice the number of horizontal arcs in P [a,b]. The previous
lemma tells us we can define a better lower bound specific for plans on complete
bipartite graphs:

Definition 5.1.6. Given two states a,b on a complete bipartite graph. We define
the lower bound Lb(a,b) to be equal to the sum of the number of vertical arcs plus
twice the number of horizontal arcs plus twice the number of vertical cycles in the
plan P [a,b]. We call a move from state a to a′ lower bound respecting when
Lb(a′,b) = Lb(a,b) − 1.

Example 5.1.7. The lower bound Lb(a,b) is not in all cases tight: for instance the
plan consisting of a vertical cycle and all (at least two) holes bottom-side requires two
more moves than the lower bound just defined. Perhaps this is a good plan to practice
the graphical notation?

So which moves are lower bound respecting? Since the lower bound is
expressed in constituents of plans, this is not hard to phantom: Let P [a,b] be
a plan and consider a state a′ adjacent to a. Clearly when the move from a to
a′ is of type (i) we have Lb(a′,b) = Lb(a,b) − 1. In case the move is of type (ii)
we also have Lb(a′,b) = Lb(a,b) − 1 except when in P [a′,b] there is 1 vertical
cycle more than in P [a,b], in which case Lb(a′,b) = Lb(a,b) + 1 holds. Since
(iii) respectively (iv) is the inverse of (i) respectively (ii), the same relations
hold but with a and a′ exchanged. So when the move is of type (iv) we have
Lb(a′,b) = Lb(a,b) + 1 except when there is one vertical cycle less in P [a′,b],
for then Lb(a′,b) = Lb(a,b) − 1 holds.

A path or a cycle P in plan P [a,b] is resolved at lower bound cost by a sequence
of moves from a to some state a′, when the move sequences resolves P and each
move in the sequence is lower bound respecting.

Here is a procedure to resolve a vertical path v0, . . . , vd from head towards tail
at lower bound cost: execute v0 ← v1 ← · · ·← vd.

Lemma 5.1.8. A vertical path can be resolved at lower bound cost.

By a similar procedure a path with all horizontal arcs in one side can be
resolved from head towards tail using a hole w opposite the horizontal arcs at
lower bound cost: we handle the arcs of the path one by one according to their
order from head towards tail. Execute vi ← vi+1 when the arc vi+1vi is vertical,
and execute vi

w← vi+1 otherwise. Then handle the next arc.
When we resolve the (first part of a) path at lower bound cost using this

procedure, we will also say that the (first part of the) path is resolved from head
towards tail using hole w.
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Lemma 5.1.9. A path with its horizontal arcs all in one side can be resolved at lower
bound cost when there is a hole in the side opposite of the side of the horizontal arcs
which is not the hole of the path.

Example 5.1.10 (continuation of Example 5.1.2). When we propose to resolve the
first part of the path in the plan P [a,b] from head towards tail using the free hole in
top-side we draw this as follows (the remaining plan is drawn next to it):

Practice challenge Which of the following five plans can not be resolved at
lower bound cost?

5.2 The big picture

I love it when a plan comes together. — John Hannibal Smith (1983)

We want to understand shortest move sequences between states on a complete
bipartite graph. We restrict ourselves (for now) to the case where no two tokens
have the same color. This still allows us to find upper bounds on the maximum
length of shortest move sequences between two states when tokens may have
the same color:

Lemma 5.2.1. The maximum length of a shortest move sequence from one state to
another on a graph G with t tokens is attained by two states on G with t tokens for
which no two tokens have the same color.

Proof: Let f,g be states on graph G with t tokens, some of which may have the
same color. Fix a shortest move sequence Q from f to g. We construct a state
f ′ on G with t tokens, none of which have the same color, by assigning every
vertex that is occupied in f also a token in f ′. Then execute the move sequence Q
starting from state f ′ and call the resulting state g ′. Since every move sequence
from f ′ to g ′ can also function as a move sequence from f to g, we see that every
shortest move sequence from f ′ to g ′ has the same length as Q. �

That each token is uniquely labelled by its color is convenient for it allows the
use of a plan P [f,g] for two states f,g. The advantage of a plan P [f,g] (and its
graphical representation) when the graph is complete bipartite is multi-fold:
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• Symmetry considerations like exchanging top-side and bottom-side, or
P [f,g] versus P [g, f] are easily understood (and visualised).

• There is a natural way of decomposing the problem: subplans that consist
of a single path or cycle, and subplans for which we already know that
they can be resolved at lower bound cost (independent of the rest of the
plan).

• The lower bound is easily expressed in terms of constituents of a plan, so
that lower bounds are immediate for subplans and are in clear relation
with the total plan.

• The graphical representation is easy to keep organized and clean: since the
graphs considered are complete bipartite, we can freely reorder vertices in
a side, uncross arcs and keep most arcs pointing left to right. This makes
the graphical representation a much move valuable aid.

• Easy verification (visual and otherwise) whether a move respects the lower
bound.

The last reason is perhaps psychologically most important for it gives a sense
of direction; (the illusion of?) what constitutes progress in resolving a plan at
minimum cost.

After the section on stars, which is mainly a straight forward case-by-case
analysis to get started, we proceed by completely characterizing plans that con-
sist of a single path (so each plan contains precisely one hole) and which can be
resolved at lower bound cost: independent paths. The search for understanding
these paths was motivated by the fact, what now is part of proposition 5.5.4,
that plans with two free holes in each side can very easily be resolved at lower
bound cost! To generalise this result independent paths naturally arise; for if a
hole is not free, then it is the hole of a path.

The classification of independent paths (or any other class of plans that can
be resolved at lower bound cost) has two facets; at the one hand we show how
to resolve certain paths at lower bound cost (by giving explicit procedures), and
at the other hand we prove that all other paths can not be resolved at lower
bound cost. Wilson’s Theorem is used to show that a plan that consist of a
single path (no free holes) on a complete bipartite graph can only be resolved
when the number of horizontal arcs is even.

The independent paths are used as building blocks for further tools, which
finally help us understand plans with two hole in each side (free or not) com-
pletely (Section 5.5). After that, we prove an upper bound on the number of
moves required to resolve a plan with at least four holes. The upper bound is
shown to be tight by exhibiting a concrete plan which requires that many moves
to resolve. Finally we show that the bounds obtained imply an 2-approximation
for cographs.
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5.3 Stars

Consider complete bipartite graphs that have exactly one vertex in one side:
stars. Pick a vertex of highest degree and call it the center c of the star. We
assume that side {c} is the top-side. Note that since every edge contains the
center, the center is used in every move.

Consider a plan P [a,b]. If the center is occupied in a, then the first move is
u← c for some vertex u unoccupied in a. Similarly if the center is occupied in
b, then the last move in every move sequence from a to b is a move c← v for
some vertex v.

When there is exactly one unoccupied vertex in the plan, finding a shortest
move sequence from a state a to another state b is trivial: for if c← v is not the
last move, then the next move is v← c. So the shortest move sequence from a

to b consists of at most two moves and is unique. In more concrete terms:

Lemma 5.3.1. Let P [a,b] be a plan on a star with exactly one hole. Either a,b are
not reachable from each other, or the shortest move sequence from state a to b is:

• v← c← w if v,w, c are distinct,
• v← c if w = c, and
• c← w if v = c,

where v is the hole in a and w the hole in b.

Suppose we have at least two holes in the plan P [a,b]. In between a possible
first move to make the center unoccupied and a possible last move to occupy the
center, tokens move via the center from a vertex in bottom-side to another vertex
in bottom-side. So these moves are of the form v

c← w for certain v,w. This
immediately implies that a horizontal cycle v0, . . . , vd−1, v0 requires at least
2d+ 2 moves to resolve. If the center is unoccupied and u is another hole, then
u
c← v0

c← v1
c← · · · c← vd−1

c← u shows 2d+ 2 moves are also sufficient. In
short, we have shown the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3.2. A horizontal cycle on d vertices in a plan with at least two holes on
a star requires at least 2d+ 2 moves to be resolved. When the center is unoccupied,
2d+ 2 moves are also sufficient.

Note that using Lemma 5.1.9 a horizontal path in a plan on a star can be
resolved from head towards tail using the center when the center is unoccupied.
Together with the previous lemma we now define a lower bound on the number
of moves to resolve a plan P [a,b] on a star:

Definition 5.3.3. Given a plan P [a,b] on a star we define the number Ls(a,b) to be
Lb(a,b) plus twice the number of horizontal cycles in the plan P [a,b].

We now turn to analysing shortest move sequences for plans on a star. Since
top-side contains exactly one vertex (the center), there are at most two vertical
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arcs in the plan P [a,b]. We consider all plans according to the number of
occurring vertical arcs.

Suppose there are no vertical arcs in the plan P [a,b]. If the center is unoccu-
pied, then we have seen that there is a move sequence from a to b with length
Ls(a,b). If the center is occupied in P [a,b], then the token on c has the same
location in a as in b. To allow for movements the center c obviously needs to
become temporarily unoccupied. So at least two more moves than the lower
bound Ls(a,b) are required for resolving the plan. If there is a free hole u, then
two more moves are also sufficient: Execute u← c, then resolve all (horizontal)
paths and cycles as above, and finally execute c ← u. If there is no free hole
in P [a,b], then at least four more moves are required: in a solution sequence
let the first move be u← c for a certain vertex u unoccupied in a. Let the last
move be c← v for a certain vertex v. The vertex u is given to be a destination of
a token (not on c in a), hence v 6= u. So in every solution sequence the token
on c in a and b is involved in at least four moves: u ← c, v c← · · · c← u and
c ← v. That Ls(a,b) + 4 moves also suffices is not hard to see: After the first
move there is still another hole in bottom-side. That hole is part of a horizontal
path which can be resolved from head towards tail using the unoccupied center.
Afterwards there is a free hole v in bottom-side, so after executing v c← u we
can resolve the remaining plan at lower bound cost. We summarize:

Lemma 5.3.4. Let P [a,b] be a plan on a star with at least two holes and containing
no vertical arcs. A shortest move sequence from a to b has length:

• Ls(a,b) when the center is unoccupied in a,
• Ls(a,b) + 2 when the center is occupied in a and a free hole exists,
• Ls(a,b) + 4 otherwise.

Suppose there is exactly one vertical arc, namely vc, in the plan P [a,b]. Note
this implies that the center is a hole. If v is not part of another arc, then clearly
c ← v is the last move and the number of moves to reach b is Ls(a,b). If v
is part of another (horizontal) arc, then exactly two more moves are required:
since v is a destination of another token, in every solution sequence there is a
vertex u such that v c← u occurs and c← u is the last move. Two more moves
are sufficient: since the center is unoccupied we can resolve a path from head to
tail leaving a free hole u in the resulting state. Execute u c← v. The remaining
plan can be resolved at lower bound cost (with as last move c← u).

Suppose there is exactly one vertical arc, namely cv, in the plan P [a,b]. Then
reduce the problem using symmetry to the previous paragraph by considering
the plan P [b,a]. We summarize:

Lemma 5.3.5. Let P [a,b] be a plan on a star with at least two holes and containing
precisely one vertical arc. A shortest move sequence from a to b has length Ls(a,b)+2.

Suppose there are two vertical arcs, namely vc, cw, in the plan P [a,b].
Suppose w is a hole. Denote the state resulting from executing w← c by a′. By
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the forgoing we know that a shortest move sequence from a′ to b has length
Ls(a′,b) if v is not part of another arc, and Ls(a′,b) + 2 otherwise. Note that
Ls(a′,b) = Ls(a,b) − 1. So if v is not part of another arc, then Ls(a,b) moves
suffice to reach b from a. When v is part of another arc, Ls(a,b) + 2 moves
suffice. Necessity follows from noting that if we execute a different first move
u← c, then for the resulting state ã we have Ls(a,b)+ 1 ≤ Ls(ã,b) since the arc
cw is replaced by uw in P [ã,b]. So using a different first move always results
in a solution with a length of at least Ls(a,b) + 2.

Using symmetry and the plan P [b,a] we see the previous paragraph also
solves the case that v is not part of an arc other than vc.

So suppose both w and v are part of two arcs. If v 6= w, then consider a first
move u← c and the resulting state a′. Since v is part of an arc other than vc in
P [a′,b], the number of moves from a′ to b is equal to Ls(a′,b) + 2. Since the
vertical arc cw in P [a,b] is replaced by a horizontal arc uw in P [a′,b], and no
extra horizontal cycle is created by this, we have Ls(a,b) + 1 = Ls(a′,b). So we
see that a shortest move sequence from a to b has length Ls(a,b) + 4.

If v = w, then the vertical arcs form a vertical cycle. Consider a first move
u ← c and the resulting state a′. Since v is part of an arc other than vc in
P [a′,b], the number of moves from a′ to b is equal to Ls(a′,b) + 2. Since the
vertical arc cw in P [a,b] is replaced by a horizontal arc uw in P [a′,b], there is
one vertical cycle less and no extra horizontal cycle is created by this, we have
Ls(a,b) − 1 = Ls(a′,b). So we see that a shortest move sequence from a to b in
this case has length Ls(a,b) + 2.

We summarize our findings in the following statement.

Theorem 5.3.6. Let P [a,b] a plan on a star with at least two holes. A shortest move
sequence from a to b can be computed in linear time and has length

• Ls(a,b) when c is a free hole or there is a vertical path that is not part of another
path,

• Ls(a,b) + 4 when there is no vertical arc nor a free hole in P [a,b], or there are
two vertical arcs vc, cw in P [a,b] such that w and v are distinct and each part
of two arcs,

• Ls(a,b) + 2 otherwise.

5.4 Independent paths

We characterize those plans on complete bipartite graphs that consist of a single
path and that can be resolved at lower bound cost. In other words, such a
path in a plan can be resolved at lower bound cost even when restricted to the
subgraph induced by its vertices. In this section we only consider plans on
complete bipartite graphs.

Definition 5.4.1. We call a subplan independent when it is not trivial and as a plan
it can be resolved at lower bound cost. A path in a plan is called independent when
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viewed as a subplan, it is independent. Otherwise a path is called dependent.

Clearly a horizontal path is dependent, since it is contained in one side,
so it can not be resolved in its induced subgraph since the induced subgraph
contains no arcs. Note that for all other paths the lower bound in its induced
subgraph does not differ from the lower bound for the path in the full complete
bipartite graph.

Lemma 5.4.2. An independent path has an even number of horizontal arcs.

Proof: Let a be the state restricted to the subgraph induced by the vertices of
the given independent path. Fix a move sequence resolving the path at lower
bound cost and denote the resulting state by a′. The tail of the path in P [a,b] is
the unoccupied vertex in a′. So the distance of the hole of the path from initial
location in a to final location in a′ is precisely one (respectively zero or two)
if and only if the path has an odd (respectively even) number of vertical arcs.
The permutation induced by a and a′ is even (odd) if and only if the length of
the path is even (odd). Theorem 4.2.1 now implies that since the path can be
resolved on the subgraph, the number of horizontal arcs is even. �

A :
2

1 3

4

B :
2

1

4

3

=

C :
1

2

=

Figure 5.2: Three procedures illustrated that play an important role in
Lemma 5.4.3, Lemma 5.4.5 and Lemma 5.4.7. Each box hides a part of the
path in the plan under consideration. The numbers indicate the order in which
the tokens move. Occupied vertices that are not part of an arc in the plan are
not drawn.

Lemma 5.4.3. A path with an even number of horizontal arcs which are all in one
side, and that begins with a vertical path and ends with a vertical path is independent.

Proof: Let the path under consideration be v0, . . . , vd. If the hole is in the same
side as the first horizontal arc, then execute a move of type (i) to resolve the
first (vertical) arc. Then iteratively apply procedure A (illustrated in Figure 5.2)
as long as there are consecutive horizontal arcs in the remaining path: Let i
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be such that vi−1, vi and vi+1 are in the same side and vi+2 is not. Execute
v0 ← vi+1 ← vi+2 ← vi ← v0.

Then iteratively apply procedure B (illustrated in Figure 5.2) as long as
there are horizontal arcs left in the remaining path: Let i < j be such for
k ∈ {i, j} that vk−1 and vk are in the same side and vk+1 is not. Execute
v0 ← vj ← vj+1 ← vi ← vi+1.

Finally a vertical path remains which can be resolved at lower bound cost by
Lemma 5.1.8. �

Definition 5.4.4. A switch is an odd-length vertical subpath S that is part of a path
or cycle P such that the head of S is contained in a horizontal arc in P and the tail of S
is contained in a horizontal arc in P. In particular the two mentioned horizontal arcs
are in different sides.

Lemma 5.4.5. A path with an even number of horizontal arcs and exactly one switch
is independent.

Proof: If the hole is on a different side than the first horizontal arc, then execute
a move of type (i) to resolve the first (vertical) arc. While each side has at least
two horizontal arcs in the remaining path, we iterate procedure C (illustrated in
Figure 5.2 where the gray box is precisely hiding the switch): locate the switch
and let vx be the vertex after the tail of the switch, vh the head of the switch
and let vu the unoccupied vertex. Execute vu ← vx ← vh.

When one side contains exactly one horizontal arc and the hole, we apply
the same procedure once more.

When one side contains exactly one horizontal arc and not the hole, we apply
the following: denote by vt the vertex with the largest index that is part of a
horizontal arc, by vh the head of the switch and by vu the unoccupied vertex.
Execute vu ← vt ← vh.

Finally Lemma 5.4.3 applies, and so the (remaining) path is independent.�

1

2

1

2

Figure 5.3: The two cases at the end of the proof of Lemma 5.4.6 illustrated
for typical plans. Notice by the number of horizontal arcs the reordering of the
vertices in the second case.
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Lemma 5.4.6. A path with exactly two switches for which one side contains exactly
one horizontal arc, and the path begins or ends with a vertical path is independent.

Proof: When the path starts and ends with a vertical path, then resolve from
head towards tail the vertical path at the beginning. Let vh be the hole of the
path, vt the tail of the path, vf the head of the first switch and vs the head of
the second switch. When the path ends with a vertical path and starts with a
horizontal arc, execute vh ← vs ← vf. When the path starts with a vertical path
and ends with a horizontal arc, execute vh ← vt ← vs. In both cases for the
resulting state a′ the plan P [a′,b] restricted to the subgraph induced by the
vertices of the path, consists of a path for which Lemma 5.4.3 applies. �

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

1

2

1

2

2

3 1

Figure 5.4: The three cases at the end of the proof of Lemma 5.4.7 illustrated
for typical plans. To the right the remaining plans (again notice the reordering
of the vertices) for which Lemma 5.4.3 is applicable.

Lemma 5.4.7. A path with an even number of horizontal arcs and at least two hori-
zontal arcs in each side is independent.

Proof: Consider the following procedure (cf. procedure C in Figure 5.2): If the
hole is on a different side than the first horizontal arc, then execute a move of
type (i) to resolve the first (vertical) arc. Denote by vx the vertex after the tail
of the first switch, by vh the head of the switch and by vu the hole. Execute
vu ← vx ← vh.

We can execute the procedure at least once when the path has an even
number of horizontal arcs and at least two horizontal arcs in each side. Notice
that after execution of the procedure the remaining path begins with a vertical
path. Apply the procedure iteratively as long as the remaining path has at
least two horizontal arcs in each side. Afterwards there are three possibilities
(illustrated in Figure 5.4) for the remaining path: Denote by vw the horizontal
arc for which there are no other horizontal arcs in the same side, by vh the head
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of the path, by vt the tail, by vu the hole, and by vs the head of the only switch in
the path. When (i) vw is the last arc of the path: execute vu ← v← vs, when (ii)
vw is the first arc of the path: execute vu ← vt ← v, and (iii) otherwise execute
vu ← vh ← vt ← v. The remaining path is independent by Lemma 5.4.3. �

Definition 5.4.8. Let ζ be the collection of plans that each consists of a combination
of the following components;

(p) a path that does not begin with a vertical path or end with a vertical path, for
which its positive number of horizontal arcs are all in bottom-side,

(c) a cycle for which its positive number of horizontal arcs are all in bottom-side,
(h) a free hole in bottom-side,
(i) an isolated occupied vertex,

such that the number of (p) is one, or the number of (p) is zero and the number of (c) is
at least one.

1

1

Figure 5.5: Two simple plans from the collection ζ , each with a move of type (ii)
that respects the lower bound. The remaining plan (at the right) is also in ζ .

Proposition 5.4.9. For every plan P [a,b] in ζ and every sequence of lower bound
respecting moves from state a to another state, say a′, the remaining plan P [a′,b] is
contained in ζ.

Proof: As there are no vertical cycles in each plan, we only need to consider
moves of type (i) and (ii). If the plan in ζ contains no path, or there is a
path which does not begin with a vertical path, then there is no lower bound
respecting move possible. So assume that the plan contains one path that begins
with a vertical path. A move of type (i) resolves the vertical arc at the beginning
of the path and the remaining plan is in ζ. There are several possibilities for
a move of type (ii). Since all free holes and all horizontal arcs in the plan are
in bottom-side, we may assume the hole of the path to be in top-side. When
the horizontal arc used in the move is contained in the path but not its last arc,
the change to the plan is a shorter path and an extra cycle. When the cycle is
vertical, the lower bound constrained is violated, otherwise the plan is clearly in
ζ. When the horizontal arc used in the move is the last arc of the path, the result
is either a plan with a vertical cycle which violates the lower bound constraint
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or the path has changed to a cycle and a free hole in bottom-side. When the
horizontal arc is from a cycle, the remaining plan will have one less cycle (and a
longer path) and so be in ζ. �

Corollary 5.4.10. A path with an even number of horizontal arcs is dependent when
• it contains exactly two switches, one side contains exactly one horizontal arc,

and the path does not begin nor end with a vertical path, or
• it contains no switches and the path does not begin or end with a vertical path

(or neither).

Proof: The first case follows from noting that the only possible lower bound
respecting first move in the induced subgraph is vu ← vs where vu is the hole
and vs is the head of the second switch. The remaining plan is then easily seen
to be contained in the collection ζ from the previous proposition. Since ζ does
not contain a plan without arcs, this shows that the remaining plan can not
be solved in the induced subgraph. The second case follows directly from the
previous proposition. �

Theorem 5.4.11. Given a path with an even number of horizontal arcs. The path is
independent if and only if for the path the following holds:

• it has at least two horizontal arcs in each side, or
• all except one of its horizontal arcs are in one side and the path begins or ends

with a vertical path, or
• it has exactly one switch, or
• all its horizontal arcs are in one side, it begins with a vertical path and ends with

a vertical path, or
• it is a vertical path.

Proof: In case the path is one of the forms mentioned, it is independent by
Lemma 5.4.7, Lemma 5.4.6, Lemma 5.4.5, Lemma 5.4.3, and Lemma 5.1.8. When
the path is not of the forms mentioned, it is of the forms mentioned in Corol-
lary 5.4.10 and so dependent. �

5.5 Plans with at least two holes in each side: shortest
sequences

Using the characterization of independent paths we show which plans with at
least two holes in each side can be resolved at lower bound cost and for which
two more moves are necessary and sufficient. In this section we only consider
plans on complete bipartite graphs where each side contains at least two vertices.

Lemma 5.5.1. A path in a plan can be resolved at lower bound cost if there is a hole
different from the hole of the path in the side opposite from the path’s first horizontal
arc.
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prepare

1st subsequence

2nd subsequence

3rd subsequence

1

1

1

1

1

1

Figure 5.6: An example illustrating the procedure in Lemma 5.5.1 with five
switches: s = 5, i1 = 3, i2 = 5, i3 = 10, i4 = 13 and i5 = 21. We first prepare:
we resolve the path till i1 (= 3). We then handle the three subsequences as
described in the procedure.

Proof: Let w be the hole opposite the first horizontal arc of the path v0, . . . , vd. If
there is no switch in the path then the path can be resolved from head towards
tail using w (Lemma 5.1.9). Suppose i1, . . . , is are the indices of the vertices
that are the heads of switches in the path. We first prepare: resolve the subpath
v0, . . . , vi1−1 from head towards tail using hole w (when i1 = 1, there is nothing
to do).

We handle the tokens on the (remaining) path in subsequences of the indices:
each subsequence consists of indices that range from i2j+1 till i2j+3 when
2j+ 3 < s and from i2j+1 to the index of the tail otherwise. Each subsequence is
handled one by one in their natural order: Execute w← vi2j+1 . Resolve the path
vi2j+1 , . . . , vi2j+2 from head towards tail using the hole vi2j+1−1. Then execute
vi2j−1 ← w. The remaining indices of the subsequence form a path that we
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resolve from head towards tail using the hole w. Then the next subsequence is
handled. �

Lemma 5.5.2. A cycle with at least one horizontal arc can be resolved at lower bound
cost if there are two holes in the plan. More precisely, if

• the cycle contains precisely one horizontal arc and there is a hole opposite the
horizontal arc, or

• the cycle contains horizontal arcs in opposite sides and there is a hole in each
side, or

• the cycle’s horizontal arcs are contained in one side and there are two holes in the
other side,

then the cycle can be resolved at lower bound cost.

Proof: First execute a move of type (ii). This move can not inadvertently create
a vertical cycle and so is lower bound respecting. If there is no remaining
horizontal arc, then the remaining vertical path can be resolved from head
towards tail at lower bound cost. Otherwise the remaining path can be resolved
at lower bound cost using an other hole opposite from its first horizontal arc
according to Lemma 5.5.1. �

We will now focus our attention on resolving plans for which there are at least
two holes in each side. Note that when one resolves a path at lower bound cost
the tail will be a free hole in the remaining plan. The side it is in depends on
the number of vertical arcs in the path.

Definition 5.5.3. We call a path with an odd number of vertical arcs flip and otherwise
non-flip.

Proposition 5.5.4. A plan with at least two holes in each side can be resolved at lower
bound cost when it has

• a free hole in each side, or
• a free hole in one side and the hole of a non-flip path in the other side, or
• a free hole and the hole of a flip path in the same side, or
• two flip paths with their respective holes in opposite sides, or
• two non-flip paths with their respective holes in opposite sides.

A shortest move sequence can be computed in linear time.

Proof: First note that the last four cases reduce to the first by resolving the paths
mentioned in the statement using Lemma 5.5.1. For the first case, we first resolve
all cycles at lower bound cost (Lemma 5.5.2) and then resolve each path from
head towards tail using a free hole (Lemma 5.5.1). �

Lemma 5.5.5. A plan with at least two holes in each side can be resolved at lower
bound cost when it contains an independent subplan.
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Proof: We proceed in three stages to resolve the plan P [a,b] at lower bound cost.
In the first stage we resolve all cycles at lower bound cost using Lemma 5.5.2.
Call the resulting state a′. In the second stage we move from a′ to a state a′′

using lower bound respecting moves, such that in a′′ there is a free hole in one
side and the hole of an independent subplan in the other side. In the third stage
we use Lemma 5.1.9 to resolve all paths that are not part of the independent
subplan in P [a′′,b] from head towards tail using the free hole or the hole of the
independent subplan. Since the remaining independent subplan is by definition
resolvable at lower bound cost the statement follows.

To accomplish the second stage we make some case distinctions. For ease
of reference we call the side that contains the hole of the independent subplan
the bottom-side. Fix a move sequence resolving the independent subplan in its
induced subgraph at lower bound cost. If there is a free hole in top-side, then
let a′′ be equal to a′. If there is a free hole in bottom-side, then execute the first
move of the sequence and let the resulting state be a′′. When there is no free
hole, pick a hole in bottom-side that belongs to a path P not in the independent
subplan and resolve it from head towards tail using one of the two holes in
top-side. If P was flip, then let the resulting state be a′′. If P was non-flip, then
execute the first move of the sequence and let the resulting state be a′′. It is
not hard to see that in each case the moves in the sequence are lower bound
respecting and the state a′′ is as required. �

Definition 5.5.6. A path has an independent-tail when assuming in each side a free
hole, the first part of the path can be resolved from head towards tail using one of the
free holes such that the remaining path is independent. A path for which this does not
hold has a dependent-tail.

(a) type (a) (b) type (b) (c) type (c)

Figure 5.7: Paths with a dependent-tail.

As a straightforward consequence of Theorem 5.4.11 we can classify paths that
have a dependent-tail in three types:

Theorem 5.5.7. A path has a dependent-tail if and only if the path does not end with
a vertical path and one of the following holds:

(a) all its horizontal arcs are in one side, or
(b) it has exactly one horizontal arc before its only switch and the number of hori-

zontal arcs in the path is odd, or
(c) it has (i) exactly two switches, (ii) an odd number of horizontal arcs which are

all except one in one side, (iii) an even number of horizontal arcs after the second
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switch, and (iv) an even number of horizontal arcs before each vertical subpath
before the first switch.

Lemma 5.5.8. A plan P [a,b] with at least two holes in each side can be resolved at
lower bound cost when it contains an independent-tail path.

Proof: When for the plan Proposition 5.5.4 or Lemma 5.5.5 applies, there is
nothing more to prove. So we assume that for the plan P [a,b] the following
holds: all paths are dependent, all free holes in bottom-side, each path with
its hole in top-side is flip, and each path with its hole in bottom-side is non-
flip. Resolve the independent-tail path from head toward tail using one of the
available holes till an independent path remains. Call the resulting state a′.
When P [a′,b] has two holes in each side, we apply Lemma 5.5.5 to see that we
can resolve the plan at lower bound cost.

So assume P [a′,b] does not have two holes in each side. Fix a move sequence
resolving the independent path in its induced subgraph at lower bound cost.
Note that when we execute the first move of this sequence, the hole of the
independent path will change side. When there remain further moves in the
sequence, the remaining plan contains an independent subplan (namely induced
by the vertices of the independent path) and we can conclude by applying
Lemma 5.5.5.

If the sequence consists of a single move, then the independent path consists
entirely of one vertical arc. Since in b all holes are bottom-side, this implies that
the hole of the independent path is in top-side. We resolve a flip dependent
path from head towards tail using one of the holes available. The remaining
plan has at least two holes in each side and still contains the independent path
so we can apply Lemma 5.5.5. �

Lemma 5.5.9. A plan P [a,b] with at least two holes in each side can be resolved at
lower bound cost when it contains a path with a dependent-tail of type (b) or (c).

Proof: When for the plan Proposition 5.5.4, Lemma 5.5.5 or Lemma 5.5.8 applies,
there is nothing more to prove. So we assume that for the plan P [a,b] the
following holds: each path has a dependent-tail, each free hole is in bottom-side,
each path with its hole in top-side is flip, and each path with its hole in bottom-
side is non-flip. Denote by P the path with a dependent-tail of type (b) or (c).
Let v be the head of the last switch in P, u the vertex before v in P and w the
vertex after v in P. Note v and u are in top-side. When path P is non-flip (flip),
we completely resolve a flip (non-flip) path from head towards tail using one of
the available holes. Then we resolve P from head towards tail using one of the
available holes until u is unoccupied. We remark that in the remaining plan the
path with hole u and head v is a flip path with a dependent-tail of type (b) and
its first arc vu is horizontal. Furthermore the remaining plan has at least two
holes in each side and a free hole h in bottom-side. Finally execute h← v← w.
Note that the remaining plan has at least two holes in each side and contains
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the independent path u,h. So by noting that all executed moves were lower
bound respecting we can conclude our proof by using Lemma 5.5.5. �

1

Figure 5.8: A useful move when confronted with a dependent-tail flip path
with an odd number of horizontal arcs and a vertical cycle; the remaining path
(at the right) is independent.

Lemma 5.5.10. A plan consisting of a dependent-tail flip path with an odd number of
horizontal arcs and a vertical cycle can be resolved at lower bound cost.

Proof: We first move a token in the vertical cycle to the hole of the path. The
remaining plan contains a path that begins with a vertical path (the remainder
of the vertical cycle), then a horizontal arc (from the token just moved) and
finally the previous dependent-tail flip path. Since the dependent-tail path had
an odd number of horizontal arcs, the remaining path has an even number of
horizontal arcs. Furthermore it has either exactly one switch or at least two
horizontal arcs in each side. So by Theorem 5.4.11 the remaining plan consists
solely of an independent path. �

Lemma 5.5.11. A plan consisting of a flip path P with a dependent-tail of type (a), a
free hole opposite the hole of P, and a vertical cycle can be resolved at lower bound cost.

Proof: We first move a token in the vertical cycle to the hole of P. The remaining
plan consists of the free hole and a path that begins with a vertical path (the
remainder of the vertical cycle), then a horizontal arc (from the token just moved)
and finally P. Execute a move of type (i). Move the token on the head of the
only switch to the free hole. The remaining plan then consists of two paths: a
vertical path and P. Note that the hole of the vertical path is in the side opposite
of all the horizontal arcs of P. So to conclude we resolve P from head towards
tail using the hole of the vertical path (Lemma 5.1.9) and finally resolve the
vertical path (Lemma 5.1.8). �

Lemma 5.5.12. A plan consisting of a dependent-tail flip path with an even number
of horizontal arcs and two vertical cycles can be resolved at lower bound cost.

Proof: We first move a token in the vertical cycle to the hole of the path. We
execute a move of type (i) resolving the first vertical arc of the path. Then
we move a token from the second vertical cycle to the hole of the path. The
remaining plan consists of a single path that has at least two horizontal arcs in
each side. So the remaining path is independent by Theorem 5.4.11. �
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Definition 5.5.13. Let µ be the collection of plans that each consists of a combination
of the following components;

(p) a path with a dependent-tail of type (a) whose horizontal arcs are in bottom-side,
(c) a cycle for which its positive number of horizontal arcs are all in bottom-side,
(h) a free hole in bottom-side,
(i) an isolated occupied vertex,

such that the number of (p) plus the number of (c) is at least one.

Proposition 5.5.14. For every plan P [a,b] in µ and every sequence of lower bound
respecting moves from state a to another state, say a′, the remaining plan P [a′,b] is
contained in µ.

Proof: Straightforward and similar to the proof of Proposition 5.4.9. �

Lemma 5.5.15. For every plan P [a,b] in µ there are Lb(a,b) + 2 moves necessary to
resolve it. Furthermore, Lb(a,b) + 2 moves are also sufficient.

Proof: Since µ does not contain the trivial plan P [b,b], we see the plan P [a,b]
can not be resolved by lower bound respecting moves alone and hence requires
at least Lb(a,b) + 2 moves.

First resolve one of the flip paths from head towards tail using the hole of
the other flip path. In the remaining plan P [a′,b] pick an isolated occupied
vertex v in top-side and a free hole u in bottom-side. Execute u ← v, which
does not respect the lower bound. Since the remaining plan P [a′′,b] has at
least two holes in each side and contains an independent path v,u, we can use
Lemma 5.5.5 to conclude that P [a′′,b] can be resolved with Lb(a′′,b) moves.
Since the move from state a′ to a′′ did not respect the lower bound, we have
Lb(a′′,b) = Lb(a′,b)+ 1. Note that from state a to a′ we used only lower bound
respecting moves. So the above procedure results in a sequence of Lb(a,b) + 2
moves from state a to b. �

Theorem 5.5.16. A plan with at least two holes in each side can be resolved at lower
bound cost, unless the plan belongs to the collection µ (after suitably choosing bottom-
side), for then two more moves than the lower bound are necessary and sufficient to
resolve it.

Proof: When for the plan Proposition 5.5.4, Lemma 5.5.5, Lemma 5.5.8 or
Lemma 5.5.9 applies, there is nothing more to prove. So we assume that
for the plan holds: each path has a dependent-tail of type (a), flip paths have
their hole in top-side, non-flip paths have their hole in bottom-side, and each
free hole is in bottom-side. Note that our assumption of two holes in each side
implies that the plan contains at least two flip paths with a dependent-tail of
type (a). So when the plan contains a vertical cycle and a free hole, we can
immediately use Lemma 5.5.11 and Lemma 5.5.5 to conclude that the plan can
be resolved at lower bound cost.
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Suppose the plan does contain a vertical cycle but no free hole. We resolve
a non-flip path from head towards tail using one of the available holes. The
remaining plan has a free hole and so we can use Lemma 5.5.11 and Lemma 5.5.5
and conclude that the plan can be resolved at lower bound cost.

Suppose the plan contains a cycle with a horizontal arc vu in top-side. When
the plan contains no free hole, we first completely resolve a flip path from
head towards tail using the available holes and then a non-flip path from head
towards tail using the available holes. Let h be a free hole in the remaining plan.
Execute h← v. Note that the remaining plan now has at least two holes in each
side. Furthermore it contains a path with an independent-tail since the path’s
last arc is the vertical arc hu. Using Lemma 5.5.8 we conclude that the plan can
be resolved at lower bound cost.

So we may assume that the plan does not contain a vertical cycle nor a cycle
with a horizontal arc in top-side. But then the plan belongs to the collection µ.
So using Lemma 5.5.15 now concludes the proof. �

5.6 Plans with at least four holes: a tight upper bound

We derive a tight upper bound on the length of shortest move sequences for
plans with at least four holes. It will turn out that no more than four moves
more than the lower bound are ever needed. In the proofs in this section we
only consider plans on complete bipartite graphs where each side contains at
least two vertices, since this upper bound holds for stars by Theorem 5.3.6.

Lemma 5.6.1. A plan P [a,b] with at least four holes can be resolved in Lb(a,b) + 6
moves. It not all holes are in one side in the plan, then Lb(a,b)+4moves are sufficient.

Proof: Given a plan P [a,b] with at least four holes. When all holes are in one
side, say bottom-side, we move two tokens, one after the other, on vertices in top-
side to a hole in bottom-side. Call the resulting state a′. Using Theorem 5.5.16

we conclude that from a′ to b takes at most Lb(a′,b) + 2 moves. Since we made
two moves to go from a to a′, we have Lb(a′,b) ≤ Lb(a,b) + 2 (cf. page 103).
So it takes at most Lb(a,b) + 2+ 2+ 2 moves from a to b.

When for the plan holds that not all holes are in one side, we execute one
move, say from a to a′, such that in P [a′,b] there are at least two holes in each
side. We proceed as in the previous case: from a′ to b takes at most Lb(a′,b) + 2
moves. From a to a′ is one move, so Lb(a′,b) ≤ Lb(a,b) + 1. Hence it takes at
most Lb(a,b) + 2+ 1+ 1 moves from a to b. �

Lemma 5.6.2. A plan P [a,b] with at least four holes that are all in one side and for
which at least one path is flip, can be resolved in at most Lb(a,b) + 4 moves.

Proof: Suppose all holes in a are in bottom-side. In b there is at least one hole
in top-side since there is a flip path. When in b not all holes are in top-side, we
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can apply Lemma 5.6.1 to P [b,a] and symmetry to see that Lb(a,b) + 4 moves
suffice. So we may assume that in b all holes are in top-side. In other words,
each hole is the hole of a flip path. The general idea is to execute one move, thus
bringing a hole in top-side. At least one flip path is unchanged by this move.
Resolve that flip path, say in k moves, from head towards tail using the hole
in top-side. The remaining plan P [a′,b] has two holes in top-side and at least
two in bottom-side. Most importantly Lb(a′,b) ≤ Lb(a,b) + 1− k holds. So by
this bound and by applying Theorem 5.5.16 to P [a′,b], we see that Lb(a,b) + 4
moves suffice to resolve P [a,b]. �

Lemma 5.6.3. A plan P [a,b] with at least four holes, all of which are in bottom-side
in both a and b, can be resolved in at most Lb(a,b) + 4 moves.

Proof: When there is a move from state a which respects the lower bound,
we can execute it and apply Lemma 5.6.1 to the remaining plan. So assume
that from state a we can not make a move that respects the lower bound. In
particular, P [a,b] contains no vertical cycles, no horizontal arcs in top-side and
no paths that begin with a vertical arc. Furthermore since all holes in a and b
are in bottom-side, we know that all paths in P [a,b] are non-flip.

Suppose there is an isolated occupied vertex o in top-side in P [a,b]. Let p be
another vertex in top-side. Let u be a free hole or a hole of a path not containing
p. Execute u← p. Note that this last move did not respect the lower bound. If
there is a path that does not have p as hole, then denote its tail by v and resolve
the path from head towards tail using hole p, say in k moves. If there is no such
path, then there is a free hole v and we set k = 0. Execute v ← o and call the
resulting state a′. Note that Lb(a,b) + 2 = Lb(a′,b) + k. Furthermore P [a′,b]
has at least two holes in each side and contains the independent path o, v. So
we can apply Lemma 5.5.5 and conclude that Lb(a,b) + 4 moves suffice.

So suppose there is no isolated occupied vertex in top-side in P [a,b]. Let o
be a vertex in top-side and u a hole. Execute u ← o. Note that this move did
not respect the lower bound. If there is a free hole, then call it v. Otherwise we
resolve a path not containing o from head towards tail using o and we call the
resulting free hole v. We consider two cases:

Case 1: Assume the path with hole o contains an other vertex p in top-side.
Execute v o← u. Note that one of these two moves does not respect the lower
bound. Resolve the first part of the path with hole u from head towards tail
using hole o until p is unoccupied. Call the resulting state a′.

Case 2: Assume the path with hole o does not contain any vertex besides
o in top-side. Consider a vertex p in top-side different from o. Note that p is
contained in an even-length vertical subpath. We denote by h the head of this
vertical subpath. Since by assumption the plan contains no vertical cycles and
all paths start with a horizontal arc, we know that h is in bottom-side and is part
of a horizontal arc. Execute move o← h and note it respects the lower bound.
Then resolve the vertical subpath with hole h from head toward tail until p is an
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isolated occupied vertex. Execute v← p and note it does not respect the lower
bound. Resolve the path that contains o from head towards tail using hole p
until o is unoccupied. Call the resulting state a′.

The remaining plan P [a′,b] has the holes p and o in top-side and at least two
holes in bottom-side. Since it contains an independent path (o, v respectively
p, v) we use Lemma 5.5.5 and conclude that P [a′,b] can be resolved at lower
bound cost. From state a to a′ we have executed precisely two moves that did
not respect the lower bound so we see that indeed Lb(a,b) + 4 suffice to resolve
P [a,b]. �

Theorem 5.6.4. A plan P [a,b] on a complete bipartite graph with at least four holes
can be resolved in Lb(a,b) + 4 moves. There are plans for which Lb(a,b) + 4 moves
are also required.

Proof: Combine Lemma 5.6.1, Lemma 5.6.2 and Lemma 5.6.3. For the second
claim see Example 5.6.5. �

Example 5.6.5. Consider the plan P [a,b] on K2,10:

After a move the remaining plan will be:

This plan is contained in µ so using Lemma 5.5.15 we see this plan requires 13+ 2
moves to resolve. Hence the plan P [a,b] requires 16 = Lb(a,b) + 4 moves.

When we view the same plan as on Kn,m where n > 2, m ≥ 10, there is another
move (not respecting the lower bound) possible, what results in the following remain-
ing plan:

Note that to stay below Lb(a,b) + 4 moves, every move from now on has to be lower
bound respecting. So there are only two different moves possible, resulting in the fol-
lowing remaining plans:
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The fact that we can only use lower bound respecting moves also means that we can
not use a free hole in bottom-side (since there are no horizontal arc in top-side). When
we remove the free holes, only an dependent path remains (note the odd number of
horizontal arcs). So to resolve a remaining plan we can not avoid making another move
that is not lower bound respecting. Hence the plan on Kn,m with n ≥ 2, m ≥ 10

requires Lb(a,b) + 4 moves to resolve.

5.7 Approximation

We derive in a simple way a 2-approximation for determining shortest move
sequences for states on a graph that is in a sense close to a complete bipartite
graph. We first give a general lower bound for a plan on a graph.

Lemma 5.7.1. A cycle in a plan on a graph G for which the distance in G between each
two successive vertices of the cycle is 1, requires at least d+ 1 moves to be resolved.

Proof: Since all vertices of the cycle are occupied, no token on a vertex in the
cycle can move directly to its destination. �

Definition 5.7.2. Call a cycle in a plan for which the distance in G between each two
successive vertices of the cycle is one, a one-cycle. Let Lc(f,g) be the number of one-
cycles in P [f,g] plus the sum of the distance between each token’s location in f and g
in the graph G.

Theorem 5.7.3. Let G be a graph on n vertices which is a complete bipartite graph
with added edges. Then for every two states f,g on G with t ≤ n− 4 tokens where no
two tokens have the same color, we can compute in linear time a move sequence from f

to g of at most 2Lc(f,g) + 4 moves.

Proof: First note that we can interpret the plan P [f,g] as a plan for two states
on Kn,m, say P [a,b]. Clearly Lc(f,g) ≤ Lb(a,b), since we overestimate with a
factor of two the distance between adjacent vertices in G that are in the same side
in Kn,m. Furthermore, Lb(a,b) ≤ 2Lc(f,g) holds. Combining these bounds
with Theorem 5.6.4 and Theorem 5.3.6 the result follows. �

By Lemma 5.2.1 we see that for plans with at least four holes on these graphs the
longest shortest move sequences have a length that is no longer than 4 times the
number of vertices plus four moves (for complete bipartite graphs this bound is
2n+ 4).

5.8 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have analyzed motion planning on complete bipartite graphs
under the assumption that no two tokens have the same color. In the case of
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stars we established a precise characterization for any number of holes. A more
elegant way is to reduce the problem on a star to that on a complete graph,
which extends immediately to the case where tokens can have the same color.
Unfortunately I did not have time to finish writing up this result for this thesis;
it will appear later. We have come close to completely characterizing shortest
move sequences for plans on complete bipartite graphs with at least four holes.
The characterization of independent paths has been instrumental in this. One
drawback of the methods applied in this chapter is the number case distinctions
that occur. We expect (and intend to show) that it is possible to extend our
approach to plans on a complete bipartite graph with at least one hole.

The 15-puzzle and some of its generalisations have been, and are still being,
used as ideal testing environments within the artificial intelligence community
for measuring the performance of heuristic search methods (Doran and Michie
[1966], Reinefeld [1993], Gasser [1996], Brüngger, Marzetta, Fukuda, and Niev-
ergelt [1999], Korf [2008]). There is not much direct influence visible in this
chapter or this thesis, but nevertheless these were helpful to me. Especially the
concrete examples and different approaches discussed were helpful. It is nice
to know that the example in Figure 4.1 is one of the few problems that has the
maximum length shortest move sequence.

Our results give rise in a simple way to a 2-approximation algorithm for
complete bipartite graphs with added edges. Another way to describe these
graphs (in Theorem 5.7.3) are those graphs that result from the join of two
graphs (obtained from the disjoint union of the two graphs by connecting each
vertex of one graph to each vertex of the other graph). How special are these
graphs? There are several well-known graph classes for which Theorem 5.7.3 is
directly applicable: cographs and threshold graphs.

A graph is a threshold graph if it can constructed from the empty graph
by repeatedly adding either an isolated vertex or a dominating vertex (so
connected to all previously added vertices). Threshold graphs were introduced
by Chvátal and Hammer [1977] in their study of aggregation of inequalities
in linear programming. Threshold graphs are a special case of cographs and
split graphs. A graph is a cograph (short for complement-reducible graph) if it
can be constructed from isolated vertices by disjoint union and join operations.
A split graph is a graph in which the vertices can be partitioned into a clique
(a complete graph) and an independent set (a set of vertices such that no two
vertices have an edge between them). Is it possible to use the result for complete
graphs and use it to construct an approximation algorithm for split graphs?
What about bisplit graphs; a graph in which the vertices can be partitioned into a
complete bipartite graph and an independent set?
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In this final chapter we discuss directions for future research. In the previous
chapters we have already pointed out concrete open problems within the models
studied. We will now discuss some of the related models and in our view
interesting questions.

Within the world of scheduling systems and flexible manufactoring systems
there is a seemingly unbounded variety of related systems one could consider.
We have seen that even when jobs are small and their sequencing restrictions
are primitive, most reachability problems turn out to be hard. If one considers
the problems in an online setting, where new jobs can arrive at any time,
then the state-to-state problem becomes important (we only considered this
in Section 2.5). An interesting set of problems arise when one wants to take
maintenance, disturbances or unreliable machines into account in such a way
that the system can keep on running.

For the motion planning problems on graphs there are several closely related
relocation problems in the literature of which we list the following:

• One token (robot) with specified destination, other tokens are obstacles
with no specified destination: Papadimitriou, Raghavan, Sudan, and
Tamaki [1994], Auletta, Parente, and Persiano [1996], Auletta and Persiano
[2001].

• Tokens are also allowed to move to an adjacent vertex that is being left
by a token when no other token is trying to also enter that vertex: Ryan
[2008], Surynek [2010].

• Tokens have orientations that change depending on the travelled edge:
Berenbom, Fendel, Gilbert, and Hatcher [1997]

• Directed graphs and tokens have pairwise different colors: Wu and
Grumbach [2009, 2010].

It is interesting to compare these models and note the similarities (e.g. reachabil-
ity polynomial time, shortest move sequences hard etc.). It would be interesting
to see how far the models can be combined such that reachability can still be
determined in polynomial time. For the scheduling systems we considered there
is a simple consequence when deciding safety of a state is NP-complete: there is
an unsafe state without a blocking set. So far this has proven to be an accurate
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predictor. Is there a consequence of Shortest Move Sequence being NP-hard
that can play a similar role for motion planning on graphs?

Other natural questions arise when one focuses on designing graphs while
optimizing some criteria such that the motion planning problem is always
solvable. In case of minimizing the number of vertices and arcs see; Masehian
[2009a,b, 2011]. In our view it would be interesting to find and characterize
small graphs (in terms of edges and vertices) for which the maximum length
shortest move sequence is small.

We have seen that the first inspiration for the motion planning problem
on graphs is the 15-puzzle. In 1974 Ernö Rubik invented his famous Bűvös
Kocka (magic cube) that started a bigger craze in 1980 (in terms of puzzles
sold) than the 15-puzzle did. By combining the graph models discussed above
this puzzle falls within their scope and we repose the question of Ratner and
Warmuth [1990]: “Is the problem of finding a shortest solution for the n×n×n
Rubik’s cube NP-hard? Are there polynomial time approximation algorithms for
n×n×n Rubik’s cube that approximate the optimal solution by a multiplicative
constant?” It is rather surprising that the answers are not known, given the
popularity of the puzzle even today. We point out that in recent years there
have been many newly invented mechanical puzzle-designs related to Rubik’s
cube—at least 697 within the year 2010.
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Reachability Problems in
Scheduling and Planning

Reachability problems are fundamental in the context of many mathematical
models and abstractions which describe various computational processes. Intu-
itively, when many objects move within a shared environment, objects may have
to wait for others before moving and so slow down, or objects may even get
stuck and never reach their destination. In this thesis we study these phenom-
ena within essentially two different discrete models. The first model comprises
real-time multi-stage processing systems closely related to shop models from
classical scheduling theory. In practice the model captures system behavior
which typically occurs in robotic cells and flexible manufacturing systems. The
main worry for operators of these systems is that the system gets stuck and
comes to a halt since no further processing is possible; such a state is called
deadlock. Resolving a deadlock is usually expensive (with respect to time,
energy, and resources), and harmfully diminishes the system performance. The
second model captures motion planning of multiple robots in a discretized
environment represented by a graph. Here the main questions are whether one
can move from a given state to a final state of the system, and if so, to determine
a shortest move sequence.

Although the application areas are rather diverse, various models have a lot
in common: A given system in these models consists of a discrete environment,
i.e. a finite number of fixed locations (machines, respectively vertices), and
objects (jobs, respectively robots or tokens) that will move within this environ-
ment. The objects have an initial location and a final destination. Furthermore,
an object can only move to an empty location. When no required location is
available it waits at its current location (also referred to as block and wait).

For real-time multi-stage scheduling systems we provide a good and almost
complete picture of the complexity landscape for several algorithmic problems
centered around reachability and deadlock detection. We consider a general
type of scheduling system in which the sequence of machines passed by a job is
constrained by a strict partial order. We are not interested in such a system in
its full generality, but use it as a common framework in which we can express,



compare and study different scheduling systems. Our main contribution is that
even for scheduling systems where all jobs have isomorphic small and primitive
sequence restrictions, most reachability problems turn out to be NP-complete.
The computational complexity of a small number of intriguing exceptional cases
remain open.

For motion planning on graphs the computational complexity of deciding
reachability has been settled (linear time is enough) and we focus on the harder
problem of determining shortest move sequences. We give a complete overview
of the computational complexity of this question when considering two paramet-
ers; the number of colors and the cardinality of the largest color-class. Our main
contribution lies here in exhibiting the first graph classes where determining a
shortest move sequence is decidable in polynomial time.
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